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This dissertation proposes a methodology for the formulation of a catalogue for 

shell artifacts that belong in a special category of portable material culture, most 

commonly referred to as “small finds” in Mesoamerican Maya research. To do so, this 

dissertation explores the methodology of the type-variety classification scheme as seen 

applied in Maya pottery and tests its applicability for defining types of shell artifacts. To 

date, there is no formal and systematic procedure for the classification of these finds as 

there is for Maya pottery. Instead, these “other” or “miscellaneous artifacts,” have been 

presented in a descriptive manner in publications as they pertain to southern Maya 

Lowland sites. A clear basis of classification generally has remained implicit. Its 

principles have not been specified and the criteria for a type definition have remained 
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sufficiently flexible to accommodate collections encompassing a great diversity of size 

and material composition.  

A compilation of published descriptions of shell artifacts recovered from eight 

southern Lowland sites serves as data for this study. I propose a preliminary standard 

format for the presentation of these artifacts that aims to integrate the best aspects of each 

of these earlier publications in the Maya area, possibly add new descriptive categories, 

and hopefully combine them in an original and useful manner. The format for the 

presentation of shell artifacts as proposed in this study, if adopted widely, could serve 

three purposes: 1) operate as a guideline for the written presentation of artifacts’ specifics 

and would aid in bringing some form of uniformity to identifications of shell artifacts; 2) 

help to bring a greater body of artifacts into print by emphasizing the study and recording 

of individual artifact types and varieties; and 3) establish a common language that will 

support meaningful discussions between analysts.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter begins by providing a definition of material culture and explains the 

relevance of the selected portable material used as data for the present study. Also 

presented are the objectives of this dissertation and the organizational framework to 

accommodate these objectives.  

MATERIAL CULTURE: DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS 

In order to present a definition of “material culture” I attempt an empirical 

interpretation about the nature of culture. Humans experience their world through their 

conceptualizations of culture; the evidence of these material conceptualizations is the 

product, which humans fashion by applying their ideas to their actions (Beckow 1984). 

Humans create two products with culture: (cultural) behavior and artifacts. Culture is 

neither act nor artifact, but we can discover information about culture by working back 

from the acts and artifacts that are available for our study (Chilton 1999a, 1999b). 

In the past, artifacts have been regarded as “material culture”. The phrase, 

however, obscures certain relationships if we consider culture to be an organization of 

ideas. The term “artifact” which predates the term “material culture”, testifies with less 

vagueness to the fact that the object is evidence or a material embodiment of human 

artifice, art technique, technology, or skill (Beckow 1984:117). Culture itself is 

ideological; it has no material component. Its products, however, may be material. This 
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premise has led certain theoreticians consistently to point out that artifacts are, not 

“material culture” but “material traces of culture” (Beckow 1984:117). The obvious way 

to sidestep such bulky terminology or semantics, nonetheless, is to employ the term that 

so effectively captures the very nature of the object, the term “artifact”.   

A starting point for understanding prehistoric cultures is found in the analysis of 

their material remains through varying frameworks, methods, theories, techniques etc. 

(Buttles 2002:29). Since the 1950’s archaeology in North America (and by extension in 

Mesoamerica) has shifted from a seemingly content cultural historical approach to the 

analysis of material culture, to ambitious theoretical innovations that evidently and 

eventually lead to disagreements about the goals of archaeologists and how these goals 

can be achieved (Trigger 2006:1). Yet the crucial questions of how far can archaeologists 

go in acquiring objective knowledge of the past and how certain can they be of the 

accuracy of what they believe they know about the past, remain unanswered and the 

archaeologists’ decisions appear to “color their interpretations” (Trigger 2006:531).  It is 

not the purpose of this work to scrutinize with the ongoing theoretical challenges facing 

archaeology or how archaeologists should respond to these problems in the future. This 

study of shell artifacts from the southern Maya lowlands, is concerned with the initial 

step of the process of explaining past cultures through the classification of artifacts.  On 

this basic level of analysis of material culture, shared viewpoint with Buttles (2002:30) 

and other Mesoamerican scholars, is that the isolation of mutually exclusive 

characteristics of artifacts and artifact classes may hold cultural significance. Through the 

variability of the material culture itself, a combination of data regarding contexts, patterns 
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and intersite comparisons, artifact function (s) may be conceived. The ambitious purpose 

of this study is that the proposed methodological procedure will aid in bringing some 

form of uniformity to identifications of shell artifacts giving emphasis on the written 

presentation of artifacts’ specifics. 

Since the mid 1980’s material culture analysis has progressed from detailed 

descriptions to contextual analysis in which emphasis is placed on methods of identifying 

and studying context in order to understand meaning. As an analytical tool context, is a 

“four dimensional, spatial-temporal matrix, that comprises both a cultural and natural 

environment, and that can be applied to a single artifact or to a constellation of sites” 

(Butzer 1980:418). Schiffer (1987:3) who differentiated two types of context invented a 

revision of this definition: systematic context includes artifacts that participate or interact 

in a behavioral system and archaeological context refers to artifacts that interact only 

with the natural environment. Since the 1980’s contextual analysis has been the 

predominant method of artifact analysis (see Hodder 1999,2000; Schiffer 1987). 

Contextual patterning, that is the repeatable method or style as it applies to different 

contexts that exhibits a pattern at one site or many sites (multi-site patterning), provide an 

excellent view of behaviors as they change through time (Buttles 2002). By the late 

1990s specific methods designed around the raw material and its technology of 

production brought about attribute analysis (see Chilton 1999; Dietler and Herbich 1998; 

Hayden 1998; Stark 1998b). An “attribute” is defined as any variable of an artifact, such 

as length, weigh, surface treatment, raw material etc. A combination of these variables of 

the artifact or attribute pattering is used to develop clusters of artifact “types”.  Material 
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culture analyses have been the intertwining both of these methods, attribute and 

contextual analysis. Furthermore, as Buttles pointed out, by defining artifact function and 

their contextual patterns, both temporally and spatially, we are allowed a glimpse into a 

part of the Maya world not often addressed in site reports and articles (Buttles 2002).  

To conclude, as Alison Wylie commented (1985:73; see also 2002), in order for 

past behavior to be explained and understood, it must be inferred from at least the partly 

subjective process of classification of artifacts and under theory and paradigm-specific 

interpretation.  It should be noted that artifacts in usage in the present study, at its 

simplest definition, are any portable objects produced or modified by human activity, 

whether whole or fragmentary. Portable items may move freely through action of a single 

person and are categorized (as such) on the basis of their size, shape and weight, and their 

portability significantly accounts for the great raw material variability (Buttles 2002). 

Within this category are pottery, stone tools and a group of various materials also called 

“small finds” or “miscellaneous finds” in Mesoamerica literature (Buttles 1992,2002; 

Garber 1989; Lee 1969; Sheets 1978; Willey et al.1994). Regardless of the geographic 

location of fieldwork in the Maya Lowlands, the nature of specific sites and areas, and 

the implications of investigations carried out, a recurring archaeological condition seems 

to emerge: portable finds, particularly those not fitting within the known categories of 

typologies, still lack a reliable and consistent documentary and comparative base 

grounded in archaeological contextualization. This is in spite of the fact that 

archaeological investigations comprising of materials dating from the Preclassic to the 
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Postclassic periods (1000BC-AD 1400) have traditionally yielded, and continue to yield 

many small-sized objects.  

 ‘‘SMALL FINDS’’ CONSIDERED: SHELL ARTIFACTS  

This catchall artifact grouping of material culture, covers a highly diversified 

spectrum of objects and mediums, including jewelry and dress ornaments; portable 

objects of worship; tools, other utilitarian implements, and much more. These objects 

also represent a broad range of contexts and functions, spanning across the borders of 

consumption and utilitarian goods: from domestic to funerary, from rural to urban, from 

public ritual spaces and more intimate settings to name a few. Overall, these small finds 

reveal shared sociological habits, social groupings, rituals and practices (see Buttles 1992 

and 2002).  They also provide subtle insights into individual inclination, social status and 

personal interactions. Objects made of shell have been found in abundance at sites 

throughout the Maya Lowlands.  

There are to date no formal and systematic procedures for Maya lowland artifact 

classification as there is for Maya lowland pottery. Instead, these “other”, “miscellaneous 

artifacts”, or “small finds” have been presented in descriptive manner (e.g.in the 

Uaxactun artifact report by Kidder, 1947). Advocates of the type-variety classification as 

used in ceramic studies, maintain that ‘artifact types and varieties (of pottery vessels) are 

assumed to be the material results of concepts of form and function which were carried in 

the minds of makers of the artifacts we study (e.g. Gifford 1960; 1976; Wheat, Gifford 

and Wasley 1958; Sabloff 1975; Sabloff and Smith 1972). Accordingly, as Willey et al. 
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(1965: 391) pointed out “manufactures of stone, bone or whatever- arrow points, needles, 

barkbeaters-should be susceptible to the same classificatory treatment as pottery vessels”.  

What then, is then the best classification scheme for this special category of 

artifacts? Furthermore, how can the classes reflect particular cultural, spatial and 

temporal meanings and how can those classes of artifacts become meaningful entities of 

cultural interpretation? As Hayden, pointed out “classification is the bane of the 

archaeologist” (Hayden 1993). Dodging the irony of this statement, I surveyed theory 

driven methodological approaches to artifact classification, and the theoretical reasoning 

that underlay these different methods of material culture analysis.  

CLASSIFICATION OF ARTIFACTS AND CULTURAL PHENOMENA  

 

As culture bearers, we construct categories and through categorization we 

attribute meaning into what has been categorized through the properties we associate with 

these categorizations (Read 2007:25). As archaeologists, we can identify the essence of 

the constructs through our recovery of aspects of the constructed reality we refer to as 

culture. We want to identify those preexisting categorizations and constructs (preexisting 

in a temporal sense from our point as researchers dealing with material remains from past 

societies) to the extent possible through analytical methods. At the same time, we also 

need to consider individual variation among the objects within a category and the 

implications that variation may have on our interpretation of patterns of behavior inferred 

from artifact properties. The type-variety system developed for classification of pottery 

objects, is one example of how individual variation within a type has been taken into 
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consideration by referring variation among individual artifacts within a type back to its 

purported source as variation at the level of attributes (Gifford 1960).  

“Types” are the means by which archaeologists give meaning to things they 

encounter, but an artifact encompasses an entire spectrum of meanings. Since artifacts 

have many meanings archeologists focus on those meanings that are important to them. 

Furthermore, since the range of meanings can be described in an infinite number of ways, 

it is important to focus on those aspects of artifacts that are most directly relevant to the 

problem or the question put forth for any analysis: the artifact attributes. In addition, to 

the detailed shape, use wear, residues and myriad other descriptors, there are attributes of 

context and time. The relationship between all artifacts within a site is of a considerable 

potential importance.  Also of importance for defining general trends in prehistory and 

cultures are the temporal and spatial relationships between all artifacts in the world. By 

combining attributes to form types, a classification based on types occurs, that is a 

typology. Simply put, a type is a categorization of artifacts created to answer a question 

about cultures or to solve a problem as it relates to the study of material culture (Hayden 

1993). 

PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

This work is in essence a classification application along the most reliable 

parameters of the type-variety system used in pottery. Its main task is to develop a 

systematic classification for known and well-established types of shell artifacts, hence ‘a 

type-based method of classification’ that is specifically designed to cope with the 

problem of the description of types. In a type-variety analysis, types (and varieties) are 
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ordinarily defined and described by reference to a recognizably distinct combination of 

attributes of ceramic units. Every effort has been made to conform to the original 

concepts and objectives of type-variety systematics consistent with the difference 

between pottery and small finds made of shell, being discrete artifact productions. Thus, 

certain modifications had to be made to accommodate a system for shell artifacts which 

will, hopefully, become apparent. Briefly, the type-variety method consists of several 

hierarchically arranged levels (of analysis) and believed according to Gifford and others 

that they correspond to general levels of sociocultural interaction (Gifford 1960).  This 

operational assumption, and related statements in regards to this, will be tacitly and 

tentatively accepted at this point of this study and it will be discussed further in the 

concluding chapter. By that point, an evaluation can be made of the consistency and 

usefulness of the system in relation to the method of classification outlined in this study. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

This dissertation is comprised of six chapters. The introductory chapter explains 

the relevance of the select portable material used as data for the present study. Chapter 2, 

provides a review of the various methods and models as they directly relate to the 

classification of artifacts and, in part, to the explanation analyses of material culture. Also 

included in Chapter 2, is a discussion of the purpose of classification in the study of 

material culture that will give reasoning to the exploration of the applicability of a type-

based classification method to the study of shell artifacts from the Maya lowlands. 

Moreover, a short historical survey of the type-variety method of pottery typology as has 

been experienced in the Maya research since the 1960s, is incorporated. Finally, the 
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theoretical basis of a classification based on types, as manifest in the selection of, and 

relations among the attributes that underlie its ideational structure and operations, is 

presented. 

 Chapter 3 provides background information on the natural and cultural setting of 

the southern Maya lowlands as well as a brief discussion about the archaeological 

evidence of the use of shell by the ancient Maya. Eight archaeological sites are positioned 

within the geographical and environmental and cultural setting of the southern lowlands 

(listed here in alphabetical order): Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, 

Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, Seibal, and Uaxactun. The remainder of the chapter presents 

a discussion of the use of shell as raw material and presents background information on 

the research in the Maya area in general in regards to shell artifacts. A list of specific 

studies on shell artifacts in each of the eight aforementioned sites concludes this chapter.  

Chapter 4 is comprised of two sections. The first section, presents the general 

characteristics of the shellfish species that lend their shell to the manufacture of shell 

objects and the different techniques employed to make shell artifacts. Next, follows a 

brief discussion on previous classifications of culturally modified shell artifacts. The 

second section of Chapter 4 provides a detailed outline of the methodological procedure 

that was followed in order to present type descriptions for shell artifacts. 

Chapter 5 is the outcome of the methodological approach proposed and defined in 

Chapter 4: the type descriptions of shell artifacts from the southern Maya lowlands are 

presented.  
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In the final chapter, Chapter 6, I discuss the applicability of a type-variety system 

to shell artifacts as proposed by the methodological strategy outlined in Chapter 4, its 

theoretical thoughts inspired by the concepts of type-variety systematics outlined in 

Chapter 2, and referred back to the goal of the dissertation in chapter 1 and place this 

study in the broader context portrayed in Chapter 3.  The overall purpose of this final 

chapter is to demonstrate that archaeological typologies are capable of handling (if not 

all), most of the problems of artifact classification. The result of this dissertation is a list 

of types of shell artifacts that belong in a special category of material culture called 

“small finds” in Maya research.  
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CHAPTER 2  

BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDY 

 

This chapter provides information regarding the biophysical environment and 

cultural history of the Maya lowlands.  Also presented, is a brief discussion of the 

archaeological evidence of the use of shell by the ancient Maya. 

In the first section, information on the region’s geology, hydrography, climate, 

vegetation, and fauna are presented. Eight archaeological sites are positioned within the 

geographical and environmental setting of the southern lowlands (listed here in 

alphabetical order): Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, Lubaantun, 

Piedras Negras, Seibal, and Uaxactun. Then, cultural historical information for the 

southern lowlands is presented, including discussions of chronology and cultural 

characteristics of the lowland Maya in general. A brief overview of the aforementioned 

southern lowland sites is incorporated in the general, cultural and historical discussion. 

The next section of the chapter is a discussion concerning the use of shell in the 

southern lowlands and how it appears in the archaeological record. Next, information is 

provided on the research completed in the Maya area in general with regards to shell 

artifacts. A list of material culture studies and of shell artifacts in particular, on each of 

the eight aforementioned sites concludes this chapter.  
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE SOUTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS  

Projecting to the Gulf of Mexico lies the Peninsula of Yucatan where flourished 

one of the most brilliant civilizations of Mesoamerica, the Maya. The Maya civilization 

developed in topographically, geologically, and ecologically diverse area (Adams 1991; 

Dunning et al 1998; Scarborough and Valdez 2003;). This bounded biophysical 

environment has been divided into geographically heterogeneous zones, the highlands 

and the lowlands while within these settings further subdivisions are found:  

 

Highlands Lowlands 

Northern Metamorphic 

Southern Volcanic 

Southern Transitional 

Petén or Central 

Northern Yucatecan 

 

Table 1 Geographic zones of Maya Highlands and Lowlands 

 

The Maya lowlands cover approximately 390,000 square kilometers, 

encompassing modern day Belize and Guatemala, southern Mexico (Campeche, Chiapas, 

Quintana Roo, Yucatan), west Honduras and west El Salvador. (Sabloff 1990:14). Maya 

researchers have traditionally divided this vast area into the Northern and Southern 

Lowlands based on changes in climate, vegetation and geology. The Northern lowlands 

are dominated by scrub forest and low precipitation while dense tropical rainforest and 
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high levels of precipitation characterize the Southern Lowlands. Of specific interest to the 

present study are the southern lowlands (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Map of the southern Maya Lowlands showing sites mentioned in this study 

Source: http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/maya/maya-map2.gif 
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The southern lowlands are the transitional zone between the northern metamorphic 

highlands and the northern lowlands. This area includes the tropical rainforest of Chiapas, 

Huehuetenango, Quiché, Alta Verapaz, and Izabal (Adams 1991:123). Included as well 

are the low-lying coastal swamp margins of the Gulf Coast and the Caribbean. The 

southern lowlands are bounded to the north by the Río Candelaria and to the south by Río 

Sarstoon. It includes all or portions of the adaptive regions of Northwest Karst Plain, Río 

Candelaria- Río San Pedro, Petén Karst Plateau, Lacandon Fold, Karstic Piedmont and 

the Motagua and Copan Valleys (according to Dunning and Beach, editors 2000).  The 

principal river systems are the Rio Usumacinta and its tributaries (Ríos Jatate, Lacantun, 

Chixoy, and Pasión) to the west and the Río Sarstoon and Río Dulce and their tributaries 

(Río Chamelecon and Río Ulua) to the east. The predominant vegetation is categorized as 

tropical rainforest. 

The shell artifacts under study were recovered from eight southern lowland sites  

(Figure 1). The first four sites are located in the country of Belize: Cerros on the eastern 

occupying a peninsula extending into the Chetumal bay on the Caribbean coast; Colha, 

south of Cerros and about 20 kilometers inland from the Caribbean coast; Barton Ramie, 

is situated on the north bank of the Belize river; and Lubaantun in southern Belize. The 

other four sites are in Guatemala. In the northern part of the country, Uaxactun is located 

in the Petén region and some 19 kilometers north one of the most famous major Maya 

center, the site of Tikal. Altar de Sacrificios, at the confluence of the Pasión and Salinas 
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rivers; Seibal, 50 km upstream on the Rio Pasión from the site of Altar de Sacrificios at 

Piedras Negras located downstream the Usumacinta River. 

CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE MAYA LOWLANDS  

 

The southern Maya lowlands have been long recognized as a sub-division of the 

culture area occupied by the prehistoric Maya. Although there is a minor disagreement 

concerning the precise boundaries of this area, most authors agree (Coe 1966; Thompson 

1965) that its distinguishing characteristics are: 1) the historic distribution of Maya 

language, and 2) the distribution of prehistoric sites with vaulted masonry architecture 

and stelae bearing hieroglyphic texts. The principal periods of cultural development in 

the southern lowlands are the Preclassic (1000 BC-AD 250), Classic (AD 250- 900) and 

Postclassic (AD 900-1400).  These three broad chronological periods are divided further 

Table 2 provides a listing of the period divisions, used by most Maya archaeologists. 

(from Sharer and Taxler 2006:98).  

 

Table 2 Chronological periods in the Maya area 
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The earliest known (archaeologically verified) occupants of the southern 

Maya lowlands are village farmers beginning ca. 1000 BC Interestingly, there is almost 

no evidence of the Olmec-style monumental art and architecture in the southern 

lowlands, despite the proximity to the southern Gulf of Mexico the area considered as the 

cradle of Mesoamerica’s earliest culture. There are however portable artifacts that show 

connections to the Olmec style– jade, shell, and pottery. For example the sites of Cuello, 

Colha and Cerros both have artifacts that are stylistically associated with the Olmec 

found in Early Middle Preclassic context (Hammond et al. 1992; Buttles 2002; Garber 

1989; 2004). Farming villages were widely established by 1000 BC and during the next 

500 years, a period generally called Middle Preclassic, communities grew leading to the 

emergence of complex chiefdom-level societies evident in site hierarchies, monumental 

construction, sculptures, status distinctions, sacrifices raiding, ritual feasting and external 

trade connections (Sharer 2006:219).  It is however during the Late Preclassic period that 

many characteristics associated with lowland Maya civilization emerged (Adams 1977; 

Coe 1965).  

The Late Preclassic (400 BC to AD 250) in the Maya Lowlands is characterized 

by tremendous population growth and increased interaction. The most notable evidence 

for this interaction is the widespread use and manufacture of pottery (Coe 1965, 1977; 

Hammond 1977; Sabloff 1975; Willey, Culbert and Adams 1967; Valdez 1987). There 

was a significant increase in the importation of highland goods such as obsidian and jade 

as well as expanded circulation of lowland products such as shell, stingray spines, chert, 

quartzite, and salt (Dreiss 1982,1994; Dreiss and Brown 1989,1991; Hester and 
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Hammond 1976; Hester and Sharer 1991; Valdez and Mock 1991). Administrative 

ceremonial centers were built throughout the Lowlands during the Late Preclassic. 

Although data from Late Preclassic centers are scarce because of large amounts of 

Classic period overburden, it is clear that the settlement hierarchy was emerging (Willey 

1977). This settlement hierarchy reflects political hierarchy that replaced undifferentiated 

villages of the Middle Preclassic (Garber 2004). The rise of social differentiation and the 

emergence of an elite class and ruling kinship units reflected a form of political 

hierarchy. Social differentiation is nevertheless evident in the burials of the Late 

Preclassic period, with modest burials in the domestic house floors at one extreme and 

elaborate interments associated with monumental architecture on the other (cf. Adams 

2005; Buttles 2002; Garber 1989; Robin 1989; Scarborough et al. 1985). Before the late 

1990’s the actions of Preclassic kings were mainly deduced from the instruments of 

power and from the context in which the actions were performed (Freidel and Schele 

1988); yet, our knowledge of Late Preclassic kingship in the Maya lowlands has 

increased in the 21st century by the discovery of painted murals at the site of San Bartolo 

Guatemala, dated circa A.D. 100 (Saturno et al. 2005). A time of extraordinary 

accomplishments starts at the end of the Preclassic around A.D. 250. 

The Classic period, the florescence of Maya civilization, is subdivided into the 

Early Classic (AD 250-600) and Late Classic (AD 600-900). The most notable 

characteristic of the Early Classic period was the emergence of the independent states 

across much of the lowlands (Sharer 2006:301). The actions of Classic period kings are 

evident from depictions on stelae and pottery. At the height of Classic civilization, the 
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Maya landscape in all its variety supported millions of people and Maya kings had to 

cope with a political geography of enormous complexity (Sharer 2006). While the Early 

Classic lowland society was stratified into two largely groups, the elite and nonelite and 

at the head of this order kings administered the state while there is evident of a hierarchy 

of subordinate centers.  The notion of a purely top-down system in which elites 

controlled politics, religion and economy during the Classic period has been challenged 

(e.g. Scarborough et al. 2003; Sheets et al.2015) With the advancement of household 

archaeological research and ethnohistorical studies in the lowlands (e.g. Lohse and 

Valdez 2004; Sheets et al.2015), it has been confirmed that the Maya economy rested on 

the productive capabilities of individual Maya households and communities, throughout 

the pre-Columbian era not only the Classic era (Sharer 2006:635). Resource specialized 

communities are considered by many archaeologists (e.g. Adams 1991, 2005; 

Scarborough et al. 2003; Scarborough and Valdez 2003; Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003) “the 

underpinnings for Maya economic organization” (Scarborough and Valdez 2003:11-13). 

Nevertheless, Maya states reached their apogee in the Late Classic. These states started to 

compete over resources, land, water, and food while dealing with ever large populations 

By the end of the Classic period, in the lowland heartland, there was sporadic growth and 

decline of many independent and highly competitive states, each ruled by dynasties of 

divine kings. 

The Maya Terminal Classic was marked by great changes, mostly the breakdown 

in the institution of divine kingship, with a shift in the centers of population and power, 

changes that were transitional to the Postclassic (Demarest 2004; Sharer and Traxler 
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2006). The Postclassic (ca. AD 900/11-1500) saw renewed population growth, new cities, 

more commercial development and the rise of political systems that supplemented or 

replaced divine kingship, characterized by cycles of political fragmentation and conquest 

and a new emphasis on economic production and trade (Scarborough and Valdez 2003, 

2009; Sharer and Taxler 2006).  The Spanish Conquest however, abruptly ceased this 

course of development shortly after 1500.   

Within this cultural context, rest the southern lowland sites that provided the 

artifacts brought into this study: Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, 

Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, Seibal, and Uaxactun. A brief overview of these sites is 

provided in the following paragraphs. 

Altar de Sacrificios 

At the confluence of the Pasión and Salinas rivers, was the site of a small village 

established by about 1000B.C. (Adams 1964, 1971; Smith 1972; Willey 1973; Willey 

and Smith 1969). At least four buildings were clustered around a small plaza, and other 

houses were scattered across the landscape nearby, with a community of farmers and 

foragers depending heavily on river resources. By the early Late Preclassic a formal plaza 

group was probably a ceremonial precinct with the wall of the platforms flanking the 

plaza faced plaster and had masonry stairs (Willey 1973; 1977). In the initial decades of 

the Late Classic, Altar de Sacrificios remained one of the most prominent centers of the 

Rio Pasión -Petexbatun region and was highly influenced by ideas from outside the Maya 

lowlands, an influence reflected in their sculpture and architecture (Adams 1971). 

Toward the middle of the 9th century the late fine paste style of pottery appeared 
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alongside with the old polychrome tradition.  Public construction declined by the 

beginning of the 10th century, major construction activity had ended. 

Seibal  

About 50 km upstream on the Rio Pasión from the site of Altar de Sacrificios, is 

the archaeological site of Seibal, similarities between these two sites are thought to have 

existed during the Middle Preclassic (Willey and Tourtellot 1978). The people of Seibal 

had access to highland sources of obsidian and igneous stone (Willey 1982; Tourtellot 

1988) Seibal experienced early population expansion and building booms during the Late 

Preclassic, but did not enjoy a continued prosperity for too long and soon entered a period 

of decline that culminated in near abandonment by AD 300. Here, early monumental art 

consist mainly of the occasional modeled and painted stucco decoration on civic 

buildings and no hieroglyphic texts were found (Smith 1982; Tourtellot 1988; Willey et 

al. 1975). There is no indication of renewed occupation until about the Late Classic (AD 

600-900), which was represented by a burst of creative activity in the construction of 

buildings and monuments. Early in the AD 900’s, closely related to intensified warfare in 

the area, Seibal emerged as the most powerful city in the Pasión region. It embarked on a 

major construction program incorporating stylistic elements with a decidedly foreign 

northern influence. Seibal continued to dedicate stelae but as a center lost importance 

quickly and was abandoned early in the 10th century (Sabloff 1973; Tourtellot 1988,1990; 

Willey et al. 1975) Tourtellot and González 2004). 
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Piedras Negras 

Situated downstream along the Usumacinta river, the site was populated as early 

as the Middle Preclassic and from a small village it experienced a population peak in the 

Late Preclassic only to decline in the Early Classic (Martin and Grube 2000). By the Late 

Classic, Piedras Negras became a large city, although many of its temples and palaces 

were roofed with beams and thatch rather than stone vaults. It was the pattern of names 

and dates on this city’s monuments that led Tatiana Proskouriakoff to her initial 

recognition that Classic Maya texts actually recorded dynastic history (Proskouriakoff 

1963).  The last dated monuments were erected in the 9th century and Mexican elements 

appeared on the stelae (Martin and Grube 2000).  

Uaxactun 

The site of Uaxactun, was inhabited from the Middle Preclassic, circa 900 BC 

through the Late Preclassic period (until about 400 BC to AD 250), but flourished mainly 

in the Classic Period, from AD 500 to 900.  Before the Middle Preclassic Uaxactun was a 

small village and represented only by small pottery collections.  In the Late Preclassic a 

triadic building complex was constructed and soon evolved into a compact cluster of 

public buildings. An elongated platform facing to the east eventually supported three 

temples that marked the key sunrise positions, hence considered an astronomical complex 

(Valdés and Fahsen 1995). In the Early Classic period, a new tradition of pottery making 

emerges featuring elaborated polychrome painting.  This new style complemented the old 

and essentially represents the spread of an evolved version of the polychrome tradition 

(R.E.Smith 1955). The first stela is erected and a program of renewal and expansion of its 
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public architecture started around AD 300.  Building activity and the dedication of stelae 

slackened early in the AD 900 and fine paste pottery appeared along side remnants of the 

polychrome tradition. The site was abandoned by the by the first part of the 10th century. 

Throughout the following centuries, the city was consumed by the dense jungle of 

northeast Guatemala and was not rediscovered until the early 20th century. During the 

1930's, extensive research was conducted (A.L. Smith 1931; R.E Smith 1937; Morley 

1937; Kidder 1932; 1947; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937).  

Barton Ramie 

Barton Ramie is situated on the north bank of the Belize River approximately 12 

kilometers east of the modern town of San Ignacio. Gordon Willey and his colleagues 

were the first to conduct archaeological excavations at the site between 1954 and 1956 

(Willey et al. 1955; Willey 1956; Willey et al. 1965). In relation to other sites located in 

the Belize Valley, Barton Ramie is somewhat unusual in that there is no well-defined 

central precinct and the site boundaries were defined by limits of field clearings rather 

than diminishing settlement (Chase and Garber 2004).  Excavations and testing revealed 

a lengthy sequence of occupation beginning during the Middle Preclassic while the  Late 

Preclassic represents a vigorous period of activity including the construction of numerous 

house clusters associated with minor ceremonial ‘centers’ along with the large center 

(Bullard 1960; Willey and Bullard 1965; Ford and Fedick 1992). The Late Preclassic 

pottery recovered has and by the Late Classic period, the Belize Valley ceramics became 

increasingly regionalized, focusing on types and forms generally not found in other 

regions (Chase and Garber 2011). The final stage of occupation appeared to have 
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occurred in the Late Classic (Willey et al. 1965:278-279) and Terminal Classic ceramics 

show wide variability at the sites in the valley and could not be faceted in the original 

Barton Ramie sample (Gifford 1976:226). The Postclassic occupation was considered to 

be minimal, however it was recognized, although problematic through ceramic analysis 

(Gifford 1976). 

Lubaantun 

Based on correlation of ceramic and architectural evidence, the period of major 

settlement activity at Lubaantun occurred between AD 730-860, the Late Classic period. 

The settlement of Lubaantun may have resulted from expansions of earlier centers from 

the Petén, Verapaz, and Usumacinta regions (Hammond 1975). It has been suggested that 

Lubaantun was an administrative center regulating trade and that nearby Nim Li Punit 

functioned as the regal center of religion, ceremony, and ritual (Hammond 1975). The 

absence of stelae at Lubaantun is intriguing since other sites in the area have stelae 

carved with hieroglyphic inscriptions (Hammond 1975).  Lubaantun is one of the first 

and most thoroughly excavated sites in Belize (Gann 1903; 1924 Merwin 1915; Joyce 

1926, 1927; Hammond 1975). 

Cerros 

Cerros is located on a peninsula extending into the Chetumal Bay on the 

Caribbean coast. Until a few decades before the Christian era, Cerros was a simple 

village without monumental architecture or economic organization (Friedel 1979; Garber 

1989; Scarborough 1991). Around 100BC, Cerros underwent a rapid transformation into 

a new kind of community as evidence by the construction of public buildings and 
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monumental architecture.  This is represented, in part, by a temple atop a platform with 

elaborated painted stucco masks, and a series of triadic groups that covered the remains 

of the old village (Scarborough 1991). Evidence of extensive burning and building 

demolition suggest that the transformation may have been sudden and intentional.  It is 

thought that these transformations may have resulted from the influence of an inland 

center where the new patterns of centralized political organization had taken hold earlier 

(Garber 1989). After a brief period of prosperity, marked by episodes of expansion and 

remodeling of its civic architectural core, Cerros was abandoned, before the beginning of 

the Classic period (Garber 1989; Scarborough 1991). 

Colha 

The site of Colha has an archaeological record that indicates occupation from the 

Archaic , pre-ceramic era 3400 – 1000 BC to the Postclassic, 900 BC – AD 1300 (Buttles 

2002; Hester and Shafer 1994a, 1994b).  The site is best known for its large-scale lithic 

craft production. It has been suggested the earliest known community at Colha was a 

small village (Hester 1980). By the Late Preclassic, the scale of chert tool making had 

grown substantially.  Stone tool forms and manufacturing process had become 

standardized, with production occurring outside individual households, perhaps under the 

control of a central political authority within the community (Hester and Shafer 1994a, 

1994b). Sites such as Tikal, imported chert from Colha to complement those made from 

lower-quality chert (Shafer 1991). The Late Preclassic at Colha exhibits signs of 

developing social economic and cultural complexity and it marks the introduction of 

monumental architecture at the main plaza and surrounding area and (Buttles 2002). 
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Material culture recovered archaeologically reflects a great variety of raw material and 

forms, both acquired and produced locally or through systems of exchange, reciprocation, 

and /or redistribution. This was probably linked to the organization and control of lithic 

population and a growing elite population (Shafer and Hester 1983). By the late classic 

the community had a small cluster of public structures and dozens of workshops scattered 

over an area of more than six square kilometers (Valdez 1987). The site maintained its 

prosperity late into the Terminal Classic period, but then the community was abandoned. 

Archaeological evidence including destroyed and burned elite residences, and an 

associated cache containing the skulls of 30 decapitated individuals, suggests Colha’s 

decline was rapid and involved intense conflict. By the 11th century, Colha was again a 

center of chert tool manufacture, albeit as part of a very different technological tradition 

and organized quietly differently (Hester and Shafer 1991; Valdez 1987).  

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF THE USE OF SHELL BY THE ANCIENT MAYA  

Items produced of shell are found almost always in abundance in the 

archaeological record in the Maya lowlands and have been identified in deposits 

extending from the Middle Preclassic to the Postclassic periods. This profusion of shell 

artifacts reinforces the belief that shells were of great economic and social importance to 

the Maya prior to European contact (Healy et al.1990). Also, Maya iconography and 

cosmology have provided evidence that shell was also of great symbolic significance to 

the lowland Maya; shell and deities associated with shells and water have been captured 

in painted scenes on vessels as well as in the Paris and Madrid codices (Tedlock 1985: 
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72-75; Kerr 1992:386; Coe 1977; Coe 1978: 70-73; Coe and Kerr 1982; Friedel et al. 

2002; Freidel and Schele 1988;Schele and Miller 1986; Spinden 1957:84).  

The most commonly encountered shell artifacts are items of personal adornments 

that would have either been sewn onto clothing or worn as jewelry. Beads, pendants, 

rings, and ear ornaments are among the many types that have been identified at southern 

lowland sites. While worked shell artifacts have been found in a wide variety of 

depositional contexts (e.g. midden, construction fill, burial, cache) they are most often 

recovered from ritual deposits such as burials and caches, providing an excellent 

opportunity to reconstruct ancient ritual behavior and belief systems. Shell utilitarian 

implements also have been recovered at some locations (e.g. at Barton Ramie, Willey et 

al. 1965; at Colha, Dreiss 1984, Buttles 2002 and at Cerros Garber 1989).  Unmodified 

shell specimens recovered from midden and construction fill deposits provide evidence of 

consumption of shell species in the diet of coastal and island societies (Emery 1990).  

Shell items are also commonly represented as musical instruments in scenes on 

stones sculptures, murals, painted vessels and codices, and similar items have been found 

in archaeological contexts. Conch trumpets have been noted at the sites of Cerros (Garber 

1989:70) and Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Kidder 1947).   
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STUDIES OF SHELL ARTIFACTS IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS 

Shell artifacts are commonly found in archaeological deposits throughout the 

Maya Lowlands. Archaeologists working in the lowlands quickly became interested in 

the modified shell artifacts that were recovered from coastal and inland sites throughout 

the region, including Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972), Barton Ramie (Willey et al. 

1965) Piedras Negras  (Coe 1959), San Jose (Thompson 1939), Seibal (Willey 1978), and 

Uaxactun (Kidder 1947;Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). These early researchers prepared 

typological and taxonomic classifications of the excavated materials to provide 

information on the types of shell artifacts that were being manufactured and the raw 

materials that were used in their production; however, none of these early studies 

incorporated the fragmented freshwater and marine shell specimens frequently 

encountered during their excavations. Taxonomic identifications revealed that virtually 

all of the worked specimens were marine species obtained from the Caribbean Sea or the 

Gulf of Mexico; however a small percentage of the modified shell artifacts were 

identified as Pacific or freshwater species.  

Taxonomic identification of shell artifacts provides archaeologists with specific 

information regarding the origin of shell materials. These data are used to identify 

temporal and spatial patterns in species utilization, locating patterns, and possible routes 

and mechanisms of exchange (Andrews 1969) Malacologists evaluate many attributes in 

their attempts to classify specimens. Shells exhibit a number of recognizable, diagnostic 

features that can aid in their identification, including attributes related to morphology, 

surface characteristics and dimensions. The identification process is typically more 
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complicated when archaeological specimens are being classified. While color may play a 

significant role in the identification of modern species, its role is significantly diminished 

when dealing with archaeological collections (Claassen 1998). Modified and unmodified 

shell artifacts are often recovered from archaeological deposits, but diagnostic features 

are not always observable. Exposure to acidic soils often results in leaching of color yet 

shell, due to their calcium carbonate composition, tend to preserve more readily than 

bone in the highly acidic soil conditions of the tropics.  

Malacological studies of modern marine invertebrates from the waters 

surrounding the Yucatan peninsula began in the early 20th century and continued to the 

present (e.g. Rehder and Abbot 1951; Vokes and Vokes 1983; Weisbord 1926). Similar 

studies of fresh water and terrestrial species have also flourished (e.g. Bash 1959; 

Bequaert and Clech 1933; Covich 1978, 1980; Goodrich and Schalie 1937;Pilsbry 1891). 

More recent studies and associated with Maya lowland sites have been In 1969, E.Wyllys 

Andrews IV set the stage for the study of Prehispanic malacology with his study entitled 

The Archaeological Use and Distribution of Mollusca in the Maya Lowlands. Andrews 

provided in depth discussions of the many uses of shell material in Maya society, 

particularly as trade items, food sources, ornaments and votive offerings. He also 

discussed the utilization of shell motifs to illustrate a number of themes in murals, 

vessels, and sculpture (Andrews 1969). Although a pioneer study, Andrews did not 

address the typological classification of the archaeological specimens he catalogued.  

Researchers working in the Maya Lowlands have been analyzing shell materials 

recorded from archaeological contexts since the 1980’s and explored questions of 
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shellfish consumption and issues of subsistence (e.g. Carr 1985, 1986; Emery 1986,1990) 

More recent studies have focused on taxonomic and typological classifications (Buttles 

1992; 2002; Cobos 1994; Dreiss 1994; Garber 1989; Ferguson 1995; Hammond 1991; 

Hohmann 2002;Aizpurua 1997; Aizpurua and McAnany 1999; Moholy-Nagy 1963,1985, 

1994; Taschek 1994) and like Andrews’ study they have also addressed larger questions 

of cultural behavior, such as he role of shell in Maya social, political, and economic 

activities. Studies of shell artifacts at Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, 

Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, Seibal, and Uaxactun are the main publications referenced in 

the present study. In the next page, Table 3 shows the archaeological research conducted 

to date to these sites, as it relates to studies of modified shell artifacts. It includes both 

studies of material culture and specifically of small finds, as well as specific reports on 

shell artifacts.  
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Archeological Site Shell artifact studies 

Altar de Sacrificios Willey 1972 

Barton Ramie Willey et al. 1965 

Cerros Garber 1981,1989 

Colha 

Buttles 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 2002 

 Dreiss 1982,1994  

Stock 1979 

Lubaantun Hammond 1975 

Piedras Negras Coe 1959 

Seibal Willey 1978 

Uaxactun 

Kidder 1947  

Ricketson and Ricketson 1937 

 

Table 3 Shell artifact studies from selected sites in the southern Maya lowlands
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

In this chapter, I review the theoretical writings concerning archaeological 

classification and the creation of typologies. However, before, I evaluate the 

methodological procedure presented, later in this study, it is important to review the 

various methods and models as they directly relate to the classification of artifacts and in 

part to the explanation analyses of material culture. 

Included also in this chapter, is a discussion of the purpose of classification in the 

study of material culture that will give reasoning to the exploration of the applicability of 

a type-based classification method to study shell artifacts from the Maya lowlands. 

Moreover, incorporated is a short historical survey of the type-variety method of pottery 

typology as has been experienced in the Maya research since the 1960s. Finally, The 

theoretical basis of a classification based on types, as manifest in the selection of, and 

relations among the attributes that underlie its ideational structure and operations, is 

presented. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF ARTIFACTS  

 

The objective of this dissertation is to propose a methodological framework 

derived from organizational theory of classification in which the concepts of taxonomy 

and typology (and similarly, classification) are not always defined and terms are used 

sometimes interchangeably. We should first determine the definitions of classification 

taxonomy and typology, and the relationship between these constructs.  What follows is 

the purpose of classification, the development and employment of artifact classification 

in Mesoamerican research and the outline of a type-based classification method such as 

Type-Variety system of classification of pottery. 

A Note on Terminology: Classification, Typology, and Taxonomy 

 

The process for identifying an artifact usually starts with two questions, what is it 

and what is it made of.  A path to addressing these questions typically involves the 

application of a classification process; an understanding of the general class to which the 

object or entity under consideration belongs. Classification then, is the creation of distinct 

set of categories into which a specific body of material may be subdivided, or partitioned; 

hence, classification is the result of the classifying process. Typologies and taxonomies 

are two kinds of classifications. 

Typology and taxonomy constructions have been employed since the formative 

years of archaeology. Although taxonomy and typology have different definitions in the 

dictionary, these terms are often used synonymously. In this study, conceptually 
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developed configurations are defined as typologies, while empirically derived 

configurations are defined as taxonomies. Taxonomies can process large sets of 

multidimensional variables by generating relatively homogeneous groups that take into 

account interactions between variables (Read 2007). Put in simplest terms, typology, 

involves the creation of types, while taxonomy involves the ordering or grouping of types 

once they have been made; therefore taxonomic classification normally does not affect 

the actual definition of the types. Taxonomies are usually built from typologies and an 

example is the classification method for pottery known in Maya literature as type-variety, 

that is to be defined and its parameters examined later in this chapter. Briefly, this 

method is a taxonomic classification in which the classificatory units are called types and 

these are further subdivided into varieties. In order to avoid any confusions, let us accept 

that type-variety method is a taxonomic system, on the basis that taxonomies are 

concerned specifically with relationships between types, which are often quantitative, or 

capable of expression in quantitative terms.  The end result of its method is a typology, a 

classification of pottery based on types. From this point on, the type-variety method of 

classification, will be referred to as a ‘type-based’ method of classification. The 

classification method proposed here is a taxonomic system, where its units, (types and 

varieties) are hierarchically related. The system is a conceptual structure for ordering 

attributes or features (not actual objects, Rice 2013) of shell artifacts into classes or types, 

proposed on the basis of some criterion.  Accordingly, the theoretical concepts and the 

method that characterize such a system will be presented in the concluding section of this 

chapter.  
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The Purpose of Classification  

 

Artifact classification has played an important role in archaeological research as a 

means to organize the sheer quantity of material remains recovered through excavations 

ever since archaeology’s inception as a field of study (Dunnell 1986; Wylie 2002; Read 

2007). Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the operations involved in the study of 

artifacts in the sequence, which, generally, they are carried out: 

 

Figure 2. Operational process of the study of artifacts 

 

The initial process of identification can be subdivided further into three 

parts/steps: classification, description, and evaluation. The difference between description 

and classification is that the former treats each object as an entity -almost as if each were 

unique- whereas classification segregates objects on the basis of dissimilar attributes.  

Although our understanding of artifacts must begin with the identification of its 

properties it must also be extended by the evaluation of those properties. Classification 

and description of uncovered artifacts enables comparison with similar artifacts from 

other sites or regions. Furthermore, classification proper is based on the ideational realm 
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and is a conceptual structure for ordering attributes or features of artifacts into classes 

that are proposed on the basis of some criterion or theory (Dunnell 1986; Rice 2013). The 

outcome of classification proper is the creation of a typology: a theoretically oriented 

classification that is directed toward the solution of some problems (Gifford 1960:346).   

The units in a typology are based on ideas about attributes –method of manufacture, 

color, form and their relations as criteria for membership. These ideational classes 

organize the phenomenological realm for later ordering operations, which permits the 

process of identification (Rice 2013:14). 

At a practical level, it is because of some sort of organization and classification, 

even if only in the form of a catalogue system, that artifacts of interest can be retrieved 

from the mass of excavated material for further analysis (Read 2007). Analysis then, 

seeks to examine in depth, the relationship of the artifact to its respective culture. The 

study of artifact is not complete until an interpretation of its significance has been 

offered. 

The main purpose of classification then, is to facilitate communication by aiding 

in the description of data by reducing potential variability into manageable units 

(Andrefsky 1998:59). Artifacts can be classified as to maximize the internal cohesion and 

external isolation between artifact classes (Cormack 1971:329). In other words, similar 

artifacts will be organized together in a class and dissimilar artifacts will be organized 

into different classes (Adams and Adams 1991:22).  Consequently, we have the 

formulation of typologies.  However, only a few of the potential variables (color, raw 

material, length, mass, etc.) of any particular artifact are utilized in the construction of 
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artifact class. As a result, this kind of classification is inherently selective process. Each 

different artifact variable may reveal something different about the artifact. Artifact 

variables may be time sensitive, allowing one to construct a chronology, other variables 

may be linked, and others may be accidents with no meaning at all (Read 2007). The 

variables chosen reflect the theoretical leanings of the researcher and the questions he/she 

is trying to answer about the dataset (Cowgill 1982:39; Hayden 1984:80). We should 

consider also, another purpose of classification other than the establishment of a typology 

for the respective artifacts. Classification could serve as heurist device allowing 

comparisons between datasets and generation of questions about the dataset (Andrefsky 

1998:59). For example, if two datasets are classified in the same way, the similarities and 

differences between assemblages can be observed and questions about the similarities 

and differences can be hypothesized. The benefits of utilizing an accepted system of 

classification will be discussed further below.  

In addition to providing a common language between researchers, classification, 

especially typological, is designed to be used for some purpose. Discussions over their 

practicality started in the formative years of the archaeological science (1930s- early 

50’s), when the first attempts of terminology for concepts of classifying and sorting, 

typology, and taxonomy etc., were not always very clear (Adams and Adams 1991).  The 

years that followed, with the conceptual breakthroughs of processual archaeology’s 

endeavors and the notable advantage and impact of computers, somewhat reduced the 

gap between theory and practice. Since the late 1950s/early1960’s and onwards to the 21st 

century, problems such as the extent to which typology could be formalized, the precise 
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and formal definition of what an archaeological type is, and the relation between the 

artifacts’ variables and the organization of items into groups called types (Adams and 

Adams 1991; Dunnell 1971; Gifford 1960,1976; Read 2007), resulted in a variety of 

methodologies representative of a diversity of a backgrounds, experiences, and 

knowledge of the modern archaeologists.   

The idea that artifact types had emic meanings had been implicit since the 

beginnings of American archaeology and became explicit with the New Archaeology 

(O’Brien et al. 2005:62).  Are the resultant artifact classes the product of the 

archaeologists’ mind (analytically useful, but not based in prehistoric cultural reality) or 

are these artifact classes inherent in the dataset (related to the intended form or mental 

template of the artifact maker, i.e. “real”(cf. Turney 2001)? This first question represents 

an etic perspective, that is the artifact classes are imposed or determined by the analysts 

(cf. Hill and Evans 1972:231). The original inhabitants of the southern Maya lowlands 

were largely disregarded shortly after contact between the Old and New Worlds. As a 

result, emic perspectives from ethno-historically documented artifacts, not to mention 

prehistoric artifacts are difficult to determine. Consequently, classification systems have 

maintained an etic perspective. However, artifact classes need not to belong to only an 

etic or emic perspective, artifact classes can hold both etic and emic significance. 

Although this is an important theoretical consideration, artifact classes need not to reflect 

the original maker’s conception. How the system is developed is one of the questions of 

interest. Of perhaps greater importance is how useful the classification system is in 

answering questions about the dataset. The legitimacy of a classification system is 
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determined by its replication and its analytical utility (Rosen 1997:25). If artifact classes 

can be distinguished analytically then they are real (Rosen 1997:25). 

To some degree classification systems include functional considerations. After all, 

the act of description through classification entails a certain amount of hypothesizing 

about how artifacts functioned within their given contexts. For example, the very names 

of some artifact classes: spindle whorls, scraper, bead, and pendant, indicate at the least a 

hypothesized function for that artifact.  It should be noted that these are functions created 

by the archaeologist since no first hand knowledge exists for how these artifacts were 

utilized. In the absence of ethno-historical and ethnographic analogs, both the context the 

artifact was recovered from and the general shape of the artifact itself may help to 

identify the artifact and explain how it functioned. Form, such as the edge angle and 

shape, may indicate certain functions for an artifact. Experimental archaeology, use-wear 

and residue analysis (although expensive and time consuming procedures), can provide 

further evidence to help indicate function. However in many cases function may be 

hidden from the researcher. This is because the analyst may not understand the function 

of the artifact, similar shaped objects may have different functions (or multiple 

functions), and seemingly dissimilar objects may have performed the same function 

(Buttles 2002; Hayden 1984, 1993;Rosen 1997).  

In this dissertation, I have tried to bridge a number of these ideas and develop a 

classification system that takes functional, cultural, and analytical concerns into 

consideration. As emic classification is problematic, focus is instead towards etic 

classification. Conclusion: the roots of archaeological classifications and typologies are 
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long and intricate. Some concepts go back as far as the 19th century while others are 

recent additions (cf. Egerer 2001). The additions and changes to the classification were 

put forth to improve classifications or keep them up-to-date with the questions posed. An 

excellent example, can be found in the case of the type- based methods of classification 

(Egerer 2012). This method will be outlined later in this chapter after an introduction to 

previous type-based methods of classification as they relate to archaeological research in 

the Maya area. 

TYPE-BASED CLASSIFICATION METHODS AND MAYA RESEARCH  

In a type-based classification, artifacts are classified based on types, in terms of 

their attributes such as form, raw material, color, size, etc. Typological categories 

encompass a description of artifacts based on their mutually exclusive characteristics and 

it can be used to compare objects from different sites. Although studies of non-ceramic 

and stone tool artifacts have played a relatively minor role in Maya archaeology, all 

aspects of this previously unknown civilization fascinated early explorers and pioneering 

archaeologists, and they published descriptions, drawings, and photographs of many 

items collected or encountered during their travels (e.g. Gann 1918, 1926; E.H. 

Thompson 1897). These early reports contain surprising amounts of information about 

both mundane and fine objects. Despite their relatively unsystematic presentations of data 

and their uneven quality, they remain valuable sources of information, particularly for 

areas where extensive site destruction has occurred. Interest in all, but the finest and most 

extraordinary artifacts waned during the subsequent phase of archaeological investigation 

in the Maya area as their novelty was lost and as it was realized that the wide spatial and 
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temporal distribution of most types (Coe 1965:602) made them less useful than ceramics 

for constructing tight chronologies. Discussion and illustrations of selected whole, fine 

quality specimens recovered by early excavations were nevertheless frequently included 

as a separate chapter or appendix in site reports (e.g. Kidder 1947). Artifacts eventually 

need to be organized into implicit typological classes based on material and imputed 

function. These predecessors of current classifications systems however provide reliable 

information on the presence and distribution of artifacts, although measurements and the 

number, range and context of the objects are often lacking. 

The system currently used for artifact classification in the Maya area acquired its 

form with A.V. Kidder’s approach to materials recovered at Kaminaljuyu (in 1946) and 

Uaxactun (1947). His typological format for The Artifacts of Uaxactun, Guatemala 

initiated a trend toward publishing larger artifact collection as separate monographs as 

seen in the excellent studies of this kind for Piedras Negras (Coe 1959), Altar de 

Sacrificios (Willey 1972) and Seibal (Willey 1978). Together, they form the basis of 

current knowledge concerning the variability and spatiotemporal distribution of artifacts 

in the Maya area (Taschek 1994).  

To date, there are no formal and systematic procedures for Maya lowland artifact 

classification as there are for Maya lowland pottery. Instead, these “other” or 

“miscellaneous artifacts”, or “small finds” have been presented in a descriptive manner 

(e.g. in the Uaxactun artifact report by Kidder [1947], or the artifacts from Piedras 

Negras by Coe [1959]). Willey (1978) expressed his dissatisfaction with the existing 

typology pertaining to classification and analysis of artifacts other than pottery when he 
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came to analyze the artifacts from Seibal. Although he admitted that he followed more or 

less the same parameters for the presentation of the Seibal artifacts as other before him, 

he recognized the benefit of the formulation of systematic and formal taxonomies that 

would greatly facilitate intersite and interregional comparison within the Maya area. 

Norman Hammond (1975) suggested and applied this sort of systematic taxonomy on 

chipped and ground stone artifacts from Lubaantun, but has tried to broaden to other type 

of materials. Hammond also acknowledged the need for the development of 

methodological and theoretical foundations similar to those of pottery typology.  

Detailed descriptive typologies remain the most attractive means of presenting Maya 

artifacts, but contextual, chronological and comparative data must also be included. 

Notable contributions following the considerations mentioned above are Garber’s work at 

Cerros (1981,1989) and Buttles’ at Colha (1992, 2002). Despite regular use by Maya 

researchers of the established typologies regarding artifacts other than pottery, the basis 

of classification generally has remained implicit, its principles never been specified and 

the criteria for type definition having remained sufficiently flexible to accommodate 

collections encompassing great diversity in size and material composition. This research 

study then, following along these propositions, aims to explore the application of the 

type-variety method of analysis of pottery in order to formulate a type-based presentation 

of the shell artifacts and create a common analytical language within the Southern Maya 

Lowlands. The format will be discussed further in this chapter and in Chapter 4. It should 

be pointed out here, however, that the format to be presented owes great debts to others 
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which have preceded it, and its possible utility can best be seen in light of earlier 

publications, the original source of the data used in this study.   

The Type-Variety system of pottery classification  

Classifications are a vital part of ceramic studies and those in turn are vital to the 

discipline of archaeology. The dominant classification for Maya ceramic studies is the 

type-variety system and the next paragraphs include a survey into the roots and 

foundations of the type-variety system.  The goal of this survey is to better understand 

how type-variety has developed, how it functions, and what it was created to do.  

The development of the type-based methods occurred in four stages, each resting 

on and including the previous level (Egerer 2012:18). Figure 9 summarizes the historic 

development of the type-variety method in ceramic studies. In North American ceramic 

studies, date back to the 1930’s with the seminal works of Gladwin W. and H.S Gladwin 

(Gladwin 1930).  While working at Gila Pueblo, the Gladwins needed a way to organize 

the alike pottery and give names to groupings. The most important topic of their three-

page pamphlet was the nomenclature of types. The bipartite name should be used based 

on the Linnaean taxonomy, where genus was color combination of surface treatment of a 

pottery piece, whereas the ‘species’ of pottery was named after a locality in the area 

(Gladwin W and H.S. Gladwin 1930a). The Gladwins, however, seem to give a reverse 

order of the original Linnaean nomenclature in which genus is always mentioned first and 

species always second. To give an example, the Linnaean name of Homo sapiens would 

be Sapiens Home in ‘Gladwins’ nomenclature. If this was the intention or an error on part 

of the authors could not be establish with certainty (Egerer 2012:19). The naming style 
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has been used ever since in all type-based methods. This creation of types served, at first, 

no purpose other than to group alike pottery and give the group a name, since no context 

was attached to those types.  

 

Table 4. Historical development of the type-variety classification 
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The type-based system was turned into an “official” classification system by 

Colton and Hargrave (Colton and Hargrave 1935; Hargrave and Colton 1935; 1937); they 

introduced new levels to the Gladwins’ method. Although the Gladwins adopted a 

taxonomic naming process, which is suited for multilevel classification, their system 

possessed only one level.  Hargrave and Colton made vital contributions to the method, 

their biggest being the definition of a “type”, a concept introduced earlier but never 

defined. Key construct was the (pottery) type defined as a group of pottery vessels that 

are alike in every important characteristic (color, texture, forming techniques, texture, 

temper) except form.  A level above the type is ‘ware’, a group of pottery which shares 

the majority of the characteristics of the type unit, but no all; this definition is 

problematic since they never elaborated what exactly are those characteristics. 

In any case, the Hargrave and Colton system is a taxonomic system as opposed to 

the Gladwins being simply a naming system (Egerer 2012:21). The taxonomic system 

proposed by Colton and Hargrave was able to accommodate newly created pottery types 

and put those types into relation and context. Two more key constructs were added to the 

system: ‘series’ and ‘sequence’ dealing with grouping types in relation to geographical 

and time parameters. As the expectations of the ceramicists became higher over the years, 

the system had to be developed further, and of a special concern was the ‘alarming 

proliferation of types’ (Wheat et. al.1958: 34).  

The development from the ware-type system to the type-variety system included 

two steps. Both steps involved ceramicists, step one occurred in 1958 and included 
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Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley in 1958; step two occurred in 1960, and included Smith, 

Willey, and Gifford. With the proliferation of types in southwestern archaeology, J.B. 

Wheat, J.C. Gifford, W.W. Wasley, decided to introduce a new level below the type-

variety. The term ‘below’ refers to the visualization of a classification as a multi-tiered 

construct of hierarchy featuring several levels. The higher, the more inclusive a level 

becomes; the lower, the more exclusive a level becomes. Higher levels subsume lower 

levels, whereas lower levels make up higher levels.  According to Wheat and colleagues, 

a variety must share the temporal and spatial attributes of the type and it must be similar 

in design, surface finish, character of paint, and paste (1958:35). As a result varieties are 

defined by three aspects, technological, spatial, and temporal. More classification units 

were also added, making the system more complex. To summarize, the type-variety 

method of classification follows a hierarchical procedure for defining successively more 

inclusive categories of similarity of pottery (Gifford 1960; Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 

1958). The units in the type-variety system are these: 

 Ware is defined by shared features of surface treatment, manufacturing 

technology, and/or paste composition 

 Group is identified within wares by shared surface treatment, often based on color 

 Type is defined within ceramic groups on the basis of shared decorative technique 

 Variety is the smallest unit of differentiation, one of more which are identified 

within a type 
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Phillips tested the possibility of applying the type-variety method from the US 

Southwest to ceramics from the US Southeast. He mentioned for the first time the 

concept of mode, influenced by Rouse (1939).  Smith, Willey, and Gifford (1960) 

admitted that Philips article influenced them by moving the focus from the type, as the 

basic unit, to the varieties as the new basic unit of the system, a view which they adopted 

(Smith el al. 1960: 333). So, one could say that the original proposal of Wheat, Gifford, 

and Wasley (1958) together with the alterations proposed by Phillips effectively created 

the third version of the type-based method, called Type-Variety (Egerer 2012:26). Smith, 

Willey, and Gifford who published an updated version, which brought more changes to 

the approach. Now being named, officially, for the first time, Type-Variety, this updated 

version was created, according to Smith, Willey, and Gifford (1960), with one reason in 

mind: the transfer of its area of application from the American southwest to the Maya 

lowlands of Guatemala and Belize. In the following section, I present a short historical 

survey of the Type-Variety method of pottery typology as has been experienced in the 

Maya region for more than 50 years. 

The type-variety method of classification in Mesoamerica research 

With the changes introduced by Smith, Willey and Gifford, the Type-Variety 

system of analysis came into use in the Maya area and surrounding parts of southern 

Mesoamerica in the late 1950’s with full-scale type-variety descriptions finding their way 

into print from the 1960s onwards. Table 1 is a compilation of these works, provided in 

bibliographic format, and as they relate to ceramic studies from several archaeological 
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sites. General articles concerning the type-variety system included those of R.E. Smith, 

Willey, and Gifford (1960); Gifford (1960,1965); Phillips and Gifford (1959); R.E. Smith 

and Gifford (1966); Sabloff and Smith (1969); Sabloff (1976). 

 

Site Publication 

Altar de Sacrificios Adams 1971 

Barton Ramie Willey and Gifford 1961; Willey, 

Bullard, Glass and Gifford 1965 

Seibal Adams 1963; Sabloff and Smith 1970; 

Sabloff and Willey 1975 

Uaxactun R.E.Smith and Gifford 1966 

Lubaantun Hammond 1975 

 

Table 5. Publications engaged by the type-variety method applied to Maya pottery 

 

The type-variety system, as exemplified in the publications listed above, 

emphasizes the significance of attribute clusters in ceramic analysis. Ceramic types are 

usually distinguished on the basis of combinations of decorative, shape, technical and 

design modes and are named after decorative modes such as slip, color (e.g. Sierra Red, 

Palmar Orange- Polychrome, etc.) and surface manipulation (e.g. Lucha Incised, Islas 

Gouged-Incised, etc.).  Each variety is a subdivision within the ceramic type based upon 

small, but significant differences between ceramics of the same type. Variations 
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sufficient to establish more than one variety within a type may result from differences in 

the interrelationship of attributes, the presence or absence of minor attributes, or local 

change of manufacturing technique. The first varieties defined is called established 

variety and is the most abundant, the established variety carries the primary place name 

of its ceramic type e.g. Chen Mul Modeled (the type), Chen Mul (the variety) and is 

written Chen Mul Modeled: Chen Mul variety.  

The theoretical reasoning that underlies the type-variety method of ceramic 

analysis is that not only that types and varieties embody sets of recognizably distinct 

attributes and in part, particular cultural, areal and temporal connotations, but also they 

are meaningful entities of cultural interpretation (Gifford 1960). Smith, Willey and 

Gifford (1960) presented a generalized discussion of their ideas about how to proceed 

with a type-variety analysis. In essence, types and varieties are seen as the best 

archaeological approximation of the ceramic abstractions, which existed in the prehistoric 

cultural configuration. Smith et al. state that the systematic application of the type-variety 

concept would make it possible to establish analytical ceramic units which are 

comparable throughout the Maya territory, to undertake detailed chronological and areal 

studies, especially in areas away from ceremonial centers, and to use ceramics as a step 

toward cultural interpretation. By analyzing pottery within the framework of the type-

variety methodology we move from a consideration of human acts (pottery making) to 

the consideration of theoretical abstractions (Figure 3, Gifford 1960:344). 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the type-variety concept 
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When Sabloff was studying the ceramics from Seibal (1970,1975), he noted that a 

the type –variety system of analysis as applied to pottery was indeed a useful method by 

which Maya archaeologists can arrive at intersite chronological comparisons and even 

attain significant cultural insights. Sabloff pointed out, however, that the utility of such 

analysis depends on whether or not the types and varieties are present or absent at 

different sites. In other words, the effectiveness of a presentation of the type-variety 

framework depends totally on the accuracy, clarity, and comparability of the written 

descriptions of individual types and varieties. One of the main disadvantages of the 

system according to Sabloff was the “too vague” description of types that made the 

Seibal ceramics not so easily comparable with other sites. He then emphasized the need 

for a list of modes or attributes, to accompany the description of types. He called them 

“principal identifying modes’ similarly to the term used by Phillips and Williams in 

describing Southeastern United States pottery (Phillips 1958, 1970).  

Smith, Willey and Gifford (1960) admittedly influenced by Phillips’ article 

(1958) explored further the concept of “mode”. Phillips relegated “mode” to a place 

below the level of variety whereas Smith, Willey and Gifford move their focus from the 

type as the basic unit to the varieties in this newly fashioned Type-Variety concept Smith 

et al.1960). Gifford renamed and combined several classification units that had been in 

constant use for almost half century. Figure 4 (from Gifford 1976:7) is a schematic 

representation of the Type:Variety-mode methodological approach to ceramic analysis 

inspired by Phillips but articulated and sketched by Gifford. He renamed the method 
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type: variety-mode classification method and applied it to the pottery from Barton Ramie, 

Belize. The diagram in Figure 5 (from Gifford 1976:19) demonstrates how the analysis of 

pottery proceeded from the recognition of ceramic varieties to an identification of pottery 

types to ceramic groups and ultimately ceramic complexes.   

 

 

Figure 4. The type-variety-mode methodological approach to ceramic analysis 
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Figure 5. The mechanics of type: variety -mode system as applied to the analysis of 

pottery from Barton Ramie 
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The concept of mode is defined as a term used to designate a ceramic attribute or 

group of attributes that displays significance of its own. According to Gifford modes 

should be the subject of separate analytical study to view their individual behavior in 

crosscutting varieties and types through time and space (Gifford 1976:6). Pottery should 

then be described in terms of varieties and types as well as modes in order to present a 

comprehensive picture. He supports this notion and states that the theoretical basis for the 

type:variety-mode approach is the exposition of cultural processes, and the problems 

towards which it is directed pertain to a general clarification of the relationships between 

material objects and their cultural contexts.  

Unfortunately, the type-variety: mode system is the version of the type-based 

method is difficult to assess. The reason of the difficulty comes from the untimely death 

of Gifford, and his work was published by others-his wife Carol Gifford, Robert J. 

Sharer, and other collaborators. Despite the best efforts of all people involved, the 

shortcomings of the method were evident and the authorship of the manuscripts cannot be 

securely placed; therefore, type-variety: mode essentially got reduced to the simpler 

Type-Variety version.  It is this version of this type-based method of classification and its 

parameters that will serve as foundations for the classification and presentation of shell 

artifacts from several southern Lowlands Maya sites.  

Before I outline the methodology used in this study for shell artifacts, I provide an 

overview of the criticisms in regards to type-variety method of classification.  
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PRESENT STUDY 

This study is proposing a method in order to present the artifactual data of shell 

objects from lowland Maya sites in a manner useful for comparative purposes and 

hopefully provide solid and definable nomenclature for individual types and varieties. 

Shell artifacts are categorized along the methodological parameters of the most 

renowned of type-based methods of classification in Mesoamerica, the type-variety. In 

the paragraphs that followed I review some facts about this method and a recent 

publication that I found useful in providing the current scholarly view in regards to this 

legendary classification. Lastly, a type-based system of classification for this special 

category of material culture, small finds of shell is presented along its theoretical 

mechanisms.   

Type-variety: what works and what doesn’t 

 

For this section of this theoretical and methodological chapter I am borrowing the 

title from Prudence M. Rice’s contribution to the recently published Ancient Maya 

Pottery, edited by James J. Aimers (2013).  The publication addresses a range of issues 

around classification, interpretation, and analysis of ancient Maya pottery linked very 

closely to the type-variety approach. Rice, an experienced ceramist asserts that the type-

variety approach works well at what it was originally intended to do-structure 

descriptions of archaeological pottery. Furthermore, she emphasizes that it was its 

methodology that made this possible through a design of hierarchical framework for 

organizing descriptive data about pottery (Rice 2013; see also Rice 1982; 1987).  Worked 

shell artifacts encompass descriptive data that need to be systematically organized. Can 
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the theoretical perceptions of the type-variety system potentially support its applicability 

to artifacts other than pottery, herein shell artifacts? What considerations can we hold on 

to from the numerous test-runs of this method to study Maya pottery and mainly from its 

evaluations?  

James Aimers points out, that most of criticisms of the system have been around 

for decades, and none of them negate the fact that, if the system did not have more 

benefits than liabilities, it would have been abandoned years ago (Aimers 2013:231).  

Disagreements among archaeologists about the ‘correct’ method of type-variety have 

been one of the most striking topics surrounding the evaluation of the type-variety 

system, however the following several points have been made: 

First and foremost, the type-variety system was established to aid dating of 

archaeological sites through comparison of ceramic complexes therefore the problem of 

chronology was elucidated.  Second, type-variety is an efficient way to describe and 

summarize the range of variations in a ceramic collection and rapidly and at low costs. 

The classification method utilizes a flexible and versatile hierarchical structure which 

allows comparative analysis at different levels of variability (Aimers 2013; Rice 2013: 

23; Adams 1971: 6; Sabloff 1975:3; Sabloff and Smith 1969: 283).  Furthermore, type-

variety fosters communication. Its nomenclature provides a starting point for efficient 

comparison of pottery (Aimers 2013; Rice 2013; Sullivan and Awe 2013; Ball and 

Taschek 2013).  

Counterpoint to the strengths and the utility of the type –variety come from those 

ceramists (see Chase and Chase 2013) who highlight the inadequacies of the method, 
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arguing that we can attain the most information from Maya pottery when we use multiple 

approaches. Chase and Chase (2013) argue for the centrality of contextual information 

and that only from whole vessels from sealed deposits can information about ancient 

Maya behaviors and beliefs be obtained.  Aimers (2013:231) indicates that criticisms of 

the use of type-variety without reference to context should more appropriately directed at 

studies that use type-variety without regard to context, than at the system itself. The 

important issue of context in type-variety came in relation to James C. Gifford’s 

influential work and his ideas about “types being emically real and thus had a 

phenomenological reality beyond the context” (See Aimers 2013:232). Although 

Gifford’s ideas continued to evolve since his dissertation, written at the initial stages of 

the type-variety method, careful examination of his last work (Gifford 1976) shows 

contextual associations of vessels that are referenced in the type descriptions (see 

discussion by Ball 2013).  Furthermore, although the typology product of type-variety 

classification can provide the archaeologist with the opportunity to identify a well-known 

type without reference to context, the creation and validation of taxa must be a result of 

some sort of investigation of context, and that context can be expanded from an 

individual site to virtually the entire Maya lowlands (Milbrath and Peraza 2013). 

In regards to the “realness” and “arbitrariness” of type-variety taxa, and what are 

relevant attributes, are issues that ultimately underlie the inconsistencies in the use of the 

system itself.  Few people agree with Gifford’s suggestion that types are simultaneously 

analytical constructs and emically real but it should be stressed that the units in the type-
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variety are excellent “etic” units with which to attempt to establish ancient cultural 

categories or ‘emic’ units (emphasis added; Aimers 2013:232). 

 To conclude this revision of the pros and cons of the type-variety system, we 

should consider another issue, that the method was repeatedly troubled by changing in 

definitions in its terminology, such as for example the term “ware” as an important kind 

of attribute used in pottery classification.   For the purpose of this study, I especially 

observed the uncertainty of the terminology in regards to the relationships between the 

types. As mentioned earlier, type-based methods such as type-variety was inspired by 

biology and the Linnaean taxonomy. These terms include ‘genetic relationships’ and 

“inherited features” between specific types. The usage of terms like these probably was 

the reason that drew criticism, since using such terms archaeologists implied unsounding 

links between inanimate objects thus could create misconceptions of actual mechanisms 

(Egerer 2012:41).  Furthermore, the Linnaean taxonomic system is considered outdated 

by evolutionary biologists and its nomenclature is perceived to be cumbersome and 

unwieldy (Ereshefsky 2001: 3-7). Therefore, the question to consider is whether or not 

Linnaean taxonomy is still an adequate model for classification in archaeology.  Or, 

should as an alternative consideration be applied to the traditional system, an approach of 

type-based classification which bases its types and varieties not on one unique 

characteristic but on a cluster of attributes. This is in part what the type-based method 

proposed here aims to discerned, and this is initiated in the last section of this chapter.  

What we can hold from this type-variety evaluation is that classifications are 

simple tools with a purpose. How can we build a tool that works for the classification of 
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shell artifacts? The theoretical basis of a classification based on types, a typology, is 

manifest in the selection of, and relations among the attributes that underlie its ideational 

structure and operations. Therefore, types (and varieties) are defined and described by 

reference to a recognizably distinct combination of attributes. The theoretical framework 

that was followed to methodologically accommodate the descriptive data about shell 

(established types and their definitions) is presented in the next paragraphs. 

A TYPE-BASED METHOD OF CLASSIFICATION FOR SHELL ARTIFACTS 

This work is in essence a classification application and test along the most reliable 

parameters of the type-variety system used in pottery. The main task is to develop a 

systematic taxonomy for shell artifacts for known and well-established types of shell 

artifacts, hence ‘a type-based method of classification’ and it specifically designed to 

cope with the problem of the description of types. Every effort has been made to conform 

to the original concepts and objectives of type-variety systematics consistent with the 

differences between pottery and small finds out of shell, being discrete artifact 

productions. Thus, certain modifications had to be made to accommodate the uses of the 

system for shell artifacts and these will become apparent later.  Briefly, the type-variety 

method consists of several hierarchically arranged levels (of analysis) and believed 

according to Gifford and others that they correspond to general levels of sociocultural 

interaction (Gifford 1960).  This operational assumption, and related statement in regards 

to this, will be tacitly and tentatively accepted at this point of this study and it will be 

discussed further in the concluding chapter. By that point we should be able to evaluate  
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the consistency and usefulness of the system in relation to the taxonomic method of 

classification outlined below. For now, we start off with the understanding that type –

variety is a scheme of units ordered by theoretical concepts in which the various (pottery) 

attributes of interest are nonequivalent and ordered in different levels. Most simply 

stated, the type-variety is a hierarchically organized classification typology. By virtue 

then its units are ordered by the systematics of taxonomy.  

Thus, I surveyed the procedures and expectations of a scientific taxonomic system 

and I am attempting to apply them appropriately to the formulation of the methodological 

framework to be used in this study. Any taxonomy in general, features several levels. 

Higher levels subsume the lower levels while lower levels get integrated into higher 

levels of the hierarchy. Each unit, called a taxon (pl. taxa), in a level is mutually 

exclusive, meaning an object can only be in one taxon at any given time. Furthermore, 

the taxa are fixed in place and cannot be moved around without greatly changing the 

meaning and characteristics of the context (Dunnell 1971:80; Egerer 2012:6).  Terms 

regarding the relationship between types, were originally borrowed from biology in 

reference to the Linnaean taxonomy by which the type-based methods are inspired (as 

seen in Colton and Hargrave 1937).  At this point in this study I consider that the logical 

basis for extending systematic taxonomic procedures into archaeology is the same as in 

biology: artifacts are complex systems (see O’Brien 2005:243). A discussion over the use 

and applicability of biology related techniques to archaeology and about approaches to 

artifacts that suggest they have life histories and forms of agency is not in the scope of 
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this work. What we keep is that, similarly to biological taxonomies, an archaeological 

taxonomic system is undoubtedly about relationships among its taxa.     

The systematic process of any taxonomy, not necessarily biological, consists of 

several interdependent but distinct steps:  

The taxa to be classified are chosen:  

Artifacts of shell, including shell and other marine specimens in specialized 

contexts are organized primarily on the basis of raw material, technology and artifact 

form. Comments of intrasite and intersite distribution and chronological placement 

accompany the inventory of artifact data. This way the traditional catalog presentation 

format is complemented with contextual data.  

The characteristics to provide evidence for relationship are chosen: 

Following the type-variety taxonomic classification, types and varieties are 

ordinarily defined and described by reference to a recognizably distinct combination of 

attributes (Gifford 1976:9). Those distinct, individual characteristics of a shell artifact 

that distinguishes them from another, attributes, are such traits as color, design pattern 

construction, form, size, shape) technique of decoration, technology etc., and are 

combined in the overall make up of the artifact and are also used to describe objects. 

Here, attributes were recorded for shell objects judged to have the greatest potential value 

for archaeological analysis given current states of knowledge, methods, analytic 

frameworks, and limited time and resources. The specific attributes recorded are typical 

analytical traits for small finds, the initial justification for which derives from the general 

tradition as to what is worth recording. The ultimate justification can only be derived 
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from conclusions drawn. This “bias” is a necessity since we cannot measure and record 

the infinity of attributes. What guided their selection, however, was the desire for general 

agreement with variables employed in previous artifact studies, and the confidence placed 

in the ascribed artifact functions at the initial step of sorting by the archaeologists. The 

characteristics (or attributes) then that account for each of the taxonomic levels are 

presented in the diagram below (Figure 6): 

 

 

Figure 6. Attributes accounting for each taxonomic level. 
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The characteristics are analyzed to reconstruct the relationship among the taxa, 

usually in the form of a diagram: 

As mentioned above, type-variety is a hierarchically organized typology and its 

resulting classificatory units or levels are nested: varieties are organized into types, types 

into ceramic groups, and ceramic groups into wares. The concepts of ‘ware’, ‘group’, 

‘type’ and ‘variety’ as they account for each level are presented below: 

The first level accounts for the characteristics of the raw material. The concept 

“ware” as used here does not represent an analytical construct, rather is merely a 

descriptive devise intended to account for the importance of raw material. Historically, 

primary division of the excavated artifacts it is the pragmatic division into raw material 

classes (shell, clay, stone etc.) creating categories on that basis. This initial process of 

identifying an artifact is part of the process of classifying artifacts, but it has been more 

widely accepted as an initial step to the process of forming a typology e.g. for pottery 

typology, lithic typology etc. Nonetheless, this initial, self-evident sorting by kind of 

material, most often taken for granted, works because the differences in raw material 

relate to properties necessary for the intended use to be made of the artifact’s form from 

those materials (Read 2007:295). The hierarchical structure of type-variety requires that 

all varieties and types in a given group be of the same ware, therefore the potential 

strength of a category such as “ware”, here raw material, serves as a broad integrative 

category above the level group.  A ‘ware’ is large grouping of (pottery) types, which has 

little temporal, or spatial distribution but consists of stylistically varied types that are 

similar technologically and in method of manufacture (Gifford 1960; Wheat et al.1958). 
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The second level deals with correlating aspects of the raw material of the first 

level and those referred to the elaboration of the objects. Attributes recorded here, reflect 

working techniques employed to modify the raw material. Technology is found to be the 

appropriate attribute pertinent to the establishment of two categories at this level. 

Production technology as it used here is defined as a set of physical acts (techniques) that 

are responsible for the production of things (Buttles 2002:36). Subdivision of the raw 

material class into categories according to technology applied to transform the raw 

material into final form has been a standard format for describing Maya artifacts used by 

many investigators under the tag ‘industry’ (Coe 1959; Dreiss 1982; Garber 1989; Kidder 

1947; Willey 1972,1978; Willey et al. 1965) while others (e.g. Buttles 2002) abandoned 

this label. “Industry” refers to the artifacts including wastage in the actions taken by 

artisans to process those materials using a common body of procedures. I find the term 

“industry” unsuitable in incorporating all artifacts, produced from any raw material, that 

have not been modified at all, yet they are recovered from special contexts.  However, 

contrasting to the first level of this organization scheme, the concept “group” is a 

potential analytical level since identifying the differences in the actions taken by artisans 

to process different raw materials reflects an inherently  “real” separation of material 

culture. Nonetheless, it should be noted that ‘group’ here is a more generalized concept 

than the ceramic group in that its definition does not depend on the sharing of concrete 

attributes such as surface finish only, but rather on the freedom of choice by the artisan, 

and potentially his or her level of skill working with shell. The “group” concept has been 

identified before with the term “style” (e.g. at Dahlin‘s studies of 1978 types and varieties 
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of clay Maya figurines), and corresponds to basic technological distinctions. Many 

archaeological studies have concluded that the relationship between style and social 

boundaries is highly contextual (Stark 1998a, following Conkey 1990; Hodder 1979; 

Lemonnier 1986; see also Colha’s site study by Buttles 1992,2002). There is an obvious 

correlation between certain working techniques (technological attributes) and the 

production of certain types of beads. Three groups have been defined for the shell 

material from the southern lowland sites under study:  modified, objects that exhibit at 

least one technique of modification, e.g. perforation, and the shell’s general form is 

preserved, extensively modified objects that have been the result of more than two 

techniques applied to the raw material, and non-modified objects nonetheless recovered 

from specialized contexts e.g. caches or burials.  

The next level that of the type, takes into consideration three implicit variables 

among the objects: general use, specific use and formal characteristics. The attributes 

recorded here account for physical characteristics of the objects:  size, shape, structure, 

and arrangement.  The inherent functional basis is apparent in many type names and it is 

specified as a principal and constant determinant in this study of shell artifacts. Artifacts 

to represent overall similarity, based on their overall make up and form (shape, size, 

composition) most often point directly to their use. Function is understood as the 

relationship between the artisan’s technical choices and the object’s indented primary 

use. This way, all the elements that go into artifact production are examined, including 

morphology and techniques of manufacture. Thus, the types having questionable or 

unknown functions generally follow those of more certain use. An imposed order in the 
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definition of types seem appropriate only because the classification work attempted here 

is a way of organizing previously analyzed excavated material. Although the essence of a 

type is a cultural abstraction and most likely existed in the minds of the artisans who 

created, it should be clear its purpose in this study is simply descriptive.  If certain types 

may carry culture historical significance and could express cultural relationships in time 

and space, this remains to be seen at the completion of this study.  

At the lowest level of our system (and the least inclusive of actual specimens) is 

the variety. The variety is thought according to type-variety concept to represent the 

activities of production performed by individuals or small interacting social groups as 

seen in a reasonably coherent pattern of attribute regularities (Gifford 1960). The ceramic 

variety has proved to have limited distribution in time and space and encompasses the 

smallest amount of variation. Similarly and operationally defined, a variety of a shell 

bead exhibits at least one quality, which seems to be significant variation within the type, 

but insufficient contrast (one or two attributes) to warrant separate status of its own. 

Differences between varieties rest most times on specifics as they relate to the 

characteristic of shape, a “form attribute”, other times on decorative characteristics, in 

contrast to types that usually differ from one another with regard to more than just one 

readily apparent characteristic.  

A working diagram of the relationships between the various levels of organizing the shell 

descriptions is shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Tentative taxonomic organization of shell artifacts. 
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The next step of a taxonomic system is the translation of the diagram of 

relationships into a formal classification system so that it can be communicated and used 

by others. The diagram then not only helps understand the relationships among the 

artifacts at hand but it helps us create a classification.  The type descriptions follow the 

standard format of presentation according to the tenets of the type-variety system of 

pottery analysis, with modification to accommodate descriptions of shell artifacts.  

Chapter 5 of this study provides those descriptions. 

The last step is that classification is used to test various hypotheses about the 

units. It should be emphasized here that units in a type-based classification, the ideational 

classes i.e. types, are determined by the patterning the objects in the group seem to share 

in common. As Rice points out, the product of a classification proper, a typology, is based 

in the ideational realm and is a conceptual structure for ordering attributes or features into 

classes that are proposed on the basis of some criterion or theory. The features or 

variables of shell artifacts being ordered may be size, form, color, technology, and so on.  

Criteria for their selection may be overarching social, political, economic, or other 

theoretical issues, concepts or problems encompassing power, status, trade, ideology, and 

so on.  The types of artifacts in a typology, rather than the artifacts analytically become 

units based on ideas about form, color, method of manufacture and their relations as 

criteria for membership (Rice 2013:14). A typology, a theoretically oriented 

classification, organizes artifacts (physical objects) into classes based on ideas about 
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attributes, and enables predictions about the relation of the classified items to other 

objects studied. 

The applicability of a type-based method of classification for shell artifacts is 

inspired by the type-variety concept for pottery classification and is of main importance 

in this work. The expectations for this methodology as a scientific 

taxonomy/classification of shell artifacts can be formulated in the form of two basic 

questions: 

1) Is it a practical system for describing and naming objects?  

2) Can it foster communication through shared terminology and nomenclature?  

One of the major products of systematics in biology is the formal classification 

system for species. These names are handles by which information and communication 

about biological organism and diversity are conveyed (Lipscomb 1998: 41). A biological 

classification should summarize the characteristics of organism efficiently (in other 

words, have high information content) and reflect ‘real’ groups (in other words, reflect 

evolutionary relatedness, or phylogeny). Therefore, diagrams (also called phylogenetic 

trees) order by the rules of hierarchical taxonomy and produced through the process of 

biological classification, not only tell us about relatedness between the taxa, but also 

helps to create a classification (Lipscomb 1998:42). Please note that the frequent 

analogies to biological taxonomy used here is to only portrait the similarity of systematic 

taxonomical hierarchy used in this study for ordering the shell artifact types, varieties etc. 

The typology compiled in this study ambitiously aims to aid in bringing some form of 

uniformity to identifications of shell artifacts giving emphasis on the written presentation 
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of artifacts’ specifics. Can the method effectively and efficiently deal with the problem of 

description of types of shell artifacts and create a common language among Maya 

researchers?  

According to the basic percepts of systematics, classes, of whatever object of 

interest are supposed to represent something ‘inherently significant’ in the objects as 

indicated by the goal of high within-group similarity. A theoretical oriented 

classification, also known as typological classification, is directed toward the solution of 

some problem’ (Gifford 1960:346) and is broadly useful comparatively. Type-variety 

classification as used in pottery, throughout most of the twentieth century, was 

methodologically striving for comparative chronology and dating of sites. In the twenty 

first century, other issues are of greater interest and may not be address by this system. 

As Rice points out (2013:15), it is the underlying theoretical goals that move us beyond 

simple systematics and into the realms of analysis and interpretation of pottery, and 

subsequently of material culture of the ancient Maya. Without clear goals and theoretical 

issues encompassing power, status, production, trade, feasting, ideology, mortuary rituals 

and so on, we should not be surprised if analysts are unable to equate types and varieties 

with meaningful social units, as Gifford claimed: given type-variety’s history and the 

procedural sequence of classification, analysis and interpretation, that final interpretive 

level today is clearly not what type-variety was originally intended to achieve (Rice 

2013:26).  

 In brief this chapter raised the question: can the concepts of a type-based 

classification allows us to describe objects, here made of shell, in a meaningful and 
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comparative way? This study will test the potential of such application, and it presumes, 

at a minimum, that it will meet the expectations of a scientific taxonomy-problem 

solving, describing and permitting predictions- at the core of type-variety. Furthermore 

ground in the core of archaeology as anthropology I anticipate that such classification 

will enable us to move beyond the times-space comparisons and address broader social 

and behavioral issues, questions, and processes. In Chapter 4 I outline the methodology I 

followed to organize the descriptive data about shell and I present the resulted 

descriptions of types and their definitions in Chapter 5.   
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CHAPTER 4  

SHELL ARTIFACTS  

 

Artifacts made of shell are from a raw material that almost all prehistoric people 

have worked and, therefore, is part of their cultural heritage. For that reason 

archaeologists have enthusiastically reported and analyzed shells artifacts. Sometimes 

archaeologists encounter specimens of favorable size and condition for study. Other times 

they have been limited to aesthetic appearance and rarely come to comprehend other 

aspects of the artifacts. However, the artifact production that derives from this material 

constitutes a very important branch of ancient technology, and that is the reason why we 

need a formal typology. Methodologically, I am creating a catalog that will hopefully 

allow the creation of an explicit and rational typology for shell artifacts, a classification 

based on types.  

Since we must consider both properties that “make up” shell artifacts: biological 

and cultural, this chapter has two sections. The first part deals with the general 

characteristics of the shellfish species that lend their shell to the manufacture of shell 

objects. It is also important that we know the techniques employed to make shell artifacts.  

Next, there is a brief discussion on previous classifications of culturally modified shell 

artifacts. The methodological steps that will aid the presentation of an explicit and 

rational typology for shell artifacts is outlined in detail in the remainder of this chapter. 
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RAW MATERIAL SHELL 

Why was shell used to make artifacts? 

The calcareous exoskeleton of the living shellfish animals, known as mollusks 

(see below) is what provides the raw material, shell, that was utilized by the ancient 

inhabitants of the Maya lowlands to manufacture a large number of artifacts.. The reasons 

why shell was utilized include: its availability, relative ease in working, and its 

morphology (Van der Steen 1992:93). Furthermore, collection of the shellfish species 

utilized for artifact manufacture posed no further risks than those already undertaken for 

food procurement (Turney 2007: 68).  The compact homogenous nature of the shell 

material makes it strong and tough, but it is quite a bit softer than most lithic materials, 

which makes it relatively easy to work. The highly decorative nature of shell probably 

contributed to its use as raw material to craftsmen and artists. Shells naturally occurs in a 

great variety of colors, textures, patterns, and shapes which make it an ideal material for 

many different purposes, both functional and ornamental. A brief discussion of shellfish 

terminology is presented along with the general morphological characteristics of shells to 

contextualize the discussion of artifact manufactured from shell. 

The ancient Maya used the shells of both freshwater and marine species in 

producing objects of both practical and ornamental use Evidence suggests that marine 

shell was being traded into inland sites as a raw commodity (Buttles 2002; Hammond 

1975; Hohmann 2002). It is, however, quite probable that trade in finished or partially 

finished shell products was occurring simultaneously. Shell artifact manufacturing locales 

utilizing whole shell have been identified at Caracol (Cobos 1991,1994), and Pacbitun 
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(Hohmann 2002; Hohmann and Powis 1996, 1999). A list of the most common shellfish 

species identified used in the shell artifact collections from the eight archaeological sites 

under study is presented in Table 6. Only those that are connected with worked shell 

objects are listed. 

Shellfish terminology and shell structure  

The invertebrate phylum of Mollusca can be divided into a number of categories 

depending on the environment the organism inhabits (Claassen 1998). These categories 

include marine mollusks, freshwater mollusks, and terrestrial mollusks (land snails). The 

shell artifacts of concern in this study are almost all made from the shell of marine 

mollusks, with the possible exception of one or two freshwater species.  

The mantle of the living shellfish animal is responsible for the creation of the 

shell. The mantle usually covers the inner surface of the shell. In some species, this 

mantle may also cover the outer surface of the growing margin, or even completely cover 

the exterior of the shell as in Oliva species and cowrie shells. As the animal grows, the 

mantle extracts salts from the surrounding water, and secrets them in concentrated form 

along the growing margin on an organic matrix, where they crystallize into calcium 

carbonate (Claassen 1998: 22).  We are concerned with the hard portions of these 

organisms, which function as their exoskeletons and preserve well when they die. All 

mollusk exoskeletons are composed of two components, calcium carbonate (calcite or 

aragonite) and organic protein (conchiolin) (Novella 1995:2). These exoskeletons are 

usually made of three (some have four) layers (Claassen 1998:23). 
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Mollusca are divided into seven classes (Claassen 1998), of which we are 

primarily concerned with two, Pelecypoda and Gastropoda. Generally speaking, 

gastropod shells consist of an elongated tube that increases in size as it winds in a spiral 

around a central axis. The term “univalves” has been used in the past but has been 

slowing being abandoned. Pelecypod shells have two circular-oval valves joined together 

by a hinge-like feature; and are rightfully characterized as bivalve shells. A third class, 

Scaphopoda, also appears infrequently among the shell artifacts under study. They are 

tubular and slightly curved with openings at both ends.  

Gastropoda 

Gastropods are one of the more common shellfish classes and include such 

animals as the limpets, conchs, whelks, and snails (Claassen 1998). Gastropods are 

generally asymmetrical and are characterized by a spirally coiled shell forming a single 

disc or cone shaped shell (Figure 8; from Claassen 1998:19). The conical tube spirals 

around a central axis called a columella. The coiled whorls of the conical tube form the 

spire, the closed pointed end is called the apex. The largest coil, at other end of the shell 

is called the body whorl, and it here that the animal resides. The open end of the body 

whorl is called the aperture, surrounded by inner and outer lips. A spout-like projection 

from the body whorl is called the umbilicus or siphonal canal (Novella 1995:2). They 

inhabit a wide range of niches, both fresh and saltwater, and are the only molluscan class 

with members adapted to living on land -the land snail- Claassen (1998:22). 
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Figure 8. Morphology of gastropod shells. 
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Pelecypoda  

The Pelecypoda class includes such members as clams, mussels, scallops, tellins, 

and oysters (Claassen 1998). All members of this class have two shell valves connected 

along their dorsal margin by a strong elastic ligament or locking teeth (Figure 9, from 

Claassen 1998:21). Held together by strong muscles, the dorsal margin forms a hinge. 

These valves may be symmetrical or asymmetrical, with outlines generally broadening 

towards the ventral margin. A swelling present on the outside surface of each valve 

where the teeth or ligament attachment are to be found is known as the umbo or peak 

(Sutty 1990; Turney 2007). On the inner surface of the valves mother-of-pearl, a lustrous 

material unique to mollusks may be found. This shell class is adapted to living in both 

fresh and saltwater environments.  

 

Figure 9. Morphology of a bivalve shell. 
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Altar de 

Sacrificios Barton Ramie Cerros Colha 

    Gastropoda Gastropoda Gastropoda Gastropoda 

Jenneria pustulata Nerita sp. Oliva sp. Columbella mercatoria   

Oliva sp. Oliva sp. Strombus sp. Cyprea cervus 

 

Olivella sp. Strombus gigas Oliva reticularis 

Pelecypoda Strombus sp. Triton sp. Oliva sayana  

Spondylus sp.  Strombus pugilis 

 

Olivella minuta 

 
 Pelecypoda Prunum guttatum 

 
Pelecypoda Spondylus sp. Strombus sp. 

 

Busycon sp.*  Strombus castatus 

 

Codakia orbicularis Scaphopoda Strombus pugilis 

 

Nephronaias ortamni Dentalium sp. 
  Spondylus sp.  Pelecypoda 

   Nephronaias calamitarum 

 
Scaphopoda  Pinctada mazatlanica 

 

Dentalium sp.  Spondylus sp. 

 
  

 

 

* Xancus according to 

Willey et al.1965  

  

 

Lubaantun Piedras Negras Seibal Uaxactun 

    Gastropoda Gastropoda Gastropoda Gastropoda 

Oliva sp.  Morum tuberculatum Oliva sp. Cyphoma gibbosa 

Oliva porphyria Oliva sp. Strombus sp. Marginella apicina  

Strombus sp. Pomacea ghiesbreghti 

 

Nassa vibex  

Strombus gigas Strombus sp. Pelecypoda Oliva reticularis 

  

Spondylus sp. Strombus sp. 

Pelecypoda Pelecypoda 
  Anadara  sp. Ostrea sp Scaphopoda Pelecypoda 

Nephronaias sp. Spondylus sp. Dentalium sp. Pecten subnodosus 

 Spondylus limbatus  

 

Spondylus sp. 

 

 

 

Spondylus crassisquama 

Table 6. Shell taxa represented in the selected southern Maya lowland sites 
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Shell working techniques  

Through experimental studies, ethnographic observations, and analysis of 

archaeological materials, researchers have identified many of the techniques that were 

used in the manufacture of shell objects (see the works of Arenas et al. 1997; Francis 

1982; Miller 2003; Murphy 2011; Reyes Espinoza 2011; Ricardo and Tisoc 2006,2011; 

Velázquez Castro et al. 2011; Paz 2011; Tsuneki 1989). In Mesoamerican researcher such 

studies are limited. Of the published materials on shell artifacts in Mesoamerica, the first 

comprehensive treatment of worked shell comes from Díez (1977, 1989). Diez’s research 

investigates and identifies the production techniques used to make a wide variety of shell 

artifacts from western Mexico. While this study is somewhat limited in tis geographic 

scope, and outside the Maya lowlands, the information that it provides on production of 

shell objects has been invaluable to the study of shell artifacts, Díez’s work is utilized 

here as a model for understanding the different working techniques associated with the 

raw material, shell. More recent studies are associated with the project that investigates 

manufacturing techniques of shell objects from Pre-Hispanic Mexico (see Reyes 

Espinosa 2011; Melgar and Ricardo 2006, 2011; Velázquez-Castro 2005). 
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Percussion, (direct or indirect), cutting, flaking, abrading, incising, drilling, and 

puncturing are the possible techniques used to modify shell (Buttles 2002; Díez 

1977,1991). Some of these techniques have been identified as more prevalent than others 

(Buttles 2002; Díez 1977; Dreiss 1994: Hohmann 2002). The techniques used in the 

production of shell ornaments for example, vary depending on the type of ornament being 

manufactured and the raw material (i.e. species) utilized.  A correlation between certain 

types and techniques often suggest a degree of routinized production at some sites (Díez 

1977; Hohmann 2002).  Also often, the high degree of modification of the shell artifact, 

makes it difficult for archaeologists to identify all of the techniques used to create the 

artifact and determine the sequence or steps in the manufacturing process. 

Percussion technology, either direct or indirect, appears to have been one of the 

first techniques used in the production of certain types of artifacts (Díez 1977; Figure 11). 

Small to medium sized shell specimens were being reduced using percussion technology 

and the resulting products were shell fragments of various sizes and shapes. Other times, 

if the shell was quite large, its layers were separated before modified further (Arenas et 

al. 1997). Bead blanks found in archaeological deposits, also show signs of flaking 

around the lateral edges suggesting that this technique was used to achieve a rough form 

before the ornaments were finely shaped and smoothed (Hohmann 2002).  
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Figure 10. Percussion technology applied to shell: direct (top), indirect (bottom) 

From Díez, 1977:87. 
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Cutting or sawing can be used as primary reduction techniques to remove 

fragments or pieces from the shell material, as well as finishing techniques (Figure 11; 

from Díez 1977: 88). String cutting typically leaves a distinct “V-shaped” depression in 

the surface of the specimen (Díez 1977). Incising is another related technique as is 

incising-and-snapping. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Cutting and sawing techniques used on shell 
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Another prevalent technique that is used to modify shell is abrasion (Díez 1977). 

A variety of modified shell objects show signs of being abraded. This is most evident on 

discoidal, barrel, square and tubular beads where all of the surfaces were abraded to both 

shape and smooth the items. Given the hardness of shell, abrasion tools would have most 

likely been made of stone. Artifacts may have been abraded or ground individually or in 

groups strung together on a stick or durable fiber. This latter process results in more 

uniform artifacts (Díez 1977).  

Drilling and puncturing are two of the most common techniques used to perforate 

shell. Stone (chert) tool perforators, or drills, have been recovered from context linked to 

the production of shell (e.g. at Colha, Buttles 1992, 2002; Hester 1982 Potter 1991, 

Pacbitun; Hohmann 2002:141).  Artifacts thought to have been ornamental, frequently 

display signs of drilling. Conical, biconical, and cylindrical shaped perforations are most 

commonly identified as been made by a perforator or drill. Examples of the different 

types of holes made with a drill or perforated can be seen in Figure 12. Irregular shaped 

holes are thought to have been produce by puncturing (Diez 1977), lenticular perforations 

have also been reported (Figure 8; after Arenas 1997 and after Diez 1977). 

 In summary, the production techniques used to create shell artifacts and the 

marks produced by these techniques can be used to determine the steps in the production 

process. While some types of shell require only minor modification to produce the final 

form (e.g. tinklers, or other perforated gastropods) others required multiple techniques 

and steps to complete the production process (e.g. disk, barrel, and square beads). 
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Figure 12. Different shapes of perforations: (a) conical, (b) biconical and (c) 

cylindrical (d) lenticular 
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CLASSIFICATION OF SHELL ARTIFACTS  

Given the ease with which Mollusca or shell can be manipulated through cutting, 

shaping, drilling, and incising, it is not surprising it was the most common raw material 

utilized by the Maya for making items of personal adornment.  Shell is less frequently 

used for utilitarian objects.  Despite the longevity of shell craftsmanship, as well as the 

abundance and importance of shell artifacts among Mesoamerican cultures, general 

studies of shell craft production and technology are scarce and primarily focus on site 

specifics studies (Isaza Aizpurua 1997). 

Archaeologists working in the lowlands quickly became interested in the modified 

shell artifacts that were recovered from coastal and inland sites throughout the region, 

including Altar de Sacrificios (Wiley 1972), Barton Ramie (Willey et al. 1965) Piedras 

Negras  (Coe 1959), San Jose (Thompson 1939), Seibal (Willey 1978) and Uaxactun 

(Kidder 1947;Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). Early researchers like Kidder prepared 

typological classifications to provide information on the types of shell artifacts that were 

being manufactured and the raw materials that were used in their production. The 

typological classification systems varied between these early studies, yet the 

identification of shell species and distributional data played a significant role in 

determining possible trade routes and political affiliations throughout the region. More 

recent studies have focused on taxonomic and typological classifications (Buttles 1992; 

2002; Cobos 1994; Dreiss 1994; Garber 1981; Hohmann 2002; Isaza Aizpurua 1997; 

Isaza Aizpurua and McAnany 1999; Moholy-Nagy 1963, 1987, 1994; Taschek 1994) and 
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like earlier studies, they have also addressed larger questions of cultural behavior, such as 

the role of shell in Maya social, political, and economic activities. In these studies 

descriptive artifact classes are based primarily on formal attributes or artifact 

morphology. Given this long-standing tradition, it was believed that a similar treatment 

would facilitate comparisons with previously analyzed and published materials from the 

lowland Maya sites, and it is described in the paragraphs that follow.  

While there is diversity within shell artifacts, at this time, no formal shared 

typology exists.  Therefore, I developed an organization scheme for shell objects 

concentrating on the variability documented in the assemblage itself from Altar de 

Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, Seibal, and 

Uaxactun based on artifacts mentioned and described in the literature (Buttles 1992,2002; 

Dreiss 1994, Willey 1965. Hammond 1975 Garber 1981, 1989; Kidder 1947; Coe1959). 

In the present study, a type-based classification as it relates to artifact morphology was 

created to provide information on the range of artifacts produced as well as the steps 

involved in the production processes. While the types utilized in the present study closely 

follow those presented by the researchers mentioned above, especially Buttles’ types 

(1992, 2002) for the worked shell at Colha, the types furthermore agree with the classes 

designated by other researchers in the Maya area in general (e.g. Cobos 1994; Isaza 

Aizpurua 1997; Isaza Aizpurua and McAnany 1999; Moholy-Nagy 1963, 1987, 1994; 

Suarez-Diaz 1977; Taschek 1994).  
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Type-based classification method for shell artifacts 

As already stated, a main task of this study is to develop a systematic 

classification for shell artifacts for known, but not well-established types of shell 

artifacts, hence ‘a type-based method of classification’ and one specifically designed to 

cope with the problem of the description of types. I discussed the  theoretical rational for 

choosing certain characteristics when creating this type-based classification in Chapter 3. 

Every effort has been made to conform to the original concepts and objectives of type-

variety systematics. Types (and varieties) are to be ordinarily defined and described by 

reference to a recognizably distinct combination of attributes. The descriptive 

presentation of those types and varieties is presented in Chapter 5. The methodological 

procedure that was followed, in order to organize the shell artifacts from their respective 

sites, is explained below. . 

CATALOGUING SHELL ARTIFACTS FROM THE SOUTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS 

A catalog sheet was created to record the attributes of the shell artifacts from the 

sites of Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Cerros, Colha, Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, 

Seibal, and Uaxactun in the southern Maya lowlands (Appendix 1). Overall, the specific 

attributes recorded are typical traits for small finds, the initial justification for which 

derives from the general tradition as to what is worth recording. The ultimate justification 

can only be derived from conclusions drawn. This “bias” is a necessity since we cannot 

measure and record the infinity of attributes. However, what guided their selection was 

the desire for general agreement with variables employed in previous artifact studies, and 
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the confidence placed in the ascribed artifact use at the initial step of sorting by the field 

archaeologists. The attributes of this catalog are discussed below. The data as they pertain 

to those attributes are in essence what this catalog sheet encompasses.  

Artifact catalog components 

Site. The site from which the artifact was recovered: Altar de Sacrificios, Barton 

Ramie, Cerros, Colha, Lubaantun, Piedras Negras, Seibal, and Uaxactun  

Context. The context from which the artifacts was recovered.  : Midden, Burial, 

Cache, Structure in which the artifact was originally found, along with a temporal 

assignment Early, Middle, Late Preclassic, Early/Late Classic ,Terminal Classic and 

Postclassic. 

Color. Color was recorded whenever the researchers mentioned it. The color of 

shell can be informative. For example, the outer layer of shellfish is often a bright color, 

this layer often disappears soon after the organism has died (Claassen 1998). Conversely, 

ancient shell fragments will often have powdery structure and a bright white color.  

Species. Shell species when identified by the researches was recorded.  When the 

specimen was too small or too modified to determine which species the raw material 

originated from, the attribute was labeled ‘undetermined’ by the researchers. Certain 

species of the raw material, however, appeared to be strongly associated with specific 

artifact types. 

Modification.  The presence of modification separates culturally modified shells 

from non-modified shells. Sometimes the object is a whole shell, at other times they are 

products from a specific part of a shell. With this consideration there are designations:  
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Whole shell, Part of modified shell, without apex or without spire. The last two entries are 

applicable only to objects of univalve shells. 

Degree of modification. Shell objects are found in different stages of production. 

The recording system used here is a modification of bead production categories and 

modifying Carlson’s (1994) and Turney’s studies (1994, 2007) respectively. Blanks of 

beads for example,  are any worked form that a bead could be made from, but not drilled 

In general these possible entries were encountered: Unfinished, Blank,, Finished 

Techniques of modification:  Attributes recorded here reflect working 

techniques employed to modify the raw material shell. How the shell was initially 

processed, percussion, flaking, cutting, sawing, or a combination of these?  How was the 

perforation made,  by punching, pecking, grinding? These type of questions are linked to 

those working techniques that correspond to the manufacturing and finishing techniques 

(following Diez 1977:21 and Arenas 1997: 147): Indirect or direct percussion, cutting, 

sawing, flaking (by percussion or pressure), grinding (abrasion), and drilling. These 

techniques are recorded either alone or in combinations whenever noted by the field 

archaeologist or analyst. The techniques are linked to the overall form of the object, 

shape of perforations, the modification of the body of the shell and decoration. 

Size/Dimensions. Measurements obtained by the archaeologists are recorded to 

provide size variability among the artifact types and varieties. Although the size 

variability is not vast in the worked shell objects, the dimensions of an object most often 

is associated with function. Most often, the metric data were recorded of the overall 

object and those include: (L) length, (W) width, (Th) thickness, (D) diameter, whenever 
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applicable and available.  Dimensions of special characteristics were sometimes recoded, 

for example the dimensions of a hole, or the distance between two holes.  

Shape: This refers to the description given by the researchers as it was noted 

based on the overall symmetry of the object. Most often the researchers will describe the 

object as it resembles primary shapes e.g. circular. At other times researchers did not 

specified the overall shape, but took measurements responding to the dimensions of its 

sides. Either way, this designation (shape) on the catalog is occupied with shape 

descriptions. To be able to distinguish the shape, for example of cut shell beads or 

pendants, the proportions resulting from comparing the thickness of the object with its 

diameter are observed. In this way, for example a bead is the shape of a disc if it has a 

greater diameter than thickness.  

Structure: Here, specifics as they pertain to the surfaces of an object are noted. 

Information of this kind sometimes times escaped the observations of the original 

researchers. However, whenever possible these designations were recorded in regards to 

the sides of an object:  flat (one side or all), concave, if the surface curves inward (one 

sides or all) , convex, that is if the side is curved outwards (one side or all). Sometimes, 

and for certain ‘types’ only technological observations are recorded e.g. smoothed, 

polished etc.  

Perforations (holes) indentations (notches or grooves) and incisions. These 

alternates are recorded which takes into account variations in the dimensions, the 

arrangement and number of perforations and in some cases the types of suspension. The 

location of these modifications, sometimes may allow researchers to determine how the 
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shell was steadied during manufacture (Turney 2007:54). Whenever possible these 

specifics are recorded. 

Perforation shapes: When complete perforations are made by drilling there are four 

possibilities in the shape of the hole: Conical, biconical, lenticular, and cylindrical 

Incisions: These may be divided in lines, circles, and straight lines.  

Indentations: These can be either cylindrical or cone-shaped. 

Decoration. Any decorative aspects that could not be described in terms of 

perforations and incisions because of their uniqueness are recorded here. 

Artifact type: Most often, function related names are used as they were recorded 

in the publications. A number in parenthesis denotes the quantity of similar objects as 

indicated by the researchers.  

ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION OF TYPE DESCRIPTIONS 

The information presented in Chapter 5 is the result of systematically organizing 

the artifactual data of the shell artifacts catalog (Appendix 1). Type descriptions were 

formulated, keeping in mind the relationships between the constructs of ‘type’ and 

‘variety’ (and groups), as discussed in Chapter 2. Presented here is a summary of the 

procedures I followed in order to organize shell artifacts based on their specifics 

(attributes).  

I used Excel, and in a spreadsheet I compiled the characteristics of worked shell 

artifacts. This way, I was able to sort all shell artifacts as extracted from the original 

reports, simulating the “physical” sorting of objects. Excel is a reliable program that 
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allows various data that meet specified criteria to be presented in a table format. The 

procedures described below are a version of sorting a large corpus of material of various 

data within the efficiency of a computer application.  I followed a version of procedures 

comparable to Dahlin’s study of Maya clay figurines from El Chalchuapa El Salvador, 

who also tested the applicability of type-variety to organize type descriptions of figurines 

(Dahlin 1978: pages). Thus, the word “sorting” as used in the paragraphs that follow 

denotes the ordering of the data that is displayed in the shell artifact spreadsheet 

(Appendix 1); “grouping” refers to the sorting of rows based on values in a 

column/heading, (e.g. modification techniques). Then  I was able to sort and re-sort all of 

the data in the worksheet by the specified column. Related information across each row is 

kept together when the “sort” demand is applied.  

In order to define the types shell artifacts I had to decide which attributes to 

consider diagnostic. That is how many are going to end up in the type. An initial sorting 

was performed were groupings displayed the most obvious striking difference: those 

aspects of the raw material shell in correlation to the elaboration of the objects. Those 

shell examples that exhibit one or two working techniques applied to shell were grouped 

together and the rest, that have been worked further (more than two techniques used to 

modify the raw material), were then grouped together. This separation only created a 

dichotomy between artifacts preserving original species’ forms and extensively worked 

examples and it was necessary to re-sort on the basis of greater degree of attribute 

sharing. The presence of perforations was discovered to be of particular importance. 

Therefore, overall size of the object and the location of the perforation, or its absence 
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became an additional attribute at this point. Not all shell examples could be grouped into 

these units at this stage, and initially a small number of examples were left out (for 

example a carved hand from Colha). Upon further re-organizing, more of those appearing 

as irrelevant examples, began to be drawn into the resultant groupings on the basis of 

greater degree of attribute sharing. Shape, was established as an important attribute 

category at this level on the basis that artifacts with greater overall similarities in shape, 

size, and composition, provide insights into their possible use. At this stage, a check on 

the relationships between the various sortings I’ve been creating and the functional names 

of the artifacts as they were recorded on their primary publications attested for the 

potential of this grouping. Functional basis is apparent in many type names in this study, 

almost always following those recorded in original publication. Although other possible 

attribute categories seemed significant, for example size, a closer examination of those 

non-grouped shell artifacts revealed that they could not be incorporated into the already 

defined units without stretching the criteria of inclusion to a meaningless point. Next, I 

proceeded to subdivide the primary groupings, into some meaningful pattern that would 

reflect “ individual or small group variation” (as proposed by Gifford, 1960,1976). A 

decision to re-sort the shell artifacts within the already established groupings, according 

to specifics as they relate to the characteristic of shape of parts of the examples or to 

decorative characteristics, yielded a reasonably consistent pattern of representational 

features. This subdivision of the primary groupings represented the limit of categorization 

possible without producing a plethora of small groupings. Anyhow, a number of 

variations were represented by a single example in the shell artifacts under study. These 
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secondary groupings then became the basis for defining the varietal level of analysis, and 

the primary groupings were thereupon assigned to the level of type. 

Discussed here is the nomenclature of the proposed classification. An 

alphabetical-numerical approach, although a very logical system, has been rejected. As 

noted by Dahlin (1978:138) and Kidder and Shook (1961), alphabetical-numerical 

designations are difficult to remember and are “offensive to most sensibilities”. In this 

study, binominal-descriptive names will be used where possible, with adjustments. In the 

ceramic type-variety designation system, local names are followed by a descriptor, that 

is, designation after decorative attributes, for example, the ceramic color, Sierra Red from 

Barton Ramie. In this study functional-related names are used in place of local names. 

Functional basis is apparent in many type names in this study, almost always following 

those recorded in the original publication. Although the essence of a type is a cultural 

abstraction that likely existed in the minds of the artisans who created it, it should be 

clear that its purpose in this study is simply descriptive. The descriptor is designated after 

formal characteristics like shape, hence a type name may be “discoidal bead”. At other 

times decorative/technological elements provide the basis for the types names e.g. 

perforated disk. Finally, here is the alteration of the type presentation as outlined by type-

variety: in this study, the descriptor precedes the functional name.  

In Chapter 5, for every type, the definition of the type is provided and the 

characteristics (attributes) that make the type are presented along with manufacturing 

particulars and a discussion of the shellfish species most often associated with the type. 

Moreover, the temporal and chronological distribution of the type is provided and context 
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is also discussed. It should be noted that the type descriptions are based on whole 

artifacts.  

The varieties’ descriptions, whenever recognized, are presented below the types 

and their attributes are defined based upon small, but significant differences between 

shell objects of the same type. As mentioned earlier variations sufficient to establish more 

than one variety within a type may result from differences in the interrelationship of 

attributes, the presence or absence of minor attributes, or a local change of manufacturing 

technique. 

Chapter 5 is a preliminary attempt to present type descriptions.  The information 

presented is the result of catloguing of shell artifacts units identified by archaeologists at 

their research sites: Buttles (1992, 2002) and Dreiss (1994) at Colha, Garber (1989) at 

Cerros, Willey (1978) at Altar de Sacrificios and at Seibal (1965), Willey et al. (1965) at 

Barton Ramie, Coe (1959) at Piedras Negras, Kidder (1947) and the Ricketsons (1937) at 

Uaxactun, and Hammond (1972) at Lubaantun. 

This typology hopes not to be overly elaborated as to become cumbersome and 

unmanageable. More types do not make a better typology and beyond a certain point they 

make it worse (Hayden 1993:58). It is not an analytical study nor are the data fully 

integrated with all the reported Maya prehistoric shell artifacts. By making these type 

descriptions available, it is my hope that it will contribute to the elevation of the inclusion 

of artifacts and Maya processing of shell. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TYPE DESCIRPTIONS OF SHELL ARTIFACTS 

 

DISCOIDAL BEAD 

Type description 

Beads characterized as discoidal are flat, thin and almost always round like a disk. 

Definite characteristics include greater diameter than thickness and approximately flat 

parallel sides, rather than strictly having a round shape.  Diameter and thickness vary 

greatly among the specimens encountered in this study. Some are quite small, less than 

.5cm in diameter and some are larger yet no more than 1.5cm (see for example the ones 

from Colha, Figure 3). They rarely exceed 1cm in thickness. Biconical central 

perforations predominate; next most common perforations are of uniconical shape. 

Species-identifying characteristics are frequently obliterated during shaping of 

extensively worked shell objects. Discoidal beads are frequently manufactured from 

gastropod body whorls and shoulders (example from Colha: Dreiss 1994;also Buttles 

2002) Beads manufactured from gastropod shoulders commonly exhibit ridges (Buttles 

2002:165). White beads are most abundant, although pinkish, brown, purple, and orange 

may occur. Also, the yellow/orange coloration persists as one of the few diagnostic traits 

of beads manufactured from Spondylus sp. shells 

Shell beads are designed to be strung in series and are arbitrarily distinguished 

from pendants by their smaller size, regularity of shape, and central suspension holes.  
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Specific function of bead types, e.g. part of necklace, anklet etc., is suggested based on 

context (Buttles 2002: 162). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Discoidal beads from Colha showing variability in size and outline. 

From Buttles 1992:106 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

Predominately, discoidal beads are encountered in Preclassic deposits; in 

particular they are a Middle Preclassic phenomenon (Buttles 2002: 164,199). The pattern 

of inclusion of shell discoidal beads is seen as early as Middle Preclassic burials as items 

of personal adornments or within ceramic caches and has been reported from Colha 

(Buttles 1992;2002; Valdez 1987). At this site, it is possible that this type of beads were 

part of a funerary ritual and they were not worn during the lifetime of the individual, as 

very few examples are found in middens. Interestingly their pattern of inclusion in burials 

has terminated at Colha by the Late Preclassic (Buttles 2002:199). Nonetheless, discoidal 

beads are the most prevalent type of cut-shell beads at all sites in this study. The beads 

are reported from a variety of contexts, from burials, caches, middens and pits. They are 

known from the coastal sites of Cerros (Garber 1989: 63) and Colha (Buttles 2002: Dreiss 

1994). Spondylus sp. examples are reported from a Late Preclassic burial and unidentified 

shell specimens of the type have been reported from Middle Preclassic and Late Classic 

deposits from Barton Ramie (Willey et al. 1965:508-9). Distribution elsewhere in the 

southern lowlands includes Early Classic burials at Uaxactun (Kidder1947:62-63), at 

Piedras Negras (Coe1959:59), Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:223-24) and Seibal 

(Willey 1978:162-63), where discoidal beads are common in burials but absent in caches. 
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DISCOIDAL BEAD: SMOOTH EDGES VARIETY  

The gently rounded and ground smooth, often polished margins make the disk 

bead variety very circular in outline. Figure 14 shows some representative examples from 

Colha that date predominately in the Preclassic, in particular the Middle Preclassic 

(Buttles 2002).  At Barton Ramie, this bead variety has been recovered from Early 

Classic burials and has been associated with jadeite beads, possibly used as spacers 

(Willey et al. 1965:508). Examples from the Late Classic have been recovered in Piedras 

Negras (Coe 1959:59). 

 

Figure 14.  Discoidal beads: smooth edges variety  

Size of beads varies from less than .5 cm to 1cm. 

Photograph by the author. Courtesy of the Colha Project. 
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DISCOIDAL BEAD: ROUGH EDGES VARIETY  

 Because of the subtractive nature of their production some beads deviate from 

discoidal; some are uneven and show little grinding (Figure 15).  Thus, this variety has an 

overall discoidal shape, it generally exhibits irregular and non-ground sides, and some 

beads appear rectangular. Buttles suggests that this variety may have been the result of an 

unexpected and quick production to be included in the burial (Buttles 2002: 164, 2015: 

personal communication). It should be pointed out however, that most often, both 

variations of the discoidal type could be found together as part of a set. An example is the 

strand from Altar de Sacrificios, restrung for photograph, associated with the a Late 

Classic burial, shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 15.  Discoidal beads: rough edges variety     

Size of beads ranges from less than .5 cm to 1cm.Photograph by the author. Courtesy of 

the Colha Project.
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Figure 16. Discoidal beads making up a necklace; from Barton Ramie. 

After Willey et al 1965: 223.  
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TUBULAR BEAD 

Type description 

Definitive characteristics include only length greater than the bead’s diameter, 

with a longitudinal perforation (hole runs the length of the bead). Tubular beads have flat 

parallel faces with perpendicular margins (Figure 18 is an example from Colha). Almost 

always, tubular beads are biconically drilled. The bead’s length rarely exceeds 1cm and 

diameter ranges from .5cm to 1cm. Most times, they have polished surfaces. A more or 

less circular transverse section will differentiate them from a rectangular bead (see 

below), that is similar to the tubular since it has greater length than width or thickness, 

however exhibits rectangular transvers cross section. An example of tubular bead from 

Cerros exhibits an additional drill hole perpendicular to the main hole and equidistant 

from the beads’ ends, intersecting with the main hole but does not pierce through the 

other side (Figure 17, from Garber 1989:64). Tubular beads correspond most times to 

extensively worked shell of the Spondylus species. Beads made out of shell of Dentalium 

sp. are “tube-shaped” as well but their shape corresponds to the specie’s natural shape; 

therefore are not considered representative of the type described here. 

 

Figure 17. Tubular beads from Cerros made out of Spondylus species. 
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Figure 18. Tubular Spondylus beads from Colha (after Buttles 1992: 115) 

 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

The restricted spatial and temporal distribution of tubular beads is especially 

apparent in comparison with the abundant occurrence of discoidal beads. Tubular beads 

are never common but specimens are frequently present at coastal sites. For example, at 

Cerros tubular beads are present at cache and middens of the Late Preclassic; more to the 

interior at Colha, they were recovered from caches and from a burial of the Protoclassic 

(A.D. 100-250).  The tubular beads found associated with the Late Preclassic burial were 

recovered as a part of an elaborated greenstone necklace.  
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RECTANGULAR BEAD 

Type description 

Rectangular beads are oblong in outline and flat in section. Some have been 

reported to have slightly convex sides (cf. Garber 1989: 64), but this characteristic might 

be attributed to the Spondylus’ valve shape where the beads are cut from and shaped. 

They normally do not exceed 1.5cm in length and can have either one or two holes; 

parallel biconically drilled holes are shown on the rectangular beads reported from Cerros 

as seen in Figure 19 (after Garber 1989:62). 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Rectangular beads from Cerros   

Beads measure 1cm (right) and 1.5cm(left). 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

Weathered “rectangular” beads are reported from Altar de Sacrificios and are 

associated with an Early Classic burial (Willey 1972). It is possible however that these 

specimens from Altar de Sacrificios could represent the discoidal type: rough edges 

variety described above, and similar to a specimen (length 0.7cm) from Cerros (Figure 

16, after Garber 1989).   According to Garber, rectangular beads are restricted to the Late 

Postclassic and all specimens from the site are from a cache. Kidder reported one 

specimen only at Uaxactun (Kidder 1947). 

 

 

Figure 20. Rectangular bead from Cerros 
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SPHERICAL BEAD 

Type description 

This type of bead represents a sphere and has a diameter that is greater than the 

length of its drilled hole (Figure 20, after Willey et al.1965).  Spherical beads are more 

rounded than discoidal beads and generally larger in size ranging from a minimum of 

1cm to up to 3cm in diameter. Larger size spherical beads, like the one making up a 

double strand necklace found at Uaxactun, exhibited shallow round cup like depressions 

(up to .6cm in diameter). The Uaxactun example was recovered with a flush inlaid bit of 

jade cut to fit perfectly. Another possibility as inlays for these depressions might have 

been perishable substance or thin pieces of shell (Kidder 1947:63).  

 

 

 

Figure 21. Spherical beads from Barton Ramie 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

Two examples of the spherical type are found in Late Preclassic middens at 

Cerros (Garber 1989).  One double strand necklace composed of 154 subspherical beads 

was recovered in original order with its carved shell pendant from an Early Classic burial 

at Uaxactun (Figure 21, after Kidder 1947). Shell subspherical beads as opposed to stone 

and clay subspherical beads are relatively rare, probably due to the nature of raw 

material, as shell is more conducive to making discoidal beads (Garber 1989:64).  

 

 

Figure 22. Spherical beads making up a shell necklace with anthropomorphic 

pendant recovered from Uaxactun. 
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FLARED BEAD 

Type description 

        This type of bead appears overall tubular yet exhibit slight to very pronounced 

flares and is biconically drilled (Garber 1989, Figure 23). Flared beads are reported made 

out of coral with bulges possibly attributed to the natural shape of the coral. Garber 

(1989) noted the similarity of flared coral beads with the flared jade beads, found at the 

site of Cerros associated with an ear spool and frequently depicted on stela and in 

codices, protruding from the center of an ear spool. 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

Examples of the type have been reported from Late Preclassic domestic debris at 

Cerros (Figure 26). 

 

                

Figure 23. Flared beads from Cerros 

From left to right they measure 1.5 cm to 2 cm in length 
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WHOLE GASTROPOD BEAD 

Type description 

This type corresponds to objects that are manufactured out of the whole shell of 

gastropods with the application of one or two working techniques. Sometimes simply the 

removal of the apex of the shell of smaller species, they will allow for string to go 

through the body of the shell, and the object to be strung in series. Other times, the whole 

shell will be intact and, and perforated. The shape of this type varies. The beads formed 

from gastropod shells that retain their original form, unsurprisingly correspond to the 

shell’s natural shape. 

In general, whole gastropod beads are relatively small and have cut or punched 

suspension holes. Species associated with this type, normally do not exceed 1.5cm in 

length and average between .5cm and 1 cm in width (see figure 19 for the different shape 

variations). The size and the kind of body modification of the finished shell product, 

along with contextual information indicate their function: for example, smaller shells of 

the Oliva family, known as Olivella species, due to their natural small size are preferred 

as beads, and are strung in series. The size of this type doesn’t exceed an average of 

1.3cm in and an average width of 0.6cm.  This size criterion is one way to separate 

generally larger specimens that are discussed in this work under the general class of 

pendants. Artifacts made out the shells of Oliva sayana and Oliva reticularis species 

measure bigger and they are manufactured differently and for a different purpose (see 

discussion about “tinklers” below).  
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

 Southern lowland occurrences of this type of bead fashioned out of whole 

gastropods has temporal distributions as early as the Middle Preclassic and into the 

Postclassic period. They have been recorded from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972: 

221), Colha 1992, 2002; Dreiss 1994), and at Barton Ramie  (Willey et al. 1965). Earlier 

occurrences of the type (i.e. Middle/Late Preclassic and Protoclassic) are associated with 

burials and cache deposits, while the later period finds are encountered only in middens. 

WHOLE GASTROPOD BEAD: PERFORATED VARIETY 

The perforated variety of beads is manufactured from a variety of generally small 

sized species (e.g. examples from Colha, Figure 24, after Dreiss 1994). According to 

Andrews (1969) and from examples at Colha, perforations are punched rather than drilled 

(Buttles 2002:185).  

 

 

Figure 24. Whole gastropod beads showing variability of size and shape 

After Dreiss 1994, specimens displayed are from Colha: y-z Olivella minuta; aa Prunum 

apicinum; bb Nerita; cc Prunum gutatum; dd Columbella mercatoria. 
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It has been suggested (e.g. Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994; Kidder 1947 Ricketson and 

Ricketson 1937) that this variation of perforated whole gastropod shells will be best 

understood as a sequin, rather than a bead. It might have been attached to garments and 

alone or with other similar objects (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). The majority of this 

perforated variety of whole gastropod bead across the selected southern lowland sites is 

associated with the Olivella minuta sps. and they average no more than 2cm in length. 

Next prevalent species associated with this type is Prunum guttatum species. Their whole 

spire is lopped and roughly punched holes are found on the body whorl. They average 

about 1.9cm in length   and 1cm in width. Perforated Nerita sp, shells also found in 

clusters and measuring no more than 1 cm wide have been recorded from Barton Ramie  

(Willey et al. 1965).  

WHOLE GASTROPOD BEAD: NON PERFORATED VARIETY 

This variety of beads consists of whole shells which have the spire end modified 

by breaking or grinding to produce a hole for stringing or attachment; there is no 

perforation on the body whorl. Presumably, these types of beads were suspended 

lengthwise through each shell and they vary in sizes and maturity. Prominent species is 

the widely available Olivella species. Their apex has been broken away and the rough 

edge was ground down, producing a passage for a thread, which may be introduced 

through the natural aperture below. Olivella minuta are fairly thin, so removal of the spire 

by light grinding or rubbing on a stone was all that was necessary before being strung 

together—and more expedient than cutting. Pruunuum gutatum sps shells, more of the 

Marginella family has also been used to make beads. Objects out of these shells have 
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been categorized before as tinklers only because of their similrty in Oliva sps. but it 

might not be the case.  These relatively small shells were apparently not considered worth 

drilling. The apex of the shell breaks almost with no effort. Similar to the Olivella minuta 

sp. these objects are more likely used as beads (or as sequins) attached to garments.  

In the non perforated type bead I am including here beads fashioned out of 

Dentalium species found in a cache in Cerros dating to the Late Classic (cf. Garber 1989:  

tubular beads and Figure 25). Also known as “tusk shells”, a kind of univalve scaphoid 

shell, these shell beads retained most of their original form and appear naturally tubular. 

Sometimes the species is mistaken with spines of echinoderma like starfishes or urchins. 

Similarly, Kidder called ‘tubular’ a single item from Group E at Uaxactun, that resemble 

the specimens described by Ricketson and Ricketson found in caches in Group A. Mrs 

Ricketson identified those specimens as  ‘short perforated shell of cases of marine 

worms’ (Kidder 1947: 62). Dentalium species are found in the Pacific Ocean.  

 

 

Figure 25. Whole gastropod bead: non perforated variety  

From Garber 1989: bead measures 1.7cm in length. 

. 
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GASTROPOD PENDANT 

Type description 

This type of pendant retains the original form of a gastropod shell. It encompasses 

perforated whole gastropods and gastropod with minor alterations that appear too large to 

be beads. Figure 26 shows examples recovered from Colha. Perforated gastropod 

pendants correspond to various species, hence come in various sizes and shapes. Size of 

the object is the principal attribute that differentiates between pendants and beads made 

out of gastropod shells. Furthermore, the perforated gastropod pendant has one or more 

perforations to be suspended, generally located in any corner of the object, a difference in 

respect to beads that exhibit central and radial drilling.  

As finished objects, whole gastropod pendants display a method of suspension at 

or along their end or edge. The method of suspension may consist of a perforation, 

groove or lateral notching. The center of gravity offsets below the method of suspension, 

causes the artifact to “hang down’”, suspended either alone or together with other 

pendants or beads.  Other than having suspension holes, shells generally remain 

unmodified. Some especially smaller and lighter perforated gastropods meant for 

suspension were possibly used in proximity and may point to a more specific function, 

for example to produce sound. I review a well-known type of such perforated gastropod 

pendant, known as  tinklers in Mesoamerican research later in this chapter. 
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Figure 26. Whole gastropod pendants from Colha: a) whole Strombus costatus  shell 

(b) Whole Dosinia elagans shell. 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

The chronological and geographical distribution of the perforated gastropod 

pendant type is discussed in conjunction with the species utilized for their manufacture. It 

appears that this type spans from the Late Preclassic to the Postclassic. A perforated 

Strombus pugilis, was reported from an Early or possibly Late Classic deposit at Barton 

Ramie (Willey et al. 1965:506 ; Figure 27 : about 7cm in length). 

 

Figure 27. Sketch of Strombus sp. pendant from Barton Ramie 
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Shells of the Cypraeoidea family were also perforated and used as pendants. 

Commonly know as cowries, these shells are generally egg–shaped, and come in various 

sizes (.5-10 cm), with a long narrow aperture; the shell is glossy light brown color (Sutty 

1990:39) The narrow aperture is rimmed on both sides by small dark brown colored teeth 

(Sutty 1990:40). Suspension holes are drilled conically or biconically near the base. An 

example of a perforated large Cyprea cervus (9cm in length, Figure 28) was reported 

from an infant’s burial at Colha dating to the Late Preclassic (Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994). 

 

 

Figure 28. Whole Gastropod pendant out of Cyprae cervus sp. 

Photograph by the author. Courtesy of the Colha Project. 
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Perforated Melongena melongena pendants are restricted to Uaxactun (Kidder 

1947; Figure 29 where a shell with “H-shape” slots cut into the body whorl was 

recovered. Unaltered examples and fragments are also known from Barton Ramie (Willey 

et al 1965:504,526) and Lubaantun (Hammond 1975:388). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Perforated gastropod decorated from Uaxactun 
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Another example of a largely whole worked shell pendant was reported from the 

beach on the site of Cerros (Figure 30: after Garber 1989:65). The exterior lip was cut or 

broken off and ground smooth. Three uniconically drilled holes were drilled along this 

edge. The ventral half of the shell is not present and appears to have been of broken off 

rather than sawn off (Garber 1989:68).  

 

 
 

 

Figure 30. Large gastropod pendant from Cerros 
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An example of perforated Pomacea ghiesbreghti from Piedras Negras also fits the 

type of whole gastropod pendants (Figure 31: after Coe 1959). It has two large adjacent 

holes drilled on one side. It was found in a cache along with an unworked shell of the 

same genus (Coe 1959: 56) and both specimens date in the Classic period without 

certainty of exact time span (Coe 1959:97). An identically treated specimen was found in 

Lubaantun (Joyce 1926). 

 

 

Figure 31. Perforated Pomacea pendant from Piedras Negras 
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In this category I include an example of Oliva sp. shell with a punched hole 

instead of drilled (Figure 32:after Willey et al. 1965:508 from Barton Ramie, measuring 

2.5cm in length. It was classified as  “tinkler” (Willey et al. 1965:505), however this 

might not be the case (see discussion below about tinklers); Also in this category of 

gastropod pendants I include an example from Uaxactun; it has four perforations perhaps 

designed to be sewn to a backing, rather than suspended  (Kidder 1947:64). Other 

examples of multiple perforations on the body of the Oliva shell (e.g. from Colha, Dreiss 

1994;Buttles 2002) are also designated as here “gastropod pendant type”, replacing the 

specific functional designation of  “tinkler”. 

 

 

Figure 32. Gastropod pendant with punched hole from Barton Ramie. 
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In this category of gastropod pendants I include examples of perforated Oliva sps 

that normally are designated as “tinklers”.  These objects have been called traditionally 

“tinklers” in Mesoamerica literature. It’s been suggested that they were valued as 

pendants or sewn on garments and when used in mass are arranged so as to knock 

together (or at least touching) in order to make noise (Buttles 2002; Kidder 1947; Dreiss 

1994; Eaton 1978; Garber 1989; Willey et al. 1965; Willey 1972,1978). They have been 

identified on stone monuments as the edging of skirts or on belts elite figures, or on other 

ceremonial paraphernalia (e.g. on Stela 9 from Dos Pilas, Looper 2009: 21).  The 

gastropod shell exhibits no other modification but an orifice presumably for suspension 

(Figure 33 after Kidder 1947:77). Perforations vary among the specimens studied from 

the eight southern lowland sites: conically and biconically drilled holes as well as 

lenticular have been recorded.  

 

 

Figure 33.  Oliva sp. pendant from Uaxactun 
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GASTROPOD PENDANT: TRIMMED VARIETY  

Important characteristics of this gastropod pendant is that the apex or the spire of 

the shell is cut or sawn off, and often ground, to create a flat bottom, giving a “bell” 

shape appearance to the shell that is also perforated at the other end for suspension 

(Figures 35 and 36). These objects have also been classified as “tinklers” in Mesoamerica 

literature (see above) and have been identified on belts, skirts and legs of elite figures 

depicted on stone carvings (e.g. Stela 13 from Piedras Negras, Figure 34). 

This variety of gastropod pendant encompasses species almost exclusively of the 

Olividae family shell. However not all Oliva sp. shell deserve this label of specific 

function. Specifically, in the sites under study, it is associated with the larger species like 

Oliva sayana and Oliva reticularis, as opposed to the much smaller and different in 

overall shape of Olivella species (including the widely distributed Olivella minuta sp.). 

The presence or absence of the spire or apex is a diagnostic attribute as well, not just the 

size and species characteristics, as spires of the latter can be broken off naturally, but 

usually to a different extend from culturally modified shells. How much is removed and 

how it has been removed is of importance. Furthermore, not all tinklers are fashioned out 

of Oliva sp. shells (see Figure 37). As mentioned above, having the spire cut or sawn off, 

just below the shoulder modifies the gastropod. The larger species like Oliva sayana have 

thicker shells and required cutting and grinding. Perforation could be either drilled or 

grooved, presumably not only for suspension, but also for sound effect. Figure 35 shows 

what could possible be unfinished examples as reported from Colha (after Buttles 2002).  

Figure 30 shows finished examples of this special ornament class, also from Colha. 
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Figure 34. Stela 13 from Piedras Negras, Late Classic 771 A.D.  

Courtesy of the Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc. 

www.famsi.org 
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Figure 35. Unfinished examples of gastropod pendant: trimmed variety  

 

 

Figure 36. Gastropod pendants: trimmed variety 

Courtesy of the Colha Project. Photograph by the author. 
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Most complete or almost complete examples measure between 2.5cm to about 

5cm maximum corresponding to the shell’s natural length. Commonly cylindrical, 2.5-5 

cm long Oliva reticularis and Oliva sayana shells have a long narrow aperture with a 

large outer whorl. Small teeth are present on the inside of the aperture (Oliva reticularis). 

They are a light cream to white color shells with small darker brown triangular markings 

that are not always evident, nor is the shell’s overall glossy texture (Sutty et al. 1986).  

The suspension holes for these pendants are either cut or drilled from the outer 

surface of the shell. The number and positioning of the pierced holes depended upon the 

type of perforation. Tinklers with cut holes tend to present a single perforation, a slit, on 

the base of the shell’s body whorl while drilled tinklers present one hole, sometimes up to 

three holes, through any part of the shell surface (examples reported from Cerros, Garber 

1989:68). Difference in the perforation styles could be related to the type of knot used to 

intertwine the pendants, or they were fastened on textiles, or possibly relates to the 

desired sound effect. Kidder (1947:64) states that the method of perforations has no 

apparent chronological significance, although, most likely, the amount of holes has a 

functional connotation. In any case, these ornaments are a widespread trait in the Maya 

lowlands as well a Mesoamerican phenomenon and fashioned out of Oliva shells, a 

valued species for the ancient Maya inhabitants (see discussion by Coe 1959: 57-58). 
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This variety of perforated gastropod pendent objects have been found at all the 

sites examined for this study and they have been encountered with burials, caches, and 

midden deposits. At Uaxactun they run the full sequence from the Late Preclassic to the 

end of the Classic period (Kidder 1947:63; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:201). Similar 

evidence can be found at Colha with the first specimens appearing in Protoclassic caches, 

burials, and middens all the way to the Terminal Classic (Dreiss 1994; Buttles 2002). 

Unfinished tinklers have been identified in this location, and similarly Willey reported 

from Seibal five specimens made of Oliva species, as unfinished tinklers, perforated, but 

not with their spires cut off (Willey 1978:162). These examples aid the understanding of 

the manufacturing processes of these special shell ornaments. Only one tinkler was 

reported from Lubaantun (Hammond 1975:388). At Barton Ramie, two specimens made 

of Oliva sps. (cf. Willey et al.1965, reporting a total of four tinklers) have only been 

reported from non-burial contexts dating to the Early and Late Classic. At Piedras Negras 

they are reported only from the Late Classic and were associated with burials (Coe 1959), 

and so do the specimens reported from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972). At Cerros their 

occurrence is restricted to Late Preclassic middens (Garber 1989). 

 Within the literature of sites under study I encountered two occurrences of non 

Oliva species that have been also reported as “tinklers”. Jenneria pustulata sp. shells 

from Altar de Sacrificios were cut almost in half and were perforated at bottom end of the 

shells’ body, shaping the shells like bells (Figure 37; after Willey et al. (1975). At Altar, 

all 39 examples were recovered from a Protoclassic/Early Classic burial.  Their relatively 

smaller size (average 1.5) would have qualified them as beads, yet their modifications, 
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cut as “bell shaped” and with drilled holes (cf. punched perforation of gastropod beads), 

qualifies them here as examples of “gastropod pendant: trimmed variety”. Similarly at 

Piedras Negras, Coe classified four specimens made from Morum tuberculatum 

recovered from a burial dating to the Late Classic (Coe 1959). Both, Jenneria p. and 

Morum t. shells are very similar morphologically to the Oliva shells yet smaller and are 

instead Pacific species.  

 

 

Figure 37. Examples of gastropod pendants: trimmed variety fashioned out of 

Jenneria pustulata sps. 
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GASTROPOD PENDANT: DECORATED VARIETY  

Figure 38 shows an elaborate example of the perforated gastropod pendant type. 

Fashioned out of Oliva reticularis, with the spire intact, it was recovered from a 

Postclassic midden at Colha. It measures 3.5cm in height and it resembles a “face”, with 

an incision for the mouth and drilled holes for eyes.  A similar “face” pendant fashioned 

out of a gastropod shell has been also recorded from a Postclassic context from Cerros 

(Garber 1989:69). The spiral of the shell was cut (total height 2.5cm) and additional holes 

are present on the reverse site of the object.  

 

 

 

Figure 38. Gastropod pendant: decorated variety 

Photograph by the author. Courtesy of the Colha Project. 
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 PELECYPOD VALVE PENDANT 

Type description 

This pendant type is composed of one of the valves of various Pelecypoda species 

simply modified to be suspended. Perforations are often located near the umbo, and on 

occasions in it, in order for the shell to be suspended with the body “down”. At times two 

or more holes are present.  Perforations are made by drilling and differ conspicuously 

from the symmetrical beveled holes, produce by burrowing predators (certain gastropods 

or parasitic organisms), although many times are also utilized for suspension. The size of 

these pendants varies according to the shell species utilized. A variety of species of 

bivalves are used, but the Spondylus species, Spondylus americanus and Spondylus 

princeps predominate. The difficulty of distinguishing between Atlantic and Pacific 

species in modified Spondylus artifacts is accentuated by frequent elimination of species-

identifying traits. These are easily obscured, even by the minor alterations common in 

perforated valve pendants. Therefore, in this discussion, pendants encompass several 

Spondylus species as well as other Pelecypoda species. 

Spondylus valves have their exterior spines removed, and the valve and outer 

edges are normally ground smooth; however, other than having suspension holes, shells 

generally remain unmodified. Figure 39 shows examples from Uaxactun. Perforations are 

positioned on the body of the valve, at the umbo. The suspension holes in larger shells are 

set only slightly in from the margins. Both conically and bioconically drilled holes have 

been reported.  
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 Smaller pendants out of Spondylus valves are generally pierced with small, 

paired perforations placed in the thickened region, immediately below the hinge. By 

contrast, suspension holes in larger shells are set only slightly in from the margins. Both 

conically and bioconically drilled holes have been reported.  

 

Figure 39. Perforated Spondylus pendants from Uaxactun 

From Kidder (1947:92). Length of the longest shell 9 cm. 
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Other bivalves that lend their shell to the production of items meant for 

suspension are freshwater mussels, such as Nephronaias ortmanni. Examples of these 

perforated shells were recorded at Barton Ramie (Figure 40) and nearly whole they 

measure from about 3 cm to 9 cm in length. They have either two small perforations just 

below the hinge edge, or one single perforation. Similarly, a single Codakia orbicularis 

shell has been pierced with two small perforations. This shell has been cut or ground 

considerably from its original size (they usually range from 6 cm to 7 cm lengthwise). 

 

  

 

Figure 40. Valve pendants from Barton Ramie  

From Willey et al. 1(965): Perforated Codakia orbicularis shell, 4cm in length (left);  and 

perforated Nephronaias ortamni shell, 5cm in length (right). 
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Of interest is a Pinctada mazatlanica valve, a Pacific Ocean species, meant for 

suspension, found at Colha (Figure 41), in an infant’s burial dating to the Late Preclassic. 

It measures 10cm in length and in addition to the suspension perforations, the shell also 

has a central oval section of the valve cut away, probably associated with a de-animation 

of the object as associated with the burial of the individual (Buttles 2002:193). For a 

greater discussion about purposefully broken objects associated with dedicatory and 

termination practices as seen in the Mesoamerican anthropological record, see Mock 

(1998). Pinctada sps usually are 5- 10 cm long, with mother of pearl interior (Sutty 

1990). 

 

Figure 41. Whole valve pendant of Pinctada mazatlanica from Colha. 

Courtesy of the Colha Project. Photograph by the author. 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

Perforated Spondylus valves are common but not always present at Maya sites. In 

the southern lowlands however there is an abundance of Spondylus pendants and their 

distribution occurs primarily during the Classic and Postclassic periods. Perforated 

Spondylus valves from burial contexts with proposed functions as pendants and pectorals 

are reported from several lowlands sites, including Cerros, Colha and Uaxactun among 

others.  At Cerros the occurrence of the Spondylus pendant is mainly associated with the 

Late Preclassic cache and burial (Garber 1989). At Colha they have been found with 

greenstone beads that probably formed an elaborated necklace (Buttles 2002:194).  At 

Uaxactun, twenty six valves of Spondylus princeps sp. occur in Early Classic burials 

(Kidder 1947:61-62, Figure 39). At Piedras Negras, Spondylus pendants have been found 

in a burial and in a cache. The cached Spondylus, with two perforations near the hinge 

was found articulated with its unperforated pair and contained objects of jadeite (Coe 

1959: 56). Whole perforated Spondylus shells are absent from the site of Seibal, however 

Spondylus valves were extensively modified to create more elaborated pendants at this 

location. 
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TRIANGULAR PENDANT 

Type description 

These pendants are flat and thin objects with threes sides and three rounded 

corners, most often ground smooth, that have been designed for hanging. These pendants 

display a method of suspension, one or more holes, either at the end of its narrower 

(short) portion or sometimes at its wider end. (Figures 42 and 43, respectively). 

Triangular pendant were fashioned out of gastropod species e.g. Strombus sp. and out of 

valves of Spondylus sp. and in most cases the concavo-convex curvature of the parent 

shell material is generally retained.  

Chronological and geographical distribution 

 

Two triangular pendants cut out of Spondylus shell have finely ground smooth 

edges and single, drilled holes on their tapered portion measuring 4.3cm long and 0.3cm 

in thickness (Figure 42, after Dreiss 1994: 187). They were encountered as a pair in a 

Terminal Classic burial at Colha (Buttles 1992, 2002; Dreiss 1994).  Another example 

from a non-burial context with a non-specified date (Late Preclassic or Late Postclassic) 

was found at Cerros, described as of gray shell with two biconical drill holes along the 

short end and measuring about 4cm long (Garber 1989:68). 

From a non-burial context, a closely affiliated yet earlier specimen, dating to the 

Middle Preclassic, was found at Barton Ramie (Figure 43 after Willey et al.1965: 495). It 

measures 6.7 cm long and averages .5cm in thickness. In addition to the single 

suspension hole it has subsidiary perforations. The top of the pendant has been drilled 

transversely while the lower or wider end of the pendant was also drilled, except that two 
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holes have also been drilled on the presumed reverse side of the object and these latter 

holes connect with drill hole made from the sides. Thus, the pendant could have served as 

a necklace separator for the support of a subpendant, or could have been sewn to a 

garment (Willey et al 1965:508).  

 

Figure 42. Triangular pendants with single perforation from Colha 

 

 

Figure 43. Triangular pendant from Barton Ramie 
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CRESCENT PENDANT 

Type description 

An object meant for suspension that has a shape of a single curve, especially one 

that is broad in the center and tapers at each end. Crescent pendants can be viewed as 

semicircular objects as well, and they measure quite large compare to other shapes of 

pendants. They are also being designed and perforated to hang with the longest 

dimension in a horizontal rather than a vertical position. They can be either made from 

Spondylus valves or fashioned from the ventral margins of large gastropods, most often 

of conch shells and can either be plain or more elaborate. 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

 A Protoclassic occurrence of a crescent pendant made of Spondylus shell has 

been reported from Colha. It was found commingled with skeletal elements in a dish 

positioned in the lap of a seated adult. It is highly likely that the pendant belonged to one 

of the individuals represented in the vessel (Buttles 2002:179) and potentially could date 

earlier.  The pendant measures 9.2cm in length with ground smooth edges and perforation 

at both of its ends (Figure 44; after Buttles 2002). A smaller crescent pendant, measuring 

about 5.6cm was reported from a Late Preclassic/ Protoclassic context at Altar de 

Sacrificios (Willey 1972: 224). Decorated examples of crescent pendants have been 

reported from Uaxactun and Seibal and date to the Late and Terminal Classic 

respectively.   
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Figure 44.  Crescent pendant from Colha 

 

CRESCENT PENDANT: DECORATED VARIETY 

 

This variation corresponds to the added decoration elements to the crescent 

pendants. In the sites under study, examples of such pendants come from Seibal and 

Uaxactun. At Seibal, the crescent pendant was fashioned from a conch shell wall with its 

interior, slightly concave surface, has an incised design (Figure 45; after Willey 

1978:164). This depicts a man with feather headdress and what may be kneeguards. One 

leg appears to be kicking high, and there is a ball or circle in the background so perhaps a 

ball-game scene was intended. There are two perforations for suspension on the upper 

edge of the semicircle, biconically drilled. The overall dimensions of the pendant are 9 

cm long, 4.8 cm wide and .5 cm thick (Willey 1978:164).  
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Two examples of decorated variety of crescent pendants were assigned a Late 

Classic association and were recovered from the floor of the East court at Uaxactun 

(Figure 46 after Kidder 1947:63). Analogous to the Seibal example, the decoration was 

achieved with incised lines on the concave surface of the lip of the conch. One pendant 

was found half and the other was complete measuring 11.2cm in length. Both appear to 

have the same scene of two pairs of seated figures (Figure 53 a and b). 

 

Figure 45. Crescent Pendant: decorated variety from Seibal 

 

Figure 46. Crescent Pendant: decorated variety from Uaxactun 
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RECTANGULAR PENDANT 

Type description 

Rectangular pendants are cut-shell segments that have an overall four-sided shape 

but with rounded edges and most often two or more perforations, presumably for 

suspension.  The center of gravity is offset below the method of suspension, either 

vertically or horizontally, and the pendant may be suspended either alone or together with 

other pendants or beads.  These four-sided pendants have at least two sides parallel and 

equal and are of various geometric outlines with predominantly rectangular and square, 

however trapezoidal shapes also occur. A concavo-convex curvature of the parent shell 

material is generally retained. Specimens made of Spondylus shell are most common and 

the diversity of the outline, cross section and perforation pattern, surface treatment, and 

finishing is particularly evident among them. Rectangular pendants vary in size as well, 

they all however, seems as they have been designed and perforated to hang with the 

longest dimension in a horizontal, rather than vertical position.  

Chronological and geographical distribution 

The distribution of rectangular pendants is limited and irregular. The shell-plated 

garment with Skeleton B, Burial 5 at Piedras Negras, included many rectangular pieces 

analogous to the pendant artifact type, placed chronologically in the Late Classic (Coe 

1959:59). Figure 47 (after Coe 1959: 59) shows the variety of shape outlines of these 

rectangular pendants, here assumed that they were sewn to a garment, and some 

overlapped with each other (‘aberrant’ pairs).  
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Figure 47.Variability of rectangular pendants 
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Two identical simple pendants have been reported from Seibal dating to the 

Terminal Classic.  The 6cm long rectangulate pieces of nacreous shell have been 

trimmed around the edges and they bear a definite single notch on the side near one end, 

perhaps to facilitate tying by a string (Willey 1978: 163).  

A relatively small rectangular pendant (with broken edges, 3.19cm long) with 

ground smooth edges was recovered from a Middle Postclassic midden at Colha (Buttles 

1992, 2002; Dreiss 1994). Another fragmented, small rectangular pendant with a single 

perforation was reported from Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:64). 

At Barton Ramie, three roughly shaped flat pendants with margins more or less 

perpendicular to faces were recovered from a non burial context, made from imperfectly 

cut and ground pieces of either conch or Spondylus shells.  All three have biconically 

drilled single holes been placed slightly of the center of the pendant and measured about 

4cm in length.  The pendants have mix dating of Middle Preclassic and Late Classic 

(Willey et al. 1965: 508). 

RECTANGULAR PENDANT: DECORATED VARIETY 

Decorated rectangular pendants are scarce in the southern Maya lowlands, and the 

only examples appeared to be a Late Classic occurrence. In the sites under study the only 

examples come from Piedras Negras in a Late Classic burial context (Coe 1959).  Four 

inscribed rectangular pendants have been central pieces for what is presumed to comprise 

a shell-plated garment for Skeleton B, Burial 5 (Figure 48,after Coe 1959:54). Each 

ornament is conically drilled in two or more places for attachment and a text composed of 

34 glyph blocks (Coe 1959:59). Morley proposed that the 205 rectangular pieces 
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analogous to the pendant artifact type (see Figure 56, above) may have served as a border 

of background for the four inscribed ones (Morley 1937-1938;169-73). 

 

 

 

Figure 48.  Rectangular pendant: decorated variety from Piedras Negras 
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OVAL PENDANT 

Type description 

This type of pendant has an elliptical shape with an ovoid hole in the middle and 

when viewed in profile has a projecting rim, presumably following the natural concave 

shape of the shell’s part used for its manufacture (Figure 49, after Kidder 1947:64). I 

have encountered only two examples in the literature, both from the site of Uaxactun 

(Kidder 1947:63). Kidder reported them as ‘horse collars’, a catchword name inspired by 

similar shell ornaments at Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al 1946:149). The name seems 

inappropriate for this type of ornament. The relatively large size (between 9cm and 

17cm) could possibly point to their use as bracelets, but not as collars worn around the 

neck; two adjacent holes on one edge of the object however, suggest an object designed 

for suspension, hence classified here as a type of pendant. The oval pendant from 

Uaxactun exhibits marginal nicks on its concave side.  

Kidder reported that the specimens from Uaxactun come from ‘heavy shells’ 

probably meaning made of large gastropods (most likely conch shells). If these pendants 

are indeed cut from gastropods their parent shell must have been quite large in order for 

the broken off piece to be turned into an object of a minimum of 9cm in diameter and a 

great amount of working. If the pendants come from shell bivalves, a piece more or less 

parallel to the edge of a valve and sometimes the umbo of the valve is completely 

removed, a task that requires extensive work depending on the thickness and the size of 
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the shell being worked, similar to the manufacture of bracelets as described by  

(1947:47).   

Chronological and geographical distribution 

This type has only been reported from the southern lowland site of Uaxactun and 

Kidder placed the artifact in the Early or Middle Classic and associated with a burial 

deposit (Kidder 1947:63). Figure 56 (after Kidder 1947) shows one of the two oval 

pendants measuring 9.8cm in diameter; the other one was assumed by Kidder to measure 

about 17cm, but no illustration was included in the literature. Ekholm (1961) described 

this type of ornament as ‘collar shaped pendants’ and it seems as more suitable word than  

‘horse collar’ that Kidder and Jennings and Shook were talking about in regards to 

similar objects from Kaminaljuyu. Ekholm (1961:292) also suggests that large ovoid 

ornaments were made of the Pacific coast limpet, Patella Mexicana, (now, called 

Ancistromesus mexicanus, Keen 1971:322) and he notes that they had a widespread 

distribution in Mesoamerica from the basin of Mexico to Yucatan, and were in vogue 

during the Classic and Early Postclassic periods, and perhaps during the Late Postclassic 

as well. Kidder and et al. (1947), cf. Ekholm (1961) believe the ornaments of 

Kaminaljuyu and Uaxactun are made of conch shell instead.  
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Figure 49.  Oval pendant.  
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COLUMELLA PENDANT 

Type description 

As the name denotes, this object is the actual central inner spiral of a gastropod 

shell that has been modified in order to be suspended or to be attached to garments.  

When not cut into small pieces, and taking the form of beads (tubular bead types), 

columellas of larger gastropods are sometime smoothed out and perforated at one end to 

be used as pendants (Figure 50, after Buttles 2002). Smaller shells and their inner spirals 

are used as attachments to garments or used as buttons due to their natural openings (see 

Kidder 1947). 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

At Colha, Dreiss and Buttles reported a columella pendant recovered from a 

cooking pit feature, dating to the early Middle Preclassic (Buttles 1992,2002; Dreiss 

1994). The pendant measures 5.7cm long, its edges were ground smooth and it was 

perforated on the smaller end.  Kidder (1947: 65) classified as adornos several examples 

of relatively small columellas fashioned into ornaments that might have been sewn on to 

clothing. For example, a small gastropod shell, measuring 4cm, with both sides sawed 

way to exposed its spiraled interior structure, and it is granted here the columella pendant 

type (Kidder 1947:65).  
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Figure 50. Columella pendant from Colha 
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ANTHROPOMORPHIC PENDANT 

Type description 

This type corresponds to objects cut or carved from the raw material to resemble either a 

human face or a human figure and they are perforated for suspension.  Contextual 

information suggests that they were either suspended alone or as a central element of 

necklaces along with other shell, jade or pyrite beads (Kidder 1947).  Human silhouettes 

and their human characteristics could be either carved with specific detail or simply 

defined. Incised lines are often the decoration elements for both simpler and more 

elaborated examples. Anthropomorphic pendants that are more elaborate are usually 

bigger than the simpler ones, and they are three-dimensional carvings (Figure 51). 

Smaller ones are normally cutout silhouettes with drilled, incised and grooved details but 

always with holes meant for suspension (as opposed to anthropomorphic carvings, see 

page 153). Some more abstract representation of human faces or “glyphs” are also 

considered anthropomorphic pendants because they are perforated for suspension (cf. 

Kidder 1947:77). The method of suspension varies:  from a single hole to multiple central 

holes (e.g. cutout human figures) and sometimes cross lateral perforations (e.g. carved 

human figures) at one end of the object. 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

An elaborately carved anthropomorphic pendant was recovered from an Early 

Classic burial at Uaxactun as a central element of a shell necklace (Kidder 1947:63). It 

measures 8cm and the back of the figure’s head is cupped as if to receive an inlay and 

with that method the string used would have been concealed (Figure 51). The headdress 

is drilled laterally and two of four side apertures were tightly plugged with shell discoidal 
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beads. At Colha a smaller (3.2cm long) and simpler anthropomorphic pendant with 

biconically drilled holes near top edge as eyes was found in an Early Postclassic midden 

(Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994). 

 

 

Figure 51. Anthropomorphic pendant from Uaxactun 
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ZOOMORPHIC PENDANT 

Type description 

This type corresponds to cut or carved shell objects that have or represent animal 

forms or deities in animal form, and are perforated to be suspended.  (Figure 59, after 

Dreiss 1994:189). Similar to anthropomorphic pendants this type of pendant can be 

cutout silhouettes with drilled, incised and grooved details (e.g. Figure 59) or stylized 

three dimensional carvings (e.g. monkey pendant from Uaxactun; Kidder 1947:63) The 

method of suspension varies from two to multiple holes at one end; some can be 

transversely drilled (see example from Uaxactun, Kidder 1947: 63). 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

A pendant representing an animal instead of a human figure (cf. Dreiss 1994:188) 

has been recorded from an Early Postclassic midden at Colha (Figure 52). A zoomorphic 

pendant with features suggesting the shape of a monkey’s head was found in an Early 

Classic burial at Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:63).  It was the central element of a string of 

pyrite beads and its cup-like drilled eyes were possibly inlaid with some other substance.  
 

 

Figure 52. Anthropomorphic pendant from Colha
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ANTHROPOMORPHIC CARVING 

Type description 

This type includes cut or carved shell pieces with the outline of a human figure 

but different from the anthropomorphic pendants as they lack suspension holes. Although 

in the manufacture of this type the original shell is altered drastically, the color of the 

finished object is the best indicator of parent species. Spondylus species have been 

reported as the most prevalent raw material for the production of this type of shell 

“trinkets”. Incising, gouging and drilling were used to depict body divisions and facial 

features. Some smaller examples, measure about 1.5-2.5cm in height (Figure 54) and 

other larger forms, measuring 3-4cm in height (Figure 53; after Coe 1959). 

Anthropomorphic carvings are most times full human figures. Cutout human faces are 

also reported (Figure 55a) as well as combinations of a human figure and face, an 

example seen at Piedras Negras (Figure 55b). In this category I include cut shell that has 

been carved to represent human hands or feet, suggesting their function as part of 

composite artifacts, perhaps figurines or dolls (Figure 56; after Buttles 2002:181). 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

Carved human figurines appear to be Late Classic items (Coe 1959:57).  All 

examples have been recovered from caches at Piedras Negras.  In the sites under study, 

however, I encountered one example of a delicately carved hand recovered from a Late 

Preclassic cache at Colha (Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994). 
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Figure 53.  Large anthropomorphic carvings 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54.  Small anthropomorphic carvings 
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Figure 55. Human face and combination of human face and figure carvings 

From Coe (1959). Length of (a) 3.2cm; width of (b) 2.9cm 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56. Carved hand from a Late Preclassic cache at Colha 

From Buttles 2002:181 
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GEOMETRIC CUTOUT 

Type description 

 

Flat and very thin shell pieces of any possible geometrical shape, other than 

circular (hence does not fit in the unperforated disk type), that possibly functioned as 

inlays or mosaic pieces or individual pieces of composite items. Symmetrical pieces are 

cut out from the raw material, most often from Spondylus valves, and fashioned into 

various geometrical shapes (examples given in Figure 60). The shape variants of these 

cutouts include mainly triangles, rectangles and ovals most often.   

Chronological and geographical distribution 

An interesting composite of geometric cutouts made of well-polished pink shell 

(and jadeite elements), possible affixed to some perishable flat surface was recovered 

from an Early Classic burial from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1965, Figure 51). Similar 

trapezoids, 13 of them, classified as “dentate ornaments” and presumed to be decorative 

insets, were recovered from the chest area of a skeleton in a Classic burial at Piedras 

Negras (Figure 52); two not precisely comparable shell cutouts made of freshwater 

valves, were reported from Uaxactun and were also considered of ornamental use (Kidder 

1947:66). Oval or crescent shape examples have been reported from Middle Postclassic 

contexts at Colha (Figure 59) with a partial perforation in the center and it is possible that 

they could have functioned as eye inlays for masks or inlays on structures (Buttles 

2002:183). Kidder reported one hook-like, two arrowhead-shaped, two crescent 
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ornaments of thin shell cached with anthropomorphic cutouts made of shell in a structure 

dating to the Late Classic period (Kidder 1947:66, Figure 60).  Crescent shaped cutouts 

from a thin nacreous shell have been found at Seibal where Willey classified them as 

‘rings’, although he noted that the fragments could not fit together to make complete 

circles and they were quite small, 2.5cm maximum in diameter. (Willey 1978:164). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 57. Geometric cutouts made of Spondylus shell forming a composite shell 

and jadeite ornament resembling a human face, measuring 3.5cm in 

height. 

From Willey 1965:225  

 

 
 

Figure 58. Geometric cutouts made of Spondylus shell measuring 2.8-3.4cm in 

length. 

From Coe 1959:58 
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Figure 59. Geometric cutout from Colha. Crescent shape. 

From Dreiss (1994) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60. Geometric cutouts from Uaxactun. 

From Kidder (1947: 65). Length of the two identical pieces 2cm. 
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UNPERFORATED DISK 

Type description 

Disk, in this study is used to describe flat and thin objects of various shapes in 

outline rather than strictly round. Nevertheless circular objects predominate in all types of 

disks. Unperforated shell disks are most often oval or round in outline and are well 

finished with edges that have been ground smooth but are lacking the centrally located 

perforation of the perforated type. Different shell classes, gastropods, valves, and 

sometimes coral have been used in the production of these disks. The variance in the raw 

material shell seems to directly affect the length of the diameter and the thickness of the 

overall artifact. Those disks cut from thick-walled marine shells most often associated 

with the Strombus sp.  result in relatively big unperforated plain disks measuring from 

3cm  up to 6cm  in diameter (or length). Smaller unperforated disks less than 3cm, are cut 

out of more delicate species such as Spondylus  sp. or pearly shells of other bivalves (e.g. 

Nephronaia freshwater valves, with natural nacreous interior surface).  Unperforated 

disks may have functioned as inlays, gaming pieces, or blanks for other artifacts such as 

earplug plates (Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994; Garber 1989; Kidder 1947; Willey 1978; 

Willey et al.1965) or as mirror backs (Cerros 1989:67). Following Kidder’s example, 

shell disks, perforated or not, decorated or not, have been classified as ‘adornos’ (Garber 

1989 [Cerros], Willey 1972, 1978 [Altar de Sacrificios and Seibal). The term will not be 

used in this study. 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

Unperforated plain disks (Figure 61) have been recovered from caches and from 

burials associated with Late Preclassic deposits at Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:65), at Colha 

(Buttles 1992,2002; Dreiss 1994) and Cerros  (Garber 1989) or of the Protoclassic at 

Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972). Later occurrences of this unperforated, yet decorated 

variations, have been in burials and caches from the Early Classic continuing well into 

the Late Classic have been found at Piedras Negras (Coe 1959: 57) and Barton Ramie  

(Willey et al.1965: 510), Lubaantun (Hammond 1975:285), and from non burial context 

at Seibal (Willey 1972:164). Only one example placed safely in the Postclassic recovered 

from a burial at Colha (Buttles 2002:171)  

 

  

Figure 61. Unperforated disks: From Altar de Sacrificios (left) and Uaxactun 

(right). 

From Willey 1972:222. Diameter 5.5cm 

From Kidder 1947: 85 Diameter 2.5cm 
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UNPERFORATED DISK: DECORATED VARIETY  

The decoration of the unperforated disk is evident on the overall outline or on the 

flat face and includes elaborated outlines encircling the overall of the disk discoidal shape 

of the ornament, but they lack a central perforation. The decorated variation corresponds 

mostly to smaller unperforated disks with diameter less 3cm.  

Decoration on the flat, presumed as front side of the disks, sometimes entailed 

pitted ornamentation. Figure 62 shows an example from Seibal that measures no more 

than 1.5cm in diameter and with large circular pits drilled half way through the disk and 

smaller ones that are shallower. Other times their decoration may entail incisions or 

carvings. Figure 63 shows very small, 1cm in diameter, decorated unperforated disks 

measuring all made of Spondylus shell found in a Late Classic cache at Piedras Negras.  

 

Figure 62. Unperforated disk: decorated variety. Example from Seibal. 

From Willey 1978:164 

 

 

Figure 63. Unperforated disk: decorated variety. Examples from Piedras Negras. 

From Coe (1959) 
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In the Unperforated disk: decorated variety class, are included also variants 

associated with the circumference of the standard circular shape of the disk.  A series of 

convex rounded projections forming an ornamental edging cut produces unperforated 

disks with scalloped (Figure 64), or notched circumferences (Figure 65) that often 

assume a petaloid shape (Figure 66).  Petaloid shaped ornaments are also referred to as 

“rosettes’ in the literature. 

Examples of a pair of unperforated yet elaborately carved disks, were found in a 

Terminal Classic burial at Colha (Figure 64). Each disks has scalloped edges and eight 

triangular cut outs around the edges and measures almost 4cm in diameter and are fairly 

thin being cut out of Strombus sp. shell (Buttles 2002; Dreiss 1994). 

An example of a not quite circular in outline unperforated disk has been reported from 

Altar de Sacrificios and was found in an Early Classic burial (Willey 1972: 225). The 

shell disk measures 4.4cm in diameter with 13 cut points around its outline and had 

fastened at the center of its interior surface a circular disk of jadeite (Figure 65). 

A flower-shaped in outline disk was recorded at Cerros from a Late Preclassic or 

Early Classic context (Garber 1989:68). It measures less than 2cm in diameter and has six 

carefully ground smooth petals (Figure 66).  
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Figure 64. Unperforated disk: decorated variety. Pair from Colha. 

From Buttles 2002:170 

 

Figure 65. Unperforated disk: decorated variety. A composite made of shell and 

jadeite. 

From Willey 1972: 225 

 

Figure 66. Unperforated disk: decorated variety. Example from Cerros. 

From Garber 1989: 63 
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PERFORATED DISK 

Type description 

A classic trait is the presence of at least one central perforation as opposed to the 

non-perforated types of disks.  Perforated disks, similar to unperforated disks vary in 

diameter size starting from 2cm to about 5cm, while the size of their central perforation 

varies widely as well. Smaller specimens are distinguished from discoidal beads for the 

relatively large size of their central perforations and their relatively overall larger size 

than discoidal beads, always past the maximum diameter (about 1cm) of the discoidal 

bead. Perforated disks could potentially exhibit other smaller drilled holes along the 

outline margins, but are normally shallow and not always pierce through the disk, more 

of a decorative element. The edges of the perforated disks are ground smooth regardless 

if the disk deviates from a circular outline. Just like unperforated disks, perforated disks 

cut from thick-walled marine shells most often associated with the Strombus sps. result in 

relatively big disks measuring from 3cm up to 5cm in diameter. Smaller perforated disks 

measure less than 3cm and are cut out of more delicate gastropod species or from 

Spondylus sps. or pearly shells of other bivalves, with natural nacreous interior surfaces. 

Perforated disks plain or elaborated may have functioned as clothing ornamentation, 

inlays, mirror backs, or throat plates for earplugs (Buttles 2002; Garber 1989; Coe 1959; 

Kidder 1947; Willey et al. 1965) and their functional interpretations have been suggested 

based on depositional contexts.  
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

The only early examples of perforated, plain disks were part of a dedicatory Late 

Preclassic cache at Cerros (Garber 1989). Perforated disks either plain or more elaborated 

have been reported from middens, burials and caches and are a Terminal Classic or 

Postclassic occurrence at the southern lowland sites of Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972), 

Colha (Buttles 1992,2002; Dreiss 1982,1994), Seibal (Willey 1978), Uaxactun (Kidder 

1947) and Lubaantun (Joyce 1926). At Barton Ramie perforated discs were present in 

Late Classic middens (Willey et al. 1965). 

PERFORATED DISK: DECORATED VARIETY 

This type corresponds to perforated disks that have been incised and or carved to 

create surface decorations. Modified, yet general circular outlines, is also a diagnostic 

trait.  Sometimes the centrally located perforation is encircled by a groove on the concave 

side of the shell (Figure 67). Sometimes the encircling groove is deep and wide enough 

and the perforated disks exhibit distinct beveled edges (Figure 67, right). Perforated disks 

with countersunk faces have been reported from Cerros (Garber 1989: 68), Colha (Buttles 

2002: 174) Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:64) and at Piedras Negras (Coe 1959:58) and they 

measure from 1.5 to cm maximum in diameter. In addition to this modification further 

notching can occur around the smooth edges and produce a notched disk (Figure 68). 

Notched disks have V-shaped notches placed at regular intervals around the 

circumference and variations of perforated disks with notched edges have been reported 

from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:224,227), Lubaantun (Joyce 1926), and Uaxactun 

Kidder (1947:85). Another comparable example is a perforated disk in the shape of a six-
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pointed star with a small, reed-end drilled circle and a perforation at the center of the star 

(Figure 69) that was found at Seibal (Willey 1972: 164). 

 

 
 

Figure 67. Perforated disks: decorated variety. Examples with countersunk faces. 

Left, from Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:85); center, from Cerros (Garber 1989: 68); right, 

from Piedras Negras (Coe 1959:58). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 68. Perforated disks: decorated variety. Examples with notched edges 

Left from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:164); right, from Colha (Buttles 2002: 170). 
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Figure 69. Perforated disk: decorated variety. Example with star shaped outline 

From Willey 1972:165 

 

Distribution of the petaloid shape in perforated disks appears to be sporadic and 

most widespread during the Terminal Classic. Flower-like in outline, disks also referred 

to in the literature as “disks with rosette edges” or “rosetted disks” have petals or scallops 

arranged around a central perforation (Figure 70, left) Variations of this type of 

perforated and decorated disk have been reported from Uaxactun (Kidder 1947:66), 

Barton Ramie (Willey et al 1965:510), and Seibal (Willey 1978:165).  These beautifully   

carved disks sometimes have additionally faint-like incisions on the petals and are 

assumed to be the visible components of most likely ear ornaments similar to a pair of 

composite shell items found at Seibal found along with their pluglike pin or peg (Figure 

70,right). Another functional consideration was that they were perhaps sewn or otherwise 

affixed to clothing (Willey 1972:163). 
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Figure 70.  Perforated disk: decorated variety. Example with petaloid outline. 

From Willey 1972: 164 
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“L”-SHAPED (LIP/EAR) ORNAMENT 

Type description  

This type of ornament is comprised of two parts conjoined to form the letter-

shape “L”. The stem runs vertical and connects at a bend with the head, which extends 

straight out from the top of the object. The decorative element is the head, a solid 

cylinder with flaring and sometimes decorated top rims. The head can be cupped flat or 

can have a semicircular depression possibly designed as a setting for inlay (Figure 71 a 

and b). Other times the head is perforated through the stem and other times the head 

projects into a spike (Figure 71d). Some have the head with vertical drillings (Figure 71 a 

and b). The flat rectangular stem projects from the base of the head and tapers to a blunt 

rounded tip (Figure 71 a ,b and d), or has rounded sides and corners (Figure 71 c ). The 

length of the ornament does not exceed 3cm. Some ornaments have stems that are twice 

the length of the head (Figure 71 a-c), while others have a diminutive stem in relevance 

to the head (Figure 71 d). All exterior surfaces are smooth and frequently show polishing. 

Spondylus shell has been the most preferable raw material but examples made of the 

columella of a conch shell have also been found. 

The wide distribution of this type of ornament throughout Mesoamerica does not 

elucidate the precise manner in which such pieces were worn. It is generally assumed that 

they served as labrets, flanged earplugs cheek, or nose decorations. Their size along with 

their occurrence as singles or paired positioned in burial contexts is the best confirmation 

of their specific function (Kidder 1947:64).   The length of the shank probably dictates 
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where the ornament was used. (Buttles 2002:176). Some suggested functions those of 

long shanks for example, preclude the use of those pieces as labrets, as well as the 

occurrence of undoubted earplugs which, although much larger, had long shanks (Kidder 

1947:64;Coe 1959:58). L-shaped ornaments are somewhat the miniature and fused 

configuration of composite earplugs. Figure 81 shows examples of these composite 

ornaments recovered from Uaxactun, measuring between 4.5 and 6cm in length. The 

ornament on the left is a composite artifact with pronounced flaring head and with a flat 

piece of shell served as backing. A slate disk fits in the heads’ depression that is then 

filled with substance to accommodate jade mosaic.  The one on the right is composed of 

three shell rings of decreasing diameter, a flared shell disk and a shell backing all 

attached to each other with adhesive and then coated with plastered which concealed the 

joints between the elements. (Kidder 1947:42).  

Chronological and geographical distribution  

In the southern Maya lowland sites under study, the earliest occurrence of the L-

shaped ornament was noted at Uaxactun. Securely placed in the Early Classic, a pair of 

L-shaped accompanied a female skeleton and from contextual association and their size 

were classified as ear ornaments.  Late Classic examples have also been reported at the 

site also associated with burials (Kidder 1947:64). Late classic distribution of the 

ornament includes examples from Barton Ramie (Willey et al.1965), Piedras Negras  

(Coe 1959:58, Figure 72 and at Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972, Figure 73). A single L-

shaped ornament, probably a lip ornament has been reported from a Late Classic midden 

context at Colha (Buttles 2002, Figure 74,left). Two similar L-shaped ornaments with 
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spiked heads have been classified as labrets from Late Postclassic context at Cerros 

(Garber 1989, Figure 74 right). 

 

 
 

Figure 71. L-shaped ornaments. Length of a, 2.3cm 

a-c, from Uaxactun , Kidder 1947:64; d, from Cerros, Garber 1989. 
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Figure 72. L-shaped ornaments from Piedras Negras. 

From Coe 1959:55 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 73. L-shaped ornaments from Altar de Sacrificios. 

From Willey 1972:225 
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Figure 74. L-shaped ornaments. Examples with spiked head. 

Left, from Cerros (Garber 1989); right from Colha (Dreiss 1994). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          
 

 

 

Figure 75. Composite ear ornaments from Uaxactun. 

From Kidder 1947:44 
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FLAT PIN  

Type description 

An elongated thin and flattened object, with one end flaring and the other end, is 

conventionally called in this study, a flat pin (Figures 76 and 77). Long straight 

ornamental pins with the tips cut to a blunt rather than sharp point, are common and 

widespread occurrence in Mesoamerica and have been considered shawl pins, clothing 

pins and hairpins. Shell objects of this type possibly functioned as component elements in 

other ornamental assemblages, possibly earrings. Sometimes a ring encircles the narrower 

part of the object (Figure 76, right) perhaps allowing the pin to function as a  “plug”, 

similar to the cylindrical peg type. Flat pins have been recorded of being at minimum 

5cm in length and less than .3cm in thickness, most often reported as made from nacreous 

material, probably freshwater valves (Kidder 1947:66 ;Willey 1972: 224). 

  

Figure 76. Flat pins from Altar de Sacrificios (left) and Uaxactun (right). 

From Willey 1972 and Kidder 1947. 
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Chronological and geographical distribution 

A single pin was found in debris of mixed Preclassic and Classic date in Structure 

A-1 at Altar de Sacrificios. Fragmented, the pin measured 5.3cm long (Willey 1972:224) 

At Uaxactun Kidder reported three flat pins with the most complete specimen measuring 

5.5cm in length (Figure 77), all associated with Terminal Classic deposits (Kidder 1947). 

 

Figure 77. Flat pins from Uaxactun 

From Kidder 1947:85 
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CYLINDRICAL PEG  

Type description 

This type corresponds to a solid cylinder piece with a slightly tapering shaft and 

flat base.  They normally measure 2 to 3cm in length and the base of the stem is slightly 

larger in the diameter than the shaft. Other times the cylindrical tapering body is more 

slender and has a pointed knob (Figure 79) and sometimes it is decorated with carvings 

(Figure 78).  This type of composite pieces perhaps served as fasteners for ear ornaments 

as they have been often found along their pairing disks.  

Chronological and geographical distribution 

In the sites under study the presence of this shell ornaments is limited to two only 

sites and examples date to the Terminal Classic. At Seibal, two pegs were found 

associated with pairing petaloid disks and measured 2.7cm long and of a size to fit 

through the central perforations of the flowerlike disks (Willey 1978: 163). At Barton 

Ramie a peg with a pointed knob was found inserted in the hole of a plain disk (Willey et 

al. 1965, Figure 79). 
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Figure 78. Cylindrical peg and petaloid perforated disk from Seibal. Left 

,assembled; right ,unassembled . 

From Willey 1978 

 

  

Figure 79. Cylindrical peg and plain perforated disk from Barton Ramie. 

From Willey et al. 1965  
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“U”- SHAPED LOOP  

Type description 

A crescent–shaped object manufactured from extensively modified shell. The 

outer edges of the “U” is grooved deeply and bordered with small grooves in raised 

ridges. The points of the “U” are slightly tapered, but the ends are more squared. This 

type of extensively modified shell has been identified as an atlatl finger loop (Willey 

1972: 228) although without reliable contextual information was also classified as 

‘adorno’ (Kidder 1947:66). The proximal ends of atlatls were often fashioned with finger 

loops in Mesoamerica (Ekholm 1962). Both specimens of U-shaped crescents in this 

study were recovered unpaired. 

Chronological and geographical distribution 

This type is limited in the collection under study, although it not uncommon in the 

Maya lowlands, but is often classified as “adorno” (e.g. Kidder 1947: 66). Only two 

examples correspond to this type in the sites under study and have been recovered 1) 

from a structure at Altar de Sacrificios with no date (Willey 1972), and 2) from a Late 

Classic structure at Uaxactun (Kidder 1947, Figure 80).  

 

Figure 80.  U-shaped loop from Uaxactun 
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CHAPTER 6 

MATERIAL CULTURE MATTERS: SUMMARY AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

The premise of this dissertation has been that, in the southern Maya lowlands, as 

elsewhere, artifacts have the potential to yield information of the aspects of the past: 

about chronology and intersite contacts, and also enable inferences about economy and 

society. A main task of this dissertation then, has been the formulation of a preliminary 

standard format for the presentation of shell artifacts and their specifics by assimilating 

the best aspects of earlier publications in the Maya area and combining them in an 

original and useful manner. The results of such an attempt are summarized in this 

concluding chapter. 

THE METHODOLOGICAL APPLICABILITY OF TYPE-VARIETY FOR SHELL ARTIFACTS 

As discussed in Chapter 1, worked shell artifacts encompass descriptive data that 

need to be systematically organized.  In Chapter 2, I provided the theoretical framework 

that supported the decision of cataloguing shell artifacts’ specifics (discussed in depth in 

Chapter 4) based on the original concepts and objectives of type-variety systematics. 

Chapter 5 is a preliminary attempt to present those type descriptions and, the information 

presented has resulted in a catalog of shell artifacts identified by archaeologists at their 

research sites: Buttles (1992, 2002) and Dreiss (1994) at Colha; Garber (1989) at Cerros; 

Willey (1978) at Altar de Sacrificios and at Seibal (1965); Willey et al. (1965) at Barton 

Ramie; Coe (1959) at Piedras Negras; Kidder (1947) and the Ricketsons (1937) at 

Uaxactun; and Hammond (1972) at Lubaantun. Based upon the experience gained in this 
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study, the theoretical perceptions of the type-variety system can support its applicability 

at least for the most part, to artifacts other than pottery, here shell artifacts.  

A case in point to its applicability is the practicality of the type-variety system for 

organizing and describing shell artifacts. The methodology proposed in this dissertation, 

similar to the type-variety method of pottery typology, is a taxonomic system, where its 

units, types and varieties are hierarchically related (Figure 81). The system is a 

conceptual structure for ordering attributes or features of shell artifacts into classes or 

types proposed on the basis of some criterion (see Gifford 1960; 1976; Rice 2013; 

Sabloff 1975). For shell artifacts, similar to pottery, the type is the class determined by 

the patterning the objects in the group seem to share in common. For example, discoidal 

beads share in common their disc-like shape and can be distinguished clearly from other 

kinds of beads on the basis of that shape. Discoidal beads do not grade into other types of 

beads, but instead constitute a distinct shape class that distinguishes them from the shape 

classes of other beads. A perforated gastropod bead is not a perforated gastropod pendant 

because of its overall appearance and its relatively smaller size. A perforated disk is 

different from an unperforated disk on the basis of the presence of a central perforation, a 

distinction based on a technological characteristic. Nonetheless, what has been implicit in 

shell typology is a taxonomic structure where not all attributes were considered to be of 

equal importance for all shell artifacts, and different criteria were used to define shell 

artifact types. The attribute of size (small/large) was not important within the shapes of 

beads yet it was an imposed criterion to differentiate between beads from pendants or 

discoidal beads from perforated disks.. 
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Figure 81. Taxonomic structure of shell artifact types from the southern Maya 

lowlands. 
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I summarize here the taxonomic structure for the classes that have been assembled 

based on the rationale discussed in Chapter 2, where a tentative structure was formed in 

order for the shell objects in the study to be organized based on their catalogued specifics, 

as extracted from their respective publications and recorded in Appendix A. Figure 81 is 

the schematic presentation of this organizational application. This structure indeed 

created hierarchical groups, hence leading to a hierarchy of classes based on the level of 

inclusion determined by the degree of similarity using a fixed set of variables. The 

hierarchical structure of type-variety requires that all varieties and types in a given group 

be of the same “ware”; therefore the potential strength of a category such as “ware”, here 

raw material, serves as a broad integrative category above the level “group”.  

Additionally, a “ware” is a large grouping of (pottery) types, which has little temporal or 

spatial distribution but consists of stylistically varied types that are similar 

technologically and in their method of manufacture (cf. Gifford 1976:14). For types of 

shell artifacts, the concept “ware” as used here does not represent an analytical construct; 

rather, it is merely a descriptive device intended to account for the importance of raw 

material. I did not integrate yet the names of the shellfish species into the type name, 

especially for some types that are most often made of only that raw material. I attribute 

this to the fact that, although most archaeologists had shell specialists identify the species 

represented in their artifact samples, the researches did not always make direct links 

between species and object. Perhaps it is because in the manufacture of extensively 

modified shell artifacts the parent material becomes hard to distinguish.  
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 The first division in the hierarchy is based on correlating aspects of the raw 

material of the first level and those referred to the elaboration of the objects. Attributes of 

interest here reflect working techniques employed to modify the raw material. Production 

technology as it used here is defined as a set of physical acts (techniques) that are 

responsible for the production of things (Buttles 2002:36). Thus, the division is based in 

general technological criteria. However, contrasting to the first level of this organization 

scheme, the concept “group” is a potential analytical level since identifying the 

differences in the actions taken by artisans to process different raw materials reflects an 

inherently  “real” separation of material culture. Nonetheless, it should be noted that 

“group” here is a more generalized concept than the ceramic group in that its definition 

does not depend on the sharing of concrete attributes such as surface finish only, but 

rather on the freedom of choice by the artisan, and potentially the level of skill working 

with shell. The “group” concept has been identified before with the term “style” (cf. to 

Dahlin‘s studies of types and varieties of clay Maya figurines, 1978) and corresponds to 

basic technological distinctions.  In this study of shell artifact types, I observed an 

obvious correlation between certain working techniques and the production of certain 

types of beads or pendants. Stone burin spalls and microdrills were usually used to drill 

heavy and larger shells (e.g. of Strombus sp.) have been identified at lowland sites (cf. 

Hohmann 2002; Potter 1980; 1991). Smaller shells (e.g. of Olivella sp.) are punched to 

produce a hole for suspension (Buttles 1992, 2002; Dreiss 1994). Such observations 

further support the idea that artifacts can be generally grouped based on technological 

attributes. Three all-encompassing groups have been defined for the shell material in this 
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study:  modified, objects that exhibit at least one technique of modification, e.g. 

perforation, and the shell’s general form is preserved, extensively modified objects that 

have been the result of more than two techniques applied to the raw material.  

The second division is based on the combination of morphological and functional 

criteria. Types defined in this manner can be distinguished with regard to qualitative 

characteristics, such as shape differences, and the presence of working edges/surfaces 

versus worked edges/surface of an object. Artifacts grouped to represent overall 

similarity, based on their overall make up and form (shape, size, composition) most often 

point directly to their use. Function is understood as the relationship between the artisan’s 

technical choices and the object’s indented primary use. Based on this statement 

definition I tried to include all the elements that go into artifact production, such as 

morphology and techniques of manufacture into the type name.   An imposed order of 

attributes in the definition of types seem appropriate only because the type descriptions 

resulted from organizing a large corpus of material from several publications of 

previously analyzed excavated material.  For example, a distinction between beads and 

pendants based on their beads’ smaller size, regularity of shape, and central suspension 

holes is included in the type definition. Nevertheless, shape has been the characteristic 

most diagnostic only because of the nature of the shell material. It should be stressed 

once more that the concept of “ware” in shell artifact production is different than the one 

in pottery making. Selection of the raw material, that is specific shell species, will 

evidently affect the shape of the artifact produced. Shell has “fixed” properties when 
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processed. Thus shape would have been one of the perception the shell artists would have 

had in mind as opposed to potters who add “material” to the process of pottery making.  

An imposed order of attributes resulted in branching, taxonomic hierarchies based 

on using, in part, different criteria and variables for the conceptual distinctions at each 

branch in the taxonomy. The combination of more that two attributes similar to type-

variety resulted in types with either functional/morphological or functional/technological 

names since I catalogued them according to functional, morphological and technological 

attributes. Shell beads, for example, I was able to divide based on shape differences that 

simply represent the extreme ends of a continuum of forms, but disks could not be 

divided further. Size difference within a shape class occurs for virtually every shape class 

that is disntiguished, suggesting that there may have been differential use of the beads, of 

disks and of pendants according to the size of the shell obejct within each shape class. It 

has been suggested for example that larger unperforated disks may have  functioned as 

mirror backs, while smaller unperforated examples that have been used as gaming pieces 

(decorated varietes) or backing disks for earplug ormnaments (Buttles 2002; Kidder 

1947; Willey 1978). Size nevertheless, was not granted a diagnostic “status” because 

small versus large is a metric distinction based on different set of quantitative boundaries 

between entities in our taxonomy. This last point makes the applicability of type-variety 

partially inconsistent with the one developed for shell artifacts. Although this taxonomy 

produced a typology for shell artifacts with embedded paradigmatic parameters i.e. a 

fixed set of variables, it does not have the analytical potential of type-variety (as argued 

by Gifford 1960,1976). I have assembled a preliminary list of types based on a data set 
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composed of not well-defined variables. For data of this kind, types were defined only 

with some of the measures relevant because each dimension appeared to have attribute 

values that could not potentially apply to any shell artifact. Technically, size could be 

accurate, for example the set of attributes small versus large; however, it probably does 

not always have an emic validity1. This is because of the nature of the raw material shell 

and the reduction process observed in the manufacture of shell objects (versus additive 

procedure of clay working). Furthermore, the definition of a type in this study has been 

decisively a description of it rather than a history or interpretation.   

Analytical studies of shell artifacts from their descriptive types can emerge if we 

have sufficient data to discern the criterion for selecting diagnostic attributes. Such 

attempts should be pursued only with clear analytical goals and with some purpose in 

mind. If we were to depend on shell artifacts, for example, to establish chronologies at 

new sites where no other means of dating are available, types are to be defined in those 

attributes that will have spatiotemporal significance, an attempt that is not in the scope of 

this study. I chose morphological, functional, and technological criteria to describe types 

of shell artifacts for the purpose of description only. Those attributes that could be 

selected for their time-space significance were difficult to evaluate at this time. As shell 

artifact types concern in the southern lowlands, technology has been suggested as a very 

good marker for distinguishing variability in shell beads (Buttles 1992,2002; see also 

Karali 1999,2005). Clearly, we need to systematically use a broad range of attributes and 

those need to be assessed by the use of scientific procedures and techniques, before 

                                                 
1 Cf. to Read’s discussion about Niederwil pottery 2007:228-40. 
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securely defining types and producing paradigmatic classifications (cf. O’Brien and 

Lyman 2000:199). The indispensible information we can obtain from experimental 

archaeology and archaeological context has been exemplified by the outstanding 

technological studies of pre-Columbian shell artifact from Mexico combining SEM 

(Scanning Electron Microscopy) analyses along a long term experimental archaeology 

and archaeological context (e.g. Velasquez-Castro 2004; Velasquez-Castro et al. 2011; 

Gallardo 2011; Espinoza 2011). A main goal of the project encompassing such studies is 

to gain information about the techniques used to make shell objects, in different time and 

places in pre-Hispanic Mexico (Velasquez-Castro 2004). Only a limited number of such 

studies taking place in Mexico is concerned with the Maya area (e.g. Melgar and Ricardo 

2006,2011). Such studies testify to the necessity and merits of detailed analytical research 

and its interpretive value. Scientifically advanced and comprehensive studies of the 

technological processing as well as use-wear analysis of Maya shell artifacts from the 

southern Maya lowlands have not been conducted yet. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

I summarize here how the type-variety system stacks up against the expectations 

for organizing shell artifacts as a taxonomic structure for ordering types:   

1. By solving a problem: I used the type-variety method to organize and describe 

shell artifacts. Through a hierarchical framework for organizing descriptive data about 

shell artifacts, I assembled a list of types. The type-based classification that I have 

developed for the shell artifacts from the selected sites makes it evident that a taxonomic 

typology is the outcome when forming types based on a data set composed of not well-
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defined variables and not always well-defined data. Previous researchers incorporated 

artifactual data about these small finds made of shell into their reports. For data of this 

kind, my typological task was geared toward determining a subset of the variables 

relevant to forming categories on the basis of the data brought forward. There is no 

reason to assume that types can be defined using a fixed set of variables applied equally 

to all entities in the data set. More likely, I found that only some of the measures are 

relevant to defining types that make up just a portion of the data set. 

2. By describing and naming objects: the type-variety system uses binomial 

nomenclature to name objects, the second term being a descriptor of shape, decoration 

and so forth. The usefulness of the descriptive types may be used to identify new artifact 

without the necessity of actually grouping the artifacts into classes. One need only to 

determine the new artifacts have the attributes comprising a certain type and then apply 

the name of that type. This is easy enough to do since our types are still in the 

preliminary stage and the types are simple. In the case of more complex types, containing 

a greater number of diagnostic attributes it will have been proved helpful to establish a 

key to assist in comparison (cf. Rouse 1960). It became apparent during this study that 

some shell artifacts are perplexing from the standpoint of both technology and function. 

Perhaps most intriguing in this regard is a type of perforated gastropod pendant, most 

often made out of the shell of Oliva sps or and less often out of other similar shell taxa 

with ovate, cylindrical or conic form, and is recognized in the literature as of very 

specific function. The term “tinkler” refers to a shell ornament common to the lowland 

Maya of shell ornament and such ornaments appear from Preclassic to Postclassic 
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contexts (Buttles 2002:190). It has been suggested that specifically Oliva sps shell were 

valued and worn as pendants or sewn on garments and when used in mass were are 

arranged so as to knock together (or at least touching) in order to make noise (Buttles 

2002; Kidder 1947; Dreiss 1984,1994; Eaton 1978; Garber 1989; Willey et al. 1965; 

Willey 1972,1978). Detailed use-wear pattern research is needed for such objects that 

could give an indication and credibility as to how these pendent objects were actually 

worn.  

3. By fostering communication: it is my hope that when someone says discoidal 

bead, researchers in southern Maya lowlands know that this a round type of bead that is 

flat and thin and has a predominantly Late Preclassic distribution, since our type- 

descriptions have been associated with contextual information. No local names have been 

assigned to the shell types here. The types and varieties as conceived in this study are not 

“cultural types”. They are descriptive types, attached to contextual information. 

Nevertheless, since the types are based on ideas about attributes-method of manufacture, 

shape, and their relations as criteria for membership, they are have the potential to be 

ahistorical and boundless in their spatiotemporal applicability (see discussion by Rice 

2013:14). Hence, although these types and their names and definitions rest on evidence 

from the archaeological record in southern Maya lowlands could be used in a systematic 

way to describe and name shell artifacts of similar shape in areas with different cultural 

systems. 
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MATERIAL CULTURE MATTERS: RECONSIDERING SMALL FINDS MADE FROM SHELL 

 

Skillful persons in a society are usually the primary agents of culture, such as the 

ones who carved shell pendants. They are the ones who created shell artifacts with certain 

attributes that persist and is acclaimed by the culture and its society as a compatible and 

desirable innovation, as a type of bead that “has come and gone in the past of the 

prehistoric Maya culture” (Gifford 1976:4).  Since the beginning of the twenty-first 

century with post-processual archaeology the status and reputation of artifacts began to 

decline, when the separate presentation of artifacts and contextual data in independent 

chapters or monographs has contributed to their neglect in synthetic and interpretive 

studies (Trigger 2005). Detailed descriptive typologies remain the most attractive means 

of presenting Maya artifacts but contextual, chronological and comparative data must 

also be included. Very few such studies in Maya archaeology exist to this point for shell 

artifacts. Notable studies of this sort are associated with optimistic dissertations (e.g. 

Buttles 2002; Hohmann 2002) and publications of sites (e.g. K’axob) that have been 

excavated for years (McAnany 2004, editor Chase and Chase 1998).  

What we can hold from this study of methodology and typology is that 

classifications are tools and a means to an end (Rice 2013:26). The approach to ceramic 

studies as originally defined expected of and supported by the type-variety systematics 

(Gifford 1960,1976; Smith et al. 1960), is simply a processual routine practice of sorting, 

describing, and tentatively establishing types based on ceramic samples, and this is the 

only means by which it can be operationalized reliably (Ball and Taschek 2013:159).  
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A personal examination of existing collections is a task beyond this study; an attempt has 

been made, however, to present type descriptions in sufficient detail to provide complete 

and accurate knowledge of the shell artifacts attributes found in the southern Maya 

lowlands. To do so, I used a methodology for describing and organizing shell artifact 

types as manifested by the  selection of and relations among the attributes that underlie 

the ideational structure and operation of such method (see Chapter 2).  

I conclude with two final notes of clarification and caution. First, this work does 

not include a description for every possible shell artifact type in the southern Maya 

lowlands: some remain to be defined or better defined; some I have undoubtedly missed, 

for some we simply had insufficient information. Finally it is obvious that ancient shell 

bead makers did not produce the object in strict conformance with the descriptions and 

illustrations provided here. While certain stylistic ideas were in their minds, the 

variability of skills and of raw materials resulted in a wide range of shapes within some 

of the types that we currently recognize. Furthermore, not every shell bead fits within 

known types. Detailed attribute analysis beyond the already published artifact analysis in 

reports, possibly with the aid of advanced technological studies, will doubtless serve to 

tighten up many of the types.  

I hope that the list of preliminary types of shell artifacts I cataloged in this study is 

not overly elaborated as to become impractical.  More types do not make a better 

typology and beyond a certain point they make it worse (Hayden 1993:58).   This 

dissertation is not an analytical study nor are the data fully integrated with all of Maya 

prehistoric shell artifacts. It is my hope that by making these type descriptions available 
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to others, analysis and integration can move forward and that researchers in some 

measure incorporate small finds made of shell into their general assessments concerning 

Maya life in southern Maya lowlands. 
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Appendix   

 

Entry Site Context Color Species Modification Degree Techniques Size Shape Structure 
Perforations 

Indentations 
Decoration 

Artifact 

Type 

1 ADS 
LC, burial 

and 

midden 

n/a Oliva sp. 
whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

cutting, 

drilling 
L: 3-5cm whole shell n/a 1 perforation none 

tinkler 

(16) 

2 ADS LC burial n/a 
Jenneria 

Pustulata 

whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

cutting, 

drilling 

L: 

max.1.5cm 
whole shell n/a 1 perforation none 

tinkler 

(39) 

3 ADS LC burial 
pink 

white 
Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

D: 0.4cm 

Th:1cm 
circular flat sides 

1 perforation, 

central 
none disks(7) 

4 ADS LC burial 
orange 

white 
Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling 

DL: 3-

1.1cm 
circular 

flat sides,    

rough 

1 perforation, 

central 
none 

disk beads 

(538) 

5 ADS 
PreC 

midden 
n/a nacre? part of shell finished 

cutting, 

smoothing 

L: 5.3cm 
W:.5cm 

Head 

W: 1.5cm 

rectangular 
thin and 

flat 
none none pin(1) 

6 ADS 
PC 

structure 
n/a nacre? part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

D: 5.5cm 

Th:0.2cm 
circular n/a none none disks (2) 

7 ADS 
LC 

structure 
n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing, 

incising 

D: 1.9cm 

Th:1.5cm 
circular 

smooth 

sides 

3 holes,             

1 incision 

incised 

circle 

concave 
and smaller 

circles 

disk (1) 

8 ADS 
LC 

structure 
n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing, 

notching 

D: 1.4cm 

rectangular 

around 

circle 

smooth 
sides 

1 perforation, 
central 

notched 
edges 

rosette 
adorno 

9 ADS 
LC 

structure 
n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing, 

notching 

D: 2.6cm circular 
smooth 

faces 

1 perforation, 

central 

notched 

edges 

rosette 

adorno 
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10 ADS LC gray n/a part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling 

L: 5.6cm 

W:1.2cm        
Th: .8cm 

crescent n/a 
2 perforations 

at edges 

scalloped' 

edges 
(natural?) 

gorget 

11 ADS 
LPr 

midden 
n/a 

columella of 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

L (across 

U): 4cm 
U-shaped n/a 

2 perforations 

at edges 
none 

adorno, 

atlatl 
feature 

12 ADS LC burial n/a 
columella of 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

Head 
D:1.5cm 

Stem L: 

3cm Th:.2-
.4cm 

L-shaped 
flattish 
stem 

1 perforation, 

central, on 

disk 

none 
earplugs 

(2) 

13 ADS 
PC/EC 

burial 
n/a 

Spondylus or 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing, 
incising 

D: 3-4cm circular very thin none 
scalloped 

edges 

rosette 

adorno 

14 ADS EC burial n/a 
Spondylus or 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing, 

notching 

D: 4.4cm circular n/a 

hollow-drilled 

circular 
depression 

scalloped 

edges 

rosette 

adorno 

15 ADS LC burial pink Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

L: 3-4cn 
composite, 
geometrical 

pieces 

well 

polished 
none none 

adorno, 

human 

face 
mosaic 

16 BR LC burial n/a 
Nephronaias 

ortamni 
whole finished drilling L: 3-9cm whole shell n/a 

1or 2 

perforation(s) 
none 

pendant(8

) 

17 BR 
LC 

midden 
n/a 

Codakia 
orbicularis 

whole finished 
cutting, 
drilling 

L: 4cm whole shell 
smooth 
edges 

2 perforations none pendant 

18 BR LC burial n/a Xancus whole (hinge) finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

L: 3.4cm 

W:1.5cm 
whole shell n/a 

1 perforation, 

central 
none pendant 

19 BR midden n/a 
Strombus 

pugilis 
whole finished 

drilling, 
incising(?) 

L:7cm whole shell n/a 
2 perforations 

at edges 
line groove pendant 

20 BR LC burial n/a Neritas sp. whole finished gouging? L:0.8cm whole shell n/a 1 perforation none beads(13) 

21 BR 
EC 

midden 
n/a 

Oliva 
sp.(olivella) 

whole finished gouging? L:2.8cm whole shell n/a 1 perforation n/a tinkler 

22 BR midden n/a Oliva sp. 
whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

cutting, 

gouging? 
L:4.6cm whole shell n/a 1 perforation n/a tinkler 
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23 BR 
LC 

midden 
n/a Oliva sp. 

whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

cutting, 

drilling 
L:4.5cm whole shell n/a 

1 perforation, 

lenticular 
n/a tinkler 

24 BR midden n/a Oliva sp. 
whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

L:3cm whole shell n/a 1 perforation n/a tinkler 

25 BR 
MPre/Lpre 
structure 

n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing, 

incising 

L:6.7cm         

W:0.8-
1.9cm 

Th:0.5cm 

trapezoidal 
flat and 

thin 
1 perforation 

X-marked 
incision 

(flat)pend
ant 

26 BR LPr/EC n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 
cutting, 

drilling, 
L:2.5-4cm rectangular 

roughly 

shaped 

1 perforation, 

biconical 
none 

(flat)pend

ant (3) 

27 BR 
 

n/a n/a part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

D:1cm 
Th:0.2-

0.4cm 

discoidal 
roughly 

shaped 

1 perforation, 
central, 

biconical 

none bead (2) 

28 BR LC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

D:0.5-

0.6cm Th: 
0.1-0.2cm 

discoidal 
smooth 

edges 

1 perforation, 

central, 
biconical 

none bead (5) 

29 BR 
PRoC 
burial 

n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding , 

smoothing 

D:1.8-2cm 

Th:0.6-

1.9cm 

discoidal 

flat, 
smooth 

sides and 

rough 
edges 

1 perforation, 

central, 

biconical 

none bead (40) 

30 BR LC burial n/a 

Dentalium or 

echinoderm 
spines 

whole, cut 

edges 
finished cutting 

L: 1.5cm 

Th:0.2cm 

tubular  

/whole shell 
n/a 

1 perforation, 

central 
none bead (50) 

31 BR LC burial n/a 
Spondylus or 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing, 
incising 

L: 3cm 

W:0.7-1cm 
Th:0.5cm 

'bowl’s D: 

1.6cm 

L-shaped 
stem and 

bowl' 

1 hole on 

“bowl” 

rosetted 

rim 
ear plug? 

32 BR LC burial n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding , 

smoothing 

D:2.1cm 

Th:0.2cm 
circular 

smooth 

edges 

1 perforation, 

central 
none 

ear 
ornament(

composite

) 

33 BR 
EC/LC 

burial 
n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting,  , 

smoothing 
L:2.6cm 

elongated(?

) 
tapered none 

pointed 

knob 

pin, ear 
ornament(

composite

) 
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34 BR LC burial n/a 
Spondylus or 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting,  , 
smoothing 

D:1.5cm  
Th:0.3cm 

discoidal 

smooth 

and 
polished 

edges 

none none adorno(3) 

35 BR PC burial 
nacreou

s sheen 

Nephronaias 

ortamni 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding , 

smoothing 

D:3.4cm  
Th:0.3-

0.5cm 

discoidal 
smooth 

edges 
none 

pyrite 
pieces 

adhered 

adorno/dis

k (2) 

36 BR 
LC,TC 

midden 

nacreou

s sheen 

Nephronaias 

ortamni? 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

L:3cm square n/a 
1 perforation, 

central 
none adorno 

37 BR 

LC, burial 

and 

midden 

n/a 
Spondylus or 

conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

D:1.5-

1.9cm 
Th:0.2-

0.5cm 

discoidal 
rosetted 
edges 

1 perforation, 
central 

scalloped 
edges 

adorno(3) 

38 BR 
LC 

midden 
n/a nacre? part of shell finished 

cutting, 
smoothing 

D:1.6cm 
Th:0.3cm 

circular? n/a 
1 perforation, 

central 
none 

adorno/rin
g? 

39 CE 

LPr 

midden, 
cache, 

burial 

pink, 
white 

Spondylus or 

conch 

(Strombus) 

part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing/

polishing 

D:1-1.5cm discoidal 

smoothed/ 

some 
polished 

edges 

1 perforation, 

central, 
uniconical and 

biconical 

none 
disk 

beads(50) 

40 CE PoC cache 
orange/
white 

Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

L:1cm-
2.2cm 

rectangular 

flat; 

convex 

sides 

1 or 2 

perforations, 

biconical 

none bead(10) 

41 CE LPr n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

L: tubular n/a 
1 or 2 

perforations, 

biconical 

none bead (4) 

42 CE LPs n/a Dentalium sp. whole shell finished 
cutting,       

smoothing? 
L: 1-1.5cm 

whole 

shell/tubula

r 

n/a 
1 or 2 

perforations 
none bead (4) 

43 CE 
LPr 

midden 
n/a coral whole shell finished 

cutting,       

smoothing? 
L:1.2-2cm 

whole 

shell/tubula
r 

n/a 
1 central 

perforation 
none 

flared 

bead (9) 

44 CE 
LPr 

midden 
n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

D:0.9cm 
Th:0.6cm 

subspherica
l 

n/a 
1 central 

perforation 
none bead 2 

45 CE 
LPoC 

cache 

white/pu

rple 
Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

L: 1.5cm wedge n/a 
1 central 

perforation 
none bead 
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46 CE PoC cache n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

L:2cm triangular 
triangular 

faces 

1  perforation, 

biconical 
none bead 

47 CE LPr cache 
pearly 
white 

n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

D:n/a round/oval 
ground 
edges 

none none adorn 8 

48 CE LPr cache n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing, 

incising 

D:3.4cm round n/a 
1 central 

perforation 
encircling 

groove 
adorn disk 

1 

49 CE LPr cache 
off 

white 
n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing 

D: 3.6cm "doughnut" n/a 

1 central 

perforation, 
biconical 

none adorno 

50 CE LPr cache gray n/a part of shell finished 
cutting,       

smoothing? 

D:2.2cm 

Th:0.4cm 
round n/a none none 

adorno 

disk 

51 CE LPr cache 
orange/
white 

Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 
cutting,  

smoothing 
D:2cm round n/a none none 

adorno 
disk 

52 CE LPr/EC n/a Triton part of shell finished 
cutting,       

smoothing? 
D:3.5cm round 

working 

edges? 
none none scoop 

53 CE LPr?EC n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

smoothing 

D:1.7cm 
flower-
shape 

smooth 
edges 

none none adorno 

54 CE LPr n/a n/a part of shell finished 
cutting, 

drilling, 
? triangular n/a 

1  perforation, 

uniconical 

V-shape 

groove 
adorno 

55 CE LPr gray n/a part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

smoothing 

L:4.1cm triangular n/a 
2 perforations, 

biconical 
none adorno 

56 CE ? n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

smoothing 

H:2.4cm 
W:1.7cm 

face n/a 
2perforations,

on reverse 
eyes, 

mouth 
adorno 

57 CE 
LPr 

midden 
n/a Oliva sp. whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

L: 3-4cm whole shell n/a 
1 or 2 

perforations 
none tinkler (4) 

58 CE ? 
pearly 
white 

conch whole shell finished 
drilling, 
cutting, 

L:6.8cm whole shell n/a 
3 perforations, 

uniconical 
none 

worked 
shell 
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59 CE LPr cache n/a Spondylus whole shell finished 
drilling, 

grinding 
n/a whole shell 

smooth 

edges 

2 or 3 

perforations 
none 

worked 

shell (4) 

60 CE ? Burial gray n/a whole shell finished drilling n/a whole shell n/a 2 perforations none 
worked 

shell 

61 CE 
LPr 

midden 
n/a conch part of shell finished cutting 

L:10cm 

W:5.8cm 
oval 

working 

edges? 
none none axe 

62 CE 
LPoC 
cache 

n/a 
Strombus 

gigas 
whole shell finished 

cutting,  
smoothing 

L:6.8cm whole shell n/a none 
w/t ceramic 

mute 
trumpet 

63 CE 
LPr 

midden 
n/a gastropod part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding 
L:7cm triangular 

working 
edge, 

beveled 

none none scoop (2) 

64 CE LPoC n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

polishing 

L:2.5-4cm L-shape polished none w/t spikes labret (2) 

65 CE LPr cache n/a Spondylus sp. part of shell finished 
cutting, 

grinding 
L:1.7c, trapezoidal flat none none mosaic(4) 

66 CO 

EMPre 
burials, 

caches, 

middens 
165; 

LMPre 

burials, 
cache, 

middens 

139;Lpre 
burials 

115; ProC 

burials 16 

orange/p

ink 
white 

Strombus 

pugilis, 

Fasciolaria 
tulipa, 

Spondylus 

part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 

polishing 

Avg.D: 

0.5cm Avg 
Th 0.1cm 

circular 

ground, 

smooth 
edges 

1 central 

perforation 
none 

disk beads 

I 384 

67 C 

EMPre 

burials, 

caches, 
middens 

260; 

LMPre 
burials, 

cache, 

middens 
585; Lpre 

burials 3; 

ProC 
burials 2 

orange/p

inkwhite 

Strombus 

pugilis, 

Fasciolaria 
tulipa, 

Nephronaias 

calamitarum, 
Spondylus 

part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

Avg.D: 0.5-
1cm Avg. 

Th: 0.1cm 

oval 

(square) 

rough/une

ven edges 

1 central 

perforation 
none 

disk beads 

II 691 
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68 CO 
EMPre  14 

Lpre 4 

orange/p

inkwhite 

Strombus 

pugilis, 
Fasciolaria 

tulipa, 
Spondylus 

part of shell blanks 
cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

Avg. L0.7-

2.5cm X 
Avg. W: 

1.5cm, Avg 
th:0.6cm 

square to 

rectangular 

rough/une

ven edges 

1 central 

perforation 
none 

disk bead 

blanks 18 

69 CO 

ProCl 

burial 4 

midden 4 

orange/p
inkwhite 

Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding, 

polishing 

D:0.5-1cm 
L:.05-1 Th: 

tubular 

ground, 

smooth 

edges 

1 central 
perforation 

none 
tubular 
bead 8 

70 CO 

LMPre 1 

LPre2 Pos 
1 

orange/p

inkwhite 

Strombus, 

Spondylus, 
Coral 

part of shell 
finished/

blank? 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 

polishing 

D: 1.2-

2.5cm TH: 
0.2-3cm 

circular 

ground, 

smooth 
edges 

none none 
plain 

disks 4 

71 CO TCL burial 
white/pi

nk 
Strombus part of shell 

 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

polishing 

D: 3.89-

3.93cm Th: 
0.24cm 

circular 
smooth 

edges 
none 

rotary 

wheel/roset
tes 

decorated 

disks 2 

72 CO 

LMPre 

floor 1; 

Lpre  
midde,1; 

LC ,1 

n/a 
Nephronaias, 

Strombus 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

polishing 

D: 2.30-
2.85cm Th: 

1.66-

3.05cm 

circular 
smooth 

edges 

1 central 

perforation 
none 

plain 

disks 3 

73 CO 

TCL burial 

2; Pos 

midden 1 

n/a Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 

incising, 

polishing 

D 0.25-

2.89cm Th: 

0.33- 

circular 
smooth 

edges 

1 central 

perforation 
incisions 

decorated 

disks 3 

74 CO LC TC 
pearly 

white? 
Nephronaias part of shell finished 

cutting/sawi

ng, 

D 1.30-

3,27cm TH: 
0.14-0.54 

circular 
 

1 central 

perforation, 
wide 

none rings 3 

75 CO 
LC 

midden 
white gastropod part of shell finished 

cutting, 

polishing 

L 3.6cm , 
spike 1.2cn 

h 

L -shape 
smooth 

faces 
none none labret 1 

76 CO 

eMP 

cooking 
pit 

white columella part of shell finished 
cutting, 

polishing 

L : 5.70 D 

2.10cm 
spiral 

smooth 

edges 
1 perforation none pendant 1 

77 CO 
PrCL 

burial 
white Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 

polishing 

L9.20cm D: 

0.40cm 

crescent/se

micircular 

smooth 

edges 
2 perforations none pendant 1 

78 CO TCL burial white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 

L 4.2cm D 

2.95 Th: 

0.37cm 

triangular 
smooth 
edges 

1 perforation none pendant 2 
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polishing 

79 CO 
MPC 

midden 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 
polishing 

L 3.17cm D 
2.31cm Th 

0.48cm 

rectangular 
smooth 

edges 
1 perforation none pendant 1 

80 CO Lpre cache 
pearly 

white 

Pinctada 

mazatlanica 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
carving 

L 2.85cm 
anthropomo

rphic 

smooth 

faces 
none none 

misc. 

anthropo
morphic 1 

81 CO unknown white Strombus part of shell 
finished/

blank? 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

L: 2.16cm 

W: 2.02cm 
Th 1.87cm 

rectangular n/a 
6 partial 

perforations 
none 

misc 

rectangula
r 1 

82 CO unknown white Strombus part of shell 
finished/
blank? 

cutting, 
polishing 

L: 3.86cm 

W: 2.29cm 
Th:0.35cm 

rectangular 
smooth 
edges 

none none 

misc 

rectangula
r 1 

83 CO 
TC 

midden 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding 

L: 1.06cm,   

W: 1.08cm, 

Th: 0.17cm 

square 
smooth 
edges 

1 central 

perforation, 

square 

none 

misc 

square/ear
plug plate 

1 

84 CO 
EPos sherd 

deposit 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

L 2.86cm 
W 1.95cm 

Th 0.5cm 

crescent 
smooth 

edges 
hollow hole none inlay 1 

85 CO 
MPC 

midden 
n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

L: 2.85cm 
W: 2.85cm 

TH: 0.45cm 

crescent 
smooth 

edges 
hollow hole none inlay 1 

86 CO 
PrCL 

burial 
n/a 

Olivella 

minuta 
whole shell finished punching 

Avg. L 
1.35cm 

Avg.W:0.6

9cm 

whole shell n/a punched hole none bead 128 

87 CO 
MPre 

cache 
n/a 

Columbella 

mereatoria 2 

Cardita 
floridana 4 

whole shell finished punching 

Avg l 

2.89cm 

Avg. W: 
1.84cm 

whole shell n/a punched hole none bead 6 

88 CO MPos n/a Prunum whole shell finished punching n/a whole shell n/a punched hole none bead 8 
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guttatum 

89 CO LPre cache 

white/pa

le 

yellow 

Oliva sayana whole shell blank? 
cutting/sawi
ng, drilling 

L: 5.6-

5.8cm 
W:2.3-

2.4cm 

whole shell 
minus spire 

slit at 
shoulder 

1 perforation, 

at base, 

lenticular 

none tinkler 3 

90 CO Lpre cache 

white/pa

le 

yellow 

Oliva sayana whole shell blank? 

cutting/sawi

ng, 

notching 

L:5.71cm 
W:3.04cm 

whole shell 
slit at 

shoulder 
1 perforation, 

at base 
none tinkler 1 

91 CO LC burial white 
Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell 

finished/

blank? 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

L: 1.15cm 

W:0.6cm 
whole shell 

smooth 

base 
4 perforations none tinkler 1 

92 CO 
LTC 

midden 
white 

Olivella 
minuta? 

whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

L: 1.15cm 
W:0.6cm 

bell shape" n/a 
3 perforations, 

1 slit 
death face tinkler 1 

93 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding 

L:1.5-

1.9cm 
bell shape" 

smooth 

base 
none none tinkler 2 

94 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white Oliva sayana whole shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding 

L: 4.45cm 
W: 1.8cm 

whole shell 
minus spire 

rough 
base 

none none tinkler 1 

95 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white Oliva sayana whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

L:2.8cm W 

1.6cm 

whole shell 

minus spire 

rough 

base 

1 perforation, 

lenticular 
none tinkler 1 

96 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 
reticularis 

whole shell 
finished/
blank? 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

L:3.3cm 
W:1.5cm 

whole shell 
flat whorl, 
both faces 

1 perforation, 
lenticular 

none tinkler 1 

97 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white Oliva sayana whole shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding 

L:3cm W: 

1cm 

whole shell 

minus spire 
n/a none none tinkler 1 

98 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 
reticularis 

whole shell finished 

cutting/sawi

ng, 

notching 

L: 2.9cm 
W1.3cm 

whole shell n/a 
3 perforations, 

lenticular 
none tinkler 1 

99 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 
reticularis 

whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

L: 3.5cm 
W:1.2cm 

whole shell n/a 

6 perforations, 

5 uniconical, 1 

lenticular 

death face tinkler 1 

100 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

L:2.4cm W: 

1cm 

whole shell 

minus spire 

smooth 

base 

1 perforation, 

lenticular 
none tinkler 1 

101 CO 
EPos 

midden 
white 

Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding 

L:2.5cm 

W:0.4cm 

whole shell 

minus spire 
n/a none none tinkler 1 
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102 CO 
eMPre 

midden 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding 

L: 10.5cm 

W 6.4cm 
scoop-like n/a none none 

utilitarian 

1 

103 CO Mpre white Strombus part of shell finished 
 

L:6.8cm 

W:4cm 

Th:1.2cm 
 

battering 
edges 

none none 
utilitarian 

1 

104 CO 
LC 

midden 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

 

L:6.7cm W 

3.3 tapers 
to 1.4cm 

celt-like/ 

triangular 
n/a none none 

utilitarian 

1 

105 CO 
ePos 

midden 
white Strombus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding  

scoop-like n/a none none 
utilitarian 

1 

106 CO Lpre burial 
orange/p

ink 

white 

Cyprea (trona) 

cervus 
whole shell finished drilling 

L: 9.1cm W 

4.83cm 
whole shell n/a 1 perforation none pendant 1 

107 CO Lpre burial 
pearly 
white 

Pinctada 
mazatlanica 

whole shell finished 
drilling/cutt

ing 
L:10.94cm 
W: 9.32cm 

whole shell n/a 2 perforations none pendant 1 

108 CO 
ProCl 

burial 
n/a Spondylus whole shell finished 

drilling, 

grinding 

L:8.22cm 

W:6.80cm 
whole shell 

ground 

edges 
2 perforations none pendant 1 

109 CO 
LC 

midden 

orange/p

ink 

white 

Strombus 
castatus 

whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

L: 7.54cm 
W:4.19cm 

whole shell 

minus the 

spire and lip 

n/a 6 perforations none pendant 1 

110 LU n/a n/a Oliva whole shell finsihed 
cutting, 

grinding, 

drilling 

L:4-5cm 
whole shell 

minus spire 
n/a 1 perforation 

 
tinkler 3 

111 LU n/a n/a 
Oliva 

porphyria 
whole shell finsihed 

cutting, 

grinding, 

drilling 

L:4-5cm 
whole shell 
minus spire 

ground 
base 

1 perforation none tinkler?1 

112 LU n/a n/a Anadara whole shell finsihed drilling L:6cm whole shell n/a 
2 perforations, 

at hinge 
none pendant 

113 LU n/a n/a 
Strombus 

gigas 
whole shell 

unfinishe
d 

cutting/sawi
ng 

L:7cm? 
whole shell 
minus spire 

n/a hollow hole none disks? 

114 LU n/a n/a 
Strombus 

gigas 
part of shell blanks 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

n/a circular 
smooth 

and rough 

edges 

1 central 

perforation 
none 

disc 

beads? 

115 PN LC burial n/a 
Spondylus 
limbatus 

whole shell finished drilling D:3-6.5cm whole shell n/a 

2-3 

perforations, 

at hinge 

none pendant 3 

116 PN LC cache n/a Ostrea sp whole shell finished drilling L:1cm whole shell n/a 
1 perforation, 

at hinge 
none pendant 1 
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117 PN LC cache n/a 
Pomacea 

ghiesbreghti 
whole shell finished drilling n/a whole shell n/a 2 perforations none pendant 1 

118 PN LC cache 
yellowis

h (1/3) 

Spondylus 

(2/3) 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

incising, 

gouging 

H:3.4-

4.1cm 

anthropomo

rphic 
n/a none incisions 

figurines 

(3) 

119 PN LC cache n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

incising, 
gouging, 

drilling 

H:1.8-

2,5cm 

anthropomo

rphic 

ground 

edges 
none incisions 

figurines 

(7) 

120 PN LC cache cream? n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
incising, 

gouging 

L:3.2cm 
anthropomo

rphic 
n/a none incisions 

profile 
head (1) 

121 PN LC cache yellow n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

incising, 

gouging 

W 2.9cm 
anthropomo

rphic 
n/a none incisions dual head 

122 PN LC cache n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

incising, 

gouging 

H: 0.8-1cm 

w:0.8-
1.1.cm 

irregular n/a none incisions plaques(8) 

123 PN LC cache n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

incising, 
filing 

D:1-4cm circular n/a none incisions 
discoidal 

(11) 

124 PN LC cache n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
incising, 

filing 

D: 0.9-
1.8cm 

circular n/a none none disk(4) 

125 PN LC cache n/a Spondylus part of shell ? cutting n/a irregular n/a none none 
irregular 

object (4) 

126 PN unknown n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

incising, 
drilling 

L:2.6cm 

Th:0.3cm 
rectangular n/a 

1 perforation, 

off center 
incisions pendant 1 

127 PN LC cache white n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
drilling 

L:2.5cm rectangular n/a 2 perforations none pendant 1 
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128 PN LC burial n/a 
Morum 

tuberculatum 
whole shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling 
L:1cm 

whole shell 

minus spire 
n/a 1 perforation none tinkler (4) 

129 PN LC burial n/a Oliva sp. whole shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

drilling 

L:1-1.5cm 
whole shell 
minus spire 

n/a 
1 perforation, 

lenticular 
none tinkler (1) 

130 PN LC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
drilling 

L:2-4cm L-shape n/a 

1 perforation, 

on head, 
biconical 

plain 

"head" 

facial  (?) 

ornament 
(3) 

131 PN LC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

drilling 

L:2-4cm L-shape n/a 

1 perforation, 

on head, 

biconical 

rosette 

"head" 

facial  (?) 

ornament 

(2) 

132 PN LC burial n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
filing 

L:2.8-

3.4cm 
triangular n/a none none 

Dentate 

(13) 

133 PN midden str pearly? pearly? part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

drilling 

D:0.5cm circular very thin 
1 central 

perforation 
none disk 1 

134 PN LC burial white n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
drilling, 

gouging 

D: 1.2 circular 
countersu
nk face 

1 central 
perforation  

disk 1 

135 PN LC cache  n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
incising, 

drilling 

D:1.8c 
Th:0.2cm 

circular 
countersu
nk face 

1 central 
perforation 

incised 
circle 

countersu
nk disk 1 

136 PN LC plaza n/a n/a part of shell blank? 

cutting, 

grinding, 

incising, 
drilling 

D: 3.5cm circular 
countersu

nk face 

hollow-drilled 
circular 

depression 

incised 

circle 

countersu

nk disk 1 

137 PN LC burial n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding, 

smoothing 

L 7.4cm rectangular 
smooth 
edges 

2-3 

perforations 

conical 

none plates 205 

138 PN LC burial n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

smoothing, 
incising 

L: 3.5-
7.2cm 

rectangular 
curved 
edges 

2-3 

perforations 

conical 

inscribed(3
4 glyphs) 

plates 4 

139 PN LC burial white conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding, 
smoothing 

L:1-2.5cm polygons none 
1-2 

perforations, 

conical 

none 
mask 

elements 

6 
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140 PN LC burials n/a Spondylus part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding, 

smoothing 

D:0.4-

0.9cm Th: 

01-0.7cm 

circular 
smooth 
edges 

1 central 
perforation 

none bead  110 

141 SE 
LC 

midden 

weather

ed white 
Oliva sp. whole 

Unfinish

ed? 

sawing/cutti

ng, drilling 
L:6.8cm ovate n/a 1 perforation n/a tinkler 

142 SE 
LC 

midden 

weather

ed white 
Oliva sp. 

whole, apex 

removed 
finished 

sawing/cutti

ng, drilling, 
smoothing 

L:5cm ovate n/a 1 perforation n/a tinkler(4) 

143 SE LC burial n/a 
Spondylus sp. 

or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

polishing 

L:0.6cm 

W:0.3cm 

(sub)spheric

al 
irregular 

biconical 

perforation 
n/a bead 

144 SE 

LC 

structure/T
C burial 

n/a 
Spondylus sp. 

or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

D:0.9cm 

Th: 0.5cm 
tubular n/a 

longitudinal 

perforation  
bead 

145 SE TC burial n/a 
Spondylus sp. 

or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

polishing 

D: 0.8cm circular n/a 
uniconical, 

central 

perforation 

n/a disk bead 

146 SE 

LC 

structure/T

C burial 

n/a 
Spondylus sp. 

or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

polishing 

L:1cm square thin 

uniconical, 

central 

perforation 

encircling 
groove 

bead/ador
no 

147 SE 

LC 

structure/T

C burial 

n/a 
Spondylus sp. 

or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

polishing 

L: 1.4cm 
nearly 

square 
thin 

2 uniconical 

perforations 
n/a 

bead/ador

no 

148 SE LC burial n/a Dentalium sp. whole finished cutting L:1cm tubular n/a 
naturally 

hollow 
n/a beads (6) 

149 SE 

LC 

structure/T
C burial 

n/a 
Spondylus 

sp.or conch 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

polishing, 

carving 

D:1.6cm pentagonal 
raised 

disk 

uniconical, 

central 
perforation 

central 

groove 

bead/ador

no 

150 SE 
LC 

structure 
n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

polishing, 
carving 

D:2cm flowerlike 
smooth-
carved 

sides 

central 

perforation 

incised 

lines 

rosette 

disk (2) 

151 SE 
LC 

structure 
n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

polishing, 
carving 

L:2.7cm stem like 
carved 

shaft 
n/a 

carved 

ridges 

pluglike 

pins(2) 
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152 SE 
LC 

structure 
n/a wall of conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
polishing 

L: 9cm 

W:7.5cm 
rectangular 

ground 

smooth 
edges 

uniconical 

perforation at 
top center 

n/a pendant 

153 SE 
LC 

structure 

iridesce

nt? 
nacreous shell part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

L: 6cm 
W:2cm      

Th.: 0.1-

0.2cm 

rectangular 
trimmed 

edges 

notch at each 

end 
n/a 

pendant 

(2) 

154 SE 
LC/TC 

structure 
n/a wall of conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
carving 

L: 9cm 

W:4.8cm      
Th. 0.5cm 

semicircular 
smooth 
edges 

2 biconical 

perforations at 
top 

incised 

design(ball 
game 

scene?) 

pendant 

155 SE 
TC 

structure 
n/a conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
carving, 

polishing 

D:2.7cm   
Th:0.2cm 

circular 
smooth, 
polished 

n/a 
Y-design 
with pits 

disk 
adorno 

156 SE 
TC 

structure 
n/a conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 
polishing 

D: 4.8cm circular 
smooth 
edges 

n/a n/a 
disk 

adorno 

157 SE 
TC 

structure 
n/a wall of conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

carving 

D:3.2cm star-like n/a 

uniconical, 

central 

perforation 

incised 
groove 

ad 

158 SE 
LC 

structure 
iridesce

nt? 
nacreous shell part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling? 

D: 2.5CM crescent very thin n/a n/a 

ring 

fragments

? 

159 SE 
EC 

structure 
n/a 

Spondylus sp. 
or conch 

part of shell finished 
cutting, 

polishing 

L:2.3cm 

W:1cm 

Th:0.9cm 

oblong 
notched 

side 
n/a n/a 

composite
? 

160 UA EC burial n/a 
Pecten 

subnodosus 
whole shell finished 

drilling/pun

ching 
n/a whole shell n/a 

3 perforations, 

punched 
none pendant 2 

161 UA 
EC burial, 

midden 
n/a 

Spondylus 
crassisquama 

whole shell finished drilling L:2-3cm whole shell n/a 2 perforations none 
pendant 

27 

162 UA EC aburial n/a 
Cyphoma 

gibbosa 
whole shell finished 

drilling/pun

ching 
n/a whole shell n/a 

2 perforations, 

punched 
none 

pendant/b

ead 

163 UA 
LC cache, 

burial 
n/a 

Marginella 
apicina 

whole shell finished 
drilling/pun

ching 
L:0.3-
0.5cm 

whole shell n/a 
1 perforation, 

punched 
none bead? 185 
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164 UA LC cache n/a nassa vibex whole shell finished drilling L:0.5cm whole shell n/a 
1 perforation, 

drilled? 
none pendant 1 

165 UA LC cache n/a 
Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished? drilling L:0.9cm whole shell n/a 

1 perforation, 
drilled 

none pendant 1 

166 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

D:0.4-
0.9cm 

circular 
rough 
edges 

1 central 

perforation, 
biconical 

none 
disc beads 

457 

167 UA cache? n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

L:1.2cm tubular n/a 
1 perforation, 

drilled 
none bead 1 

168 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

D:3cm 

Th:.6-
2.3cm 

subspherica

l/disc-like 

round 

edges 

1 central 

perforation, 
biconical 

none bead 16 

169 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

D:1-2cm 
subspherica

l 

depressio

n on sides 

1 central 

perforation, 
biconical 

none bead 154 

170 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

carving, 

grinding 

L:8cm 
anthropomo

rphic 

depressio

n on sides 

1 perforation, 

drilled, 

laterally on 

"headdress" 

figure 

carving 
pendant 1 

171 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
carving, 

grinding 

L:2cm zoomorphic n/a 

1 perforation, 

drilled, 

transverse 

cup-like 

drillings 

for eyes 

pendant 1 

172 UA 
Late 

structure 
n/a conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 
smoothing, 

incising 

L:11.2cm 

Th:0.8cm 

wedge/   

crescent 

smooth 

sides 

2 perforations, 

drilled 

incised 

scene 
pendant 2 

173 UA LC? n/a conch? part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

incising 

L: 9.8-

17cm 
oval n/a 

2 perforations, 

drilled 

marginal 

nicks 

"horse 

collar" 2 
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174 UA LPre/EC n/a 
Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished 

sawing, 

drilling/not
ching 

L: 1.8-5cm 
whole shell 
minus spire 

ground 
base 

1 perforations, 

conical/ 
lenticular 

n/a tinkler 6 

175 UA EC deposit n/a 
Oliva 

reticularis 
whole shell finished drilling L: 1.8-5cm whole shell n/a 

1-4 

perforations 
n/a tinkler 3 

176 UA n/a n/a Strombus? part of shell finished 
cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding 

L:6.2-

6.5cm 
triangular n/a 

1 perforation, 
drilled, 

transverse 

n/a pendant 3 

177 UA n/a n/a Unionid sp. whole shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

notching 

L:4.5cm whole shell 
notched 

edegs 

2 perforations, 

drilled 
n/a pendant 1 

178 UA EC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 
cutting, 

grinding, 

smoothing 

L:2.4-

2.9cm 
L-shape 

head" 

cupped 
n/a n/a 

ear? 
ornament 

2 

179 UA LC burial n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

smoothing, 

drilling, 
notching 

L:2.4-
2.9cm 

L-shape 
"head" 
drilled 

1 perforation, 
drilled on head 

notched 

rim of 

"head" 

ear? 

ornament 

2 

180 UA LC cache n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 

polishing 

D: 1-2.5cm round 
smooth 

sides 
none none adorno (5) 

181 UA LC n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 

grinding 

D:0.8-
3.8cm 

round n/a 
1 central 

perforation 
none adorno (9) 

182 UA n/a n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 
drilling, 

grinding, 

notching 

D:1.1-

2.2cm 
round 

scalloped 

edges 

1 central 

perforation 
elaborate adorno (7) 

183 UA 
 

n/a n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
smoothing, 

incising, 

D:1.2-
2.2cm 

polygon? 
encircling 

groove 
1 central 

perforation 
incising 

rosette 
adorno 3 

184 UA LC burial 
pearly 

color 

freshwater 

bivalve 
part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding 

avg:1.2by1.

7cm 

circular/ova

l 
n/a none incising 

inlays 

adornos 
19 
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185 UA EC burial n/a heavy shell part of shell finished 

cutting, 

drilling, 
grinding, 

incising 

n/a 
loop/semici

rcle 
n/a 

1 perforation 
on each side 

incising adorno 1 

186 UA EC burial n/a conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 

grinding, 
smoothing 

D: 7cm        

H 4.8cm 

trumpet-

mouth 

smooth 

sides 
tapering hole none earplug 2 

187 UA EC burial n/a conch part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

smoothing, 

drilling 

L4.7cm 

W:1.3cm 
rectangular 

smooth 

sides 

1 wide 

perforation 
none backing 2 

188 UA EC burial white n/a part of shell finished 

cutting, 
grinding, 

smoothing, 

drilling 

L:6.7cm H 

6cm 

concavo-

convex disk 

rough 

edges 

1 perforation, 

drilled 
none earplugs 2 
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